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DeCoursey, Thomas E. Voltage-Gated Proton Channels and Other Proton Transfer Pathways. Physiol Rev 83:
475–579, 2003; 10.1152/physrev.00028.2002.—Proton channels exist in a wide variety of membrane proteins where
they transport protons rapidly and efficiently. Usually the proton pathway is formed mainly by water molecules
present in the protein, but its function is regulated by titratable groups on critical amino acid residues in the
pathway. All proton channels conduct protons by a hydrogen-bonded chain mechanism in which the proton hops
from one water or titratable group to the next. Voltage-gated proton channels represent a specific subset of proton
channels that have voltage- and time-dependent gating like other ion channels. However, they differ from most ion
channels in their extraordinarily high selectivity, tiny conductance, strong temperature and deuterium isotope
effects on conductance and gating kinetics, and insensitivity to block by steric occlusion. Gating of H� channels is
regulated tightly by pH and voltage, ensuring that they open only when the electrochemical gradient is outward. Thus
they function to extrude acid from cells. H� channels are expressed in many cells. During the respiratory burst in
phagocytes, H� current compensates for electron extrusion by NADPH oxidase. Most evidence indicates that the H�

channel is not part of the NADPH oxidase complex, but rather is a distinct and as yet unidentified molecule.

I. INTRODUCTION

Voltage-gated proton channels are unique ion chan-
nels in several respects. They are called proton channels
because they behave like ion channels and are highly
selective for protons. Although protons exist in solution
almost entirely in the form of hydronium ions, H3O�, all
proton-selective channels conduct protons as H�, rather
than H3O�. This is true even for water-filled pores like
gramicidin. It remains a matter of some contention
whether proton channels should be considered to be ion
channels at all, although this designation seems more
appropriate than any alternative and is becoming ac-
cepted (444). Proton channels differ from carriers and
unequivocally are not pumps. Protons are unique ions
with respect to their behavior in bulk solutions, their
interactions with proteins, and the mechanism by which
they traverse ion channels and other molecules. The
unique chemical properties of protons explain why pro-
ton channels hold the records for both the largest and
smallest single-channel currents. Thus there is an intro-
ductory discussion of selected aspects of proton chemis-
try. For a detailed discussion of the methods of pH mea-
surement, the reader is referred to the superb review by
Roos and Boron (850).

This review includes what I as a student of voltage-
gated proton channels consider to be useful and relevant.
Although the main focus is voltage-gated proton channels,
there is substantial coverage of salient properties of a

number of other proton-conducting molecules, for several
reasons. First, the structure and even the molecular iden-
tity of voltage-gated proton channels is essentially un-
known, whereas the structures of a number of other
proton-conducting molecules are known to within a few
Angstroms. Second, certain features that differentiate
proton channels from other ion channels may be shared
among molecules whose function involves proton trans-
location. Once nature discovers a solution to a design
problem, this solution tends to recur (245). Proton con-
duction through the prototypical ion channel, gramicidin,
provides a frame of reference with respect to which we
interpret many results (deuterium and temperature ef-
fects, pH dependence, unitary conductance, etc.). It is
possible to distinguish two broad classes of proton-per-
meable molecules. Some molecules couple the flux of
protons to a bioenergetic or enzymatic goal, such as
photosynthesis or CO2 hydrolysis. Other molecules are
simple proton channels that apparently exist for the sole
purpose of mediating proton flux across membranes. In
both cases, proton flux is tightly regulated, either by
coupling to events central to the function of the molecule
or by a gating mechanism that turns proton flux on and off
at appropriate times. A premise of this review is that the
molecular details of proton movement through all types of
proton-conducting molecules are likely to display similar-
ities with general applicability.

The properties common to all voltage-gated proton
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channels are described in detail. Then the properties and
proposed functions of H� channels in specific cells are
discussed. There is a strong emphasis on proton channel
function in phagocytes, because much more is known
about function in these cells than in any other. Evidence
for and against the proposal that part of the phagocyte
NADPH oxidase complex functions as a proton channel
(427) is summarized.

I do not expect more than a handful of people to read
the entire review. For those who study any of the numer-
ous molecules with proton pathways, I hope to present a
synopsis of their molecule from the vantage point of an
electrophysiologist interested in proton conduction. I feel
that it is useful to have information specifically regarding
proton conduction in various channels/molecules assem-
bled in one place. Those who study “normal” ion channels
and are curious about H� channels will want to know
their biophysical properties, which will appear esoteric
and tedious to others. Phagocyte biologists will be inter-
ested mainly in the section on H� channels in phagocytes.
For everyone else, the review should be a resource en-
abling a particular bit of information to be located in the
table of contents.

II. CHEMISTRY OF PROTONS

A. Protons in Solution: Hydrogen Bonds

Protons in aqueous solution almost always exist in
hydrated form as hydronium ions, H3O� (or H3O� � nH2O,
including waters of hydration), also called oxonium (605)
or hydroxonium ions (1070). Protons exist as H� �1% of
the time during transfer from one water to another (184).
The three protons in H3O� are equivalent, and each is
equally likely to jump to a neighboring water molecule
(84). The proton is unique among cations in being inter-
changeable with the protons that form water molecules.
This capability is significant in light of the tiny concentra-
tion of “free protons” (H3O�) in physiological solutions,
�40 nM, and the enormous total concentration of H in
water, 110 M. Only one proton in a billion is part of H3O�

at any moment. The average lifetime of the H3O� ion is
�1 ps in liquid water at room temperature: estimates in
chronological order include 0.65 ps (84), 0.24 ps (184), 3.0
ps (287), 1.7 ps (636), 1.1 ps (11), 1.3 ps (1095), 0.95 ps
(1050), and 0.5–0.79 ps (890). The proton is also unique as
a monovalent cation in having no electrons, giving it a
radius 105 smaller than other ions, which greatly facili-
tates proton transfer reactions (80) and electrostatic in-
teractions with nearby molecules (696).

The quintessential feature of water and other proton
conduction pathways is the hydrogen bond (80, 84, 287,
361, 380, 469, 470, 592, 605, 799, 800, 967, 1101). Huggins
appears to have originated the concept of the hydrogen

bond while in the laboratory of Latimer and Rodebush.
Huggins conceived the idea of a hydrogen “kernel” held
between two atoms in organic compounds, which he did
not publish until 1922 (468); several earlier investigators
discussed interactions that in retrospect could be consid-
ered examples of hydrogen bonds (490). In 1920, Latimer
and Rodebush (592) adopted this idea and applied it to
water, foreseeing the existence of networks of water
molecules, and used hydrogen bonding to explain the high
mobility of protons in water as “a sort of Grotthuss chain
effect, rather than . . . a rapid motion of any one H3O�

ion.”

“Water . . . shows tendencies both to add and
give up hydrogen, which are nearly balanced. Then, in
terms of the Lewis theory, a free pair of electrons on
one water molecule might be able to exert sufficient
force on a hydrogen held by a pair of electrons on
another water molecule to bind the two molecules
together. Structurally this may be represented as

Such combination need not be limited to the forma-
tion of double or triple molecules. Indeed, the liquid
may be made up of large aggregates of molecules,
continually breaking and reforming under the influ-
ence of thermal agitation. Such an explanation
amounts to saying that the hydrogen nucleus held
between 2 octets constitutes a weak ‘bond’ 1 ” (592).

Linus Pauling coined the term hydrogen bond in a
general paper on chemical bonds (798) and developed
and popularized the idea in a chapter of his book, The

Nature of the Chemical Bond (800).
Water molecules tend to form tetrahedral hydrogen

bonded structures, at least ideally (84). In ice the tetra-
hedral structure exists (799) and is evidently so rigid at
very low temperature (i.e., the dielectric constant drops
drastically) that proton conduction is limited (188, 261,
313). In liquid water, however, the tetrahedral ideal is not
achieved, and the actual coordination number decreases
with increasing temperature (300, 366), which likely ac-
counts for the greater decrease in activation energy at
higher temperatures for proton transport than for other
ions (319, 605, 784, 786). Water can be considered a
“broken down ice structure” with continual formation and
breaking of hydrogen bonds (707). Although protons in

1 “M. Huggins of this laboratory, in some work as yet unpublished,
has used the idea of a hydrogen kernel held between two atoms as a
theory in regard to certain organic compounds” (592).

H HO O

H

H
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water are formally considered to exist as H3O� mole-
cules, it has long been recognized that larger molecular
groupings exist and are central to the understanding of
proton conduction. As early as 1936, Huggins (470) ex-
plicitly postulated the existence of H5O2

�, showed that
proton conduction can occur by shifts in the identities of
the water molecules that comprise the cation, and sug-
gested that the rapidity of such shifts accounts for the
high mobility of protons in water. The two main larger
species are the so-called “Zundel cation,” two waters
sharing an excess proton as H5O2

� (470, 1102, 1103), and
the “Eigen cation,” four waters sharing an excess proton
as H9O4

� (80, 287, 1070), although a transitional H13O6
�

structure has also been proposed (1049). These quasi-
molecules are in a sense fictitious, in that they are ideal-
izations that exist only transiently along with many unde-
fined intermediate or alternative states (664, 890). Quan-
tum molecular dynamics simulations show that a proton
in water sometimes shuttles back and forth between two
neighboring water molecules many times per picosecond,
behavior that defines a Zundel (or Huggins) cation, but
also spends time associated with a single water (which is
hydrogen bonded to three first shell waters) as an Eigen
cation (890, 1050). Eigen thought that the proton in H9O4

�

was essentially delocalized (288) and shared among three
of the waters surrounding the H3O� molecule; the fourth
water is oriented incorrectly for rapid proton transfer
(605). Ab initio molecular dynamics calculations indicate
that a proton in water is affiliated with one oxygen atom
as H3O� (H9O4

�, including the primary hydration shell)
60% of the time, and 40% of the time it is intermediate
between two oxygens as H5O2

� (1025). Although the pro-
ton spends blocks of time as H9O4

� (i.e., associated with a
single oxygen), these events occur within bursts of oscil-
lations between the same pair of oxygens as though the
proton remembers its former partner (1050), and hence,
appearances to the contrary, was never truly delocalized.

B. Proton Conductance in Water by the

Grotthuss Mechanism

That there is a fundamental difference between pro-
tons and other cations is clear from the fivefold higher
conductivity of H� in water than other cations like K� (84,
217). In fact, considering its degree of hydration (based on
solution density) H� might be expected to have a low
mobility like Li� (84, 845) but has nine times higher
mobility (845). It has long been appreciated that protons
are conducted by a special mechanism in which they hop
from one water molecule to the next, which is often called
the Grotthuss mechanism, although de Grotthuss’ pro-
posal (254a) differs from current views. The Grotthuss
mechanism is also called “prototropic” transfer (605), to
distinguish it from ordinary “hydrodynamic” diffusion of

H3O� as an intact cation. Danneel (217) suggested that a
proton in an electric field might bind to one side of a
water molecule and that another proton could leave the
far side of the molecule, thus saving the time it would
have taken to diffuse that distance. A key distinction from
other ions is that during proton conduction the identity of
the conducted proton changes (84). Except for Hückel’s
theory (467a), the equivalence of the three protons in
H3O� is generally considered to be essential to the special
prototropic conduction mechanism. Danneel further pro-
posed in 1905 (217) that proton conduction by a Grotthuss
mechanism requires two processes: proton hopping from
one water molecule to the next, and also a reorientation
of water molecules. Glasstone, Laidler, and Eyring (366)
concluded that proton transfer was rate-limiting and that
water rotation was rapid. Conway, Bockris, and Linton
(184) concluded that the proton transfer step was rapid
and proposed that the rate-determining step was the re-
orientation of the recipient water molecule in the electri-
cal field of the donor H3O� (184, 448). More recent theo-
ries growing out of Eigen and co-workers’ views agree
that the proton transfer step is rapid, but ascribe the
rate-limiting step to reorganization of the hydrogen-
bonded network through which H� conduction occurs
(10a, 11, 221, 479, 664, 1024, 1025, 1050).

The special prototropic conduction mechanism ap-
pears to require a hydrogen-bonded structure (361, 469,
605). Water is an ideal medium for prototropic conduction
because of its propensity to form hydrogen bonds; water
has a higher viscosity compared with other solvents due
to hydrogen bonding (300). Proton conduction occurs
essentially by means of changes in the identity of the
water molecules that participate in the hydrogen-bonded
network that includes the excess proton. The mechanism
of proton conduction in water has been described as
“structural diffusion,” which was felt to reflect the delo-
calized nature of the solvated proton within a hydrogen-
bonded network (287, 319, 1070). The concept of struc-
tural diffusion of protons in water is supported by ab
initio molecular dynamics simulation (1024). Proton con-
duction occurs as a result of isomerization between Zun-
del and Eigen cations (10a, 11, 1024). The rate-determin-
ing step appears to be the breaking of a second shell
hydrogen bond, which allows the replacement of one of
the waters by a different one (10a, 287, 288, 664). This
process has been called the “Moses mechanism,” with
second shell hydrogen bonds breaking in the path of the
proton and reforming behind (10a, 11a), just as the Red
Sea parted to allow Moses and his companions to cross
(Exodus 14:21–27). At this point the modern view (10a)
diverges from most earlier models in which the water
molecule immediately adjacent to H3O� is required to
rotate into an appropriate configuration to accept the
proton (80, 184, 448, 467a). The three first shell hydrogen
bonds are too strong to be easily broken (10a), whereas
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the second shell hydrogen bonds are expected to be of
normal strength, 2.6 kcal/mol, consistent with empirical
measurements of proton mobility (636, 678). In Agmon’s
view, the widely used traditional method of estimating the
“abnormal” component of H� mobility by subtracting the
mobility of a “normal” cation such as Na� or K� from the
total H� mobility (319, 361, 366, 467a, 605, 628, 636, 678,
845) is incorrect. Because the H3O� ion is tightly hydro-
gen bonded to its first shell neighbors, it is effectively
immobilized. Consequently, essentially all of the mobility
of protons in solution is of the abnormal (Grotthuss type)
variety (11). Another difference is that in contrast to
Eigen’s delocalized proton that could move freely within
the H9O4

� complex (287, 319, 1070), in the current view
the proton is mainly associated with a single oxygen or
vascillates rapidly between two oxygens, and eventually
transfers successfully as a result of second shell hydrogen
bond rearrangement (10a, 890, 1024, 1025, 1095).

Because waters inside proton channels may be
bound or constrained in some way, proton movement
through water-filled channels is often considered to be
more analogous to proton transport in ice than in water
(732, 733). Proton conduction in ice is fundamentally
different from that in liquid water (288, 552, 771, 783). The
extensive hydrogen bond rearrangement that character-
izes proton transfer in water cannot occur in ice (552,
771). Liquid water is mainly three-coordinated, but the ice
structure enforces four-coordination. Repulsion from the
fourth water pushes the H3O� closer to its neighbors,
decreasing the energy barrier for proton transfer (552,
771). Historically, the question of proton conduction in ice
has proven to be difficult and controversial (42, 44, 96,
157, 188, 288, 294, 380, 500, 808). Eigen and colleagues
reported that the mobility of H� in ice was extremely high
(289), 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than in water (288),
and differing “from that of conduction band electrons in
metals by only about 2 orders of magnitude” (287). Sub-
sequently, the general consensus has been that these
measurements were contaminated by conduction through
melted water at the surface and that the true mobility is
much lower, 3 � 10�4 to 6.4 � 10�3 cm2 � V�1 � s�1,
typically �10�3 cm2 � V�1 � s�1 (142, 157, 294, 575, 734,
782, 808, 809). The mobility of H� in water is 3.6 � 10�3

cm2 � V�1 � s�1 (845). It is a major problem to determine
the number of defects (ionic or bonding) in ice, which
must be known to calculate mobility. “Pure” ice almost
invariably contains enough impurities to dominate at-
tempts to measure the mobility of ionic defects, which are
present at only �1 per 1013 H2O molecules at �20°C
(808). This problem can be overcome by “doping” the ice
with carriers so that their concentration is known and the
signal is larger and thus more accurately measurable
(380). In ice studies, it is important to distinguish events
at the surface from events occurring within the bulk
phase, although the former can be useful in dissecting

elementary processes that contribute to proton mobility
(260, 356, 357, 1028, 1083).

The only ions that carry current in ice are H� and
OH�, and both move as a consequence of proton or
proton defect movement (783). Both protons and Bjerrum
defects (see sect. IIID) must move for sustained current
(380); movement of L defects (or protons) alone simply
produces (or eliminates) polarization (782). In pure ice at
moderate temperatures, the dominant charge carrier is
the Bjerrum L defect (the conduction of which occurs by
rotation of water molecules), and thus for DC conduction
the motion of the ionic defect (H3O�) is rate determining
(809). Protons tend to become shallowly “trapped” by the
more abundant Bjerrum L defects, but above 110 K they
escape at a significant rate and are mobile until they
encounter the next trap (1083). Data on H3O� “soft-
landed” onto the surface of ice were interpreted to mean
that at temperatures below 190 K proton conductance in
ice is essentially absent (188). One danger that must be
considered in such studies is that protons can be trapped
at the ice surface (1028), probably because the 4-coordi-
nated state that is enforced inside ice is less favorable
than the less stringent coordination at the surface (552).
Earlier studies of isotope exchange in pure and in doped
ice had indicated that Bjerrum defect and proton migra-
tion occurred to a similar extent in ice in the 135–150 K
range, although OH� lacked mobility (181). A recent
study of isotope exchange in pure ice nanocrystals at
145 K revealed clear evidence of mobility of both Bjerrum
L defects and protons, based on the distinctive infrared
spectra of D2O, coupled HDO molecules, and isolated
HDO (1028). Most evidence indicates that protons are
mobile in ice at least down to 110 K (1083), and possibly
as low as 72 K (808), that proton mobility in ice is prac-
tically temperature independent (782, 808), and that the
mobility of H3O� at �100 K is within an order of magni-
tude of that in liquid water (808).

The hydroxide anion (OH�) also has anomalously
high conductivity compared with other anions, �198 cm2 �
S/eq (218, 845, 943), although not quite so extreme as H�

at �350 cm2 � S/eq (786, 845, 921). In addition, the activa-
tion energy for OH� conductivity is higher than for H�

(288, 623, 636). The high mobility is believed to reflect
OH� migration by a Grotthuss-like mechanism in which
the OH� moves from one water to the next by virtue of a
proton hopping in the opposite direction (80, 84, 184, 217,
469, 605, 845). Protons move via prototropic transfers
between H3O� and H2O, whereas OH� migrates by pro-
totropic transfers between H2O and OH�. The rate-deter-
mining step in OH� mobility may be the same as for H�

mobility, the breaking of a second shell hydrogen bond
(11b), although a recent proposal invokes the crucial
breaking of a first-shell hydrogen bond (1026). That OH�

mobility is less than H� mobility in spite of the similarity
of mechanism has been explained in several ways. Bernal
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and Fowler (84) proposed that the two protons in the
donor H2O are held more tightly than the three protons in
the donor H3O� molecule, thus reducing the likelihood of
the former proton transfer. Conway et al. (184) felt the
critical difference was the electrostatic facilitation by the
extra proton in H3O� of the prerequisite and rate-limiting
water rotation that precedes proton transfer. Gierer and
Wirtz (361) suggested a charge mechanism: for H� trans-
fer the proton hops between neutral H2O molecules,
whereas for OH� the proton hops between two residual
negative charges (288, 361). Agmon (11b) proposed that
contraction of the O-O bond distance adds an extra 0.5
kcal/mol to OH� transfer. Onsager proposed that H� mo-
bility is higher because the additional kinetic energy of
the excess proton increases the energy of H3O� and fa-
vors subsequent proton transfer, whereas in OH� conduc-
tion the energy of the proton is transferred from OH� to
H2O and thus does not contribute to the next transfer
(J. F. Nagle, personal communication).

C. Proton Transfer Reactions

Eigen (287) studied proton transfer reactions exten-
sively and formulated general rules that govern such re-
actions. Proton transfer reactions tend to be very rapid
and are described as “diffusion controlled” because the
rate of the reaction is determined by the frequency of
molecular encounters resulting from diffusion (287). The
rate of proton transfer in normal proton transfer reactions
depends on the pKa difference between donor and accep-
tor, as illustrated in Figure 1.2 When pKacceptor � pKdonor,
the forward reaction is rapid and independent of the pKa

difference. Protonation of various bases occurs with a
rate constant �1010 M�1 � s�1, with the electrostatically
favorable recombination of H� and OH� clocking in at
1.4 � 1011 M�1 � s�1 (287). When the forward reaction is
diffusion controlled, the reverse reaction will occur at a
rate that is linearly related to the pK difference (Fig. 1A).
By definition, log kf � log kr º pKacceptor � pKdonor �
�pK (290). If the reaction is asymmetrical with respect to
charge (e.g., HX � Y � X� � HY�), then the diffusion-
controlled limit will be different for the forward and
backward reactions (Fig. 1B). A Brönsted plot (123a)
provides similar information (787). A more thorough the-
oretical development of the kinetics of proton transfer
invokes Marcus rate theory (654), as has been applied
successfully to carbonic anhydrase (931).

In terms of a proton conduction pathway that is
composed of a series of protonation sites, proton hops
may not obey the same rules as proton transfer reactions

in diffusion-controlled reactions, due to steric con-
straints, etc. However, the general principles of the �pK

dependence of transfer rates are likely to apply. Contin-
uous prototropic transfer is most efficient when the donor
and acceptor are symmetrical, as in water to water trans-
fer (605). In solvent mixtures, the solvent with higher
affinity traps the proton (605). Ab initio molecular orbital
method calculations indicate that in a long water wire,
multiple proton transfers (hops) can occur simulta-
neously (i.e., energetically coupled to each other) using
the energy cost associated with a single transfer event
(882). An example of coherent proton tunneling has been
observed directly in a network of four coupled hydrogen
bonds (465).

D. Proton Transfer in the Plane of the Membrane:

The “Antenna Effect”

There is long-standing debate over the suggestion
that protons may diffuse laterally at the surface of the
membrane at a higher rate than they diffuse in bulk
solution. The question has been discussed extensively in

2 The concept of pKa was introduced by Hasselbalch (415) acting
on a suggestion by N. Bjerrum.

FIG. 1. Idealized dependence of the normalized rates of proton
transfer reactions on the pKa difference between donor and acceptor
molecules participating in the reaction. In A, the transfer is symmetrical
with respect to charge (e.g., HX� � Y � X � HY�), whereas in B, the
reaction results in charge neutralization. The slopes of the forward
reaction (�) and backward reaction (�) limit at 0 or 1 at large �pK. The
limiting rate constant (kmax) is 109 to 1010 M�1 � s�1 for a diffusion-
controlled reaction. [From Eigen and Hammes (290), copyright 1963
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons.]
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the context of bioenergetic membranes (404, 418, 527,
530, 706, 724, 731, 820, 821, 1002, 1079). This question has
arisen in several instances in which the apparent single
proton channel current is larger than the maximum rate at
which protons can diffuse to the channel, as predicted by
simple diffusion models. To some extent, surface en-
hancement may be ascribed to geometric factors, i.e., the
difference between diffusion in two and three dimensions
(353) without specifying the mechanism by which protons
would bind to the surface. A proton trapped at the mem-
brane surface will diffuse into a proton channel if it does
not first desorb, whereas a proton in three-dimensional
bulk solution has a low probability of diffusing into the
channel. In unbuffered solutions, surface conduction
dominates; in buffered solutions, the dominant pathway
depends on protonated buffer concentration and the ef-
fective size of the proton collecting antenna (353) (see
below).

One general way that surface conduction could en-
hance proton fluxes through a channel is by the “antenna
effect” (400, 867). Rather than requiring a proton to dif-
fuse directly to the channel entrance, the entire mem-
brane surface, by virtue of its many negatively charged
groups, might collect protons, which then travel in the
plane of the membrane surface to the channel. Detailed
experimental and computational studies have been done
on this question (155, 353, 400, 653, 867). Protonation
reactions are often extremely rapid and limited only by
diffusion, with rate constants typically 1–6 � 1010 M�1 �
s�1 (287, 290, 400, 653, 867). One of the most rapid reac-
tions known is the recombination of H� and OH� with a
rate constant 1.4 � 1011 M�1 � s�1 (287). However, occa-
sionally higher rate constants are observed. An anoma-
lously high protonation rate measured for a site on a Ca2�

channel, 4 � 1011 M�1 � s�1, was explained by proposing
the site to be negatively charged and located in the chan-
nel vestibule, which would funnel the electric field lines
and enhance the electrostatic attraction (823). If two
negatively charged groups (e.g., at the surface of a mem-
brane) are close enough together that their Coulomb
cages overlap, the “virtual second-order” rate constant
governing the transfer of a proton from one group to the
other can be 1012 M�1 � s�1 or greater (400), with the
current record being 6 � 1012 M�1 � s�1 (867). The prob-
ability that a proton that is bound to a site with �1 charge
at the interface between membrane and aqueous solution
will transfer to a neighboring site, also with �1 charge,
rather than entering bulk phase, calculated with the De-
bye-Smoluchowski equation, is close to 100% for a 12-Å
separation, decreasing with distance to �40% for a 60-Å
separation (867). It seems clear that rapid proton transfer
in the plane of the membrane is possible.

On the other hand, the extent to which rapid surface
conduction might play a significant role must be estab-

lished in each specific situation. In a study on proton
transfer rates between superficial amino acid groups on
tuna cytochrome c oxidase, all of the virtual second-order
rate constants were �109 except for one that was as large
as 1011, which was between groups within 10 Å of each
other (652). A cluster of three carboxylates on bacterio-
rhodopsin acts as a proton-collecting antenna, each with
a high protonation rate of 5.8 � 1010 M�1 � s�1, but the
dimensions of the antenna are smaller than those of the
molecule. Long-range proton migration occurs along a
protein monolayer, but depends critically on molecular
packing, and is abolished at low or high protein densities
(331). Molecular dynamics simulation indicates that pro-
ton transport near the surface of a dipalmitoylphosphati-
dylcholine membrane is inhibited rather than enhanced
(953). Finally, de Godoy and Cukierman (253a) explored
the effects of bilayer composition on H� currents through
gramicidin channels. The limiting H� conductance at low
pH was the same in bilayers formed from protonatable
phospholipids that presumably should be capable of me-
diating lateral H� conduction and bilayers formed from
covalently modified phospholipids that cannot be proton-
ated. Furthermore, differences in the H� conductance at
higher pH were fully accounted for by electrostatically
induced changes in local H� concentration near the mem-
brane, providing no evidence of significant lateral H�

conduction (253a). In summary, it appears that rapid pro-
ton transfer at the membrane surface may occur under
specialized conditions but cannot be assumed to occur
generally.

E. Control of pH

The usual way to control pH is with buffered solu-
tions. Because the control of pH is never perfect, recog-
nizing systematic sources of error is useful. Voltage-gated
proton channels appear to be perfectly selective for pro-
tons over all other ions besides deuterium, as discussed in
section VE, and hence act as local pH meters (237). Se-
lectivity is evaluated by measuring the reversal potential
(Vrev) in solutions of various pH, and comparing the result
with the Nernst potential for H� (EH)

EH �
RT

F
log

	H�
o

	H�
i
(1)

Although reasonable agreement between the measured
Vrev and EH is often obtainable, the agreement is rarely
perfect. If we tentatively accept the conclusion that volt-
age-gated proton channels are perfectly H� selective (see
sect. VE), then any deviation of Vrev from EH indicates that
the true pH differs from the nominal pH. The primary
cause of this deviation in patch-clamp experiments is
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imbalance between the rate that proton equivalents cross
the cell membrane and the rate the buffer from the pipette
replenishes the cytoplasmic compartment. The intracellu-
lar compartment is a large unstirred volume, and proton
efflux such as that occurring during H� currents will
deplete protonated buffer from the cell. For example, a
10-�m-diameter cell has a volume of 524 fl, and if it is
filled with a pipette solution that has 100 mM buffer at its
pKa, the entire cell will contain 1.6 � 1010 protonated
buffer molecules. During a modest sustained outward H�

current of 100-pA amplitude, 6.25 � 108 H� leave the cell
each second, deprotonating 4% of the total protonated
buffer. Even at intracellular pH (pHi) 6 there are only
315,000 free protons in the entire cell, all of which would
be consumed during 0.5 ms of H� current. Thus, essen-
tially the entire H� current is carried by protons that
immediately previously were bound to buffer molecules.
Replenishment of buffer occurs by diffusion from the
pipette solution and requires the diffusion of these rather
large molecules through a small �1-�m-diameter pipette
tip into the cell.

Calculations based on Pusch and Neher’s empirical
determination of diffusion rates (827) predict a time con-
stant of 19 s for the equilibration of 250-Da buffer mole-
cules from a pipette with 5-M� tip resistance into a
15-�m-diameter cell. This time constant is proportional to
cell volume (776). The rate of equilibration of pHi will be
slower than that for simple buffer diffusion, due to the
effective slowing of H� diffusion by fixed (immobile)
intracellular buffers (514). Direct estimates of the time
constant of equilibration of pHi in HL-60 cells and macro-
phages of unspecified size were 11 s (258) and 58 s or 97 s
(519), respectively, representing at least qualitative agree-
ment.

The presence and action of any membrane trans-
porter that moves proton equivalents across the cell mem-
brane will alter Vrev. Thus, when Na� is present only in the
external solution and pHi is low, the inward Na� gradient
and outward H� gradient both conspire to activate
Na�/H� antiport. H� extrusion by the antiporter is rapid
enough to raise pHi substantially (i.e., by 0.5 unit or more)
in alveolar epithelial cells studied in whole cell patch-
clamp configuration, in spite of the presence of 119 mM
buffer in the pipette solution (237). H� is extruded by the
antiporter faster than the supply is replenished by diffu-
sion of protonated buffer from the pipette. Geometrical
factors influence this balance, with smaller cells or larger
pipette openings attenuating the change in pHi due to
antiport activity. Thus manifestations of Na�/H� antiport
were less pronounced in human neutrophils (237) or mu-
rine microglia (546) than in the larger rat alveolar epithe-
lial cells, but obviously differences in the expression of
Na�/H� antiport molecules could also play a role. Any
other mechanism that results in net movement of H�

equivalents across the membrane will alter pHi. Several
mechanisms of membrane H� flux are discussed in sec-
tion IIIA, of which the shuttle mechanism in particular
could cause attenuation of the pH gradient across the
membrane (see sect. IIIA3).

A systematic deviation arises when Vrev is measured
by the conventional tail current protocol. A depolarizing
prepulse activates the H� conductance (gH) and then the
voltage is repolarized to various levels, and the direction
of the tail current (the decaying current waveform that
reflects the progressive closing of H� channels) is ob-
served. The necessity to activate a substantial gH during
the prepulse to elicit an interpretable tail current, com-
bined with the extremely slow activation kinetics of volt-
age-gated proton channels in mammalian cells, inevitably
causes significant depletion of intracellular protonated
buffer during the prepulse. If a comparable H� current is
elicited during the prepulse in solutions of varying pH, the
error will be a relatively constant addition of a few milli-
volts to the measured Vrev. This systematic error may
explain why the vast majority of Vrev measurements in the
literature are more positive than EH. On the other hand,
Vrev measurements that encompass negative �pH [pHi �
extracellular pH (pHo)] indicate deviation in the opposite
direction in this range (166, 519, 886), suggesting that an
element of dissipation of any pH gradient may also play a
role. As a result, measurement of the change in Vrev at
several pH rather than the absolute Vrev often provides a
cleaner estimate, which explains the fondness that many
experimentalists have for this way of expressing their
data. Direct measurements of Vrev using prepulses that
elicit smaller or larger currents have been shown to raise
pHi and hence shift Vrev positively roughly in proportion
to the integral of the outward H� current during the
prepulse (70, 232, 372, 473, 519, 709), although this effect
is not apparent in large cells (134). It is important to
recognize that the deviation of Vrev from EH is not an
error, but instead accurately reflects the effects of the
pulse protocol on pHi. We consider voltage-gated proton
channels to be perfect pH meters (see sect. VE).

An expedient way to estimate Vrev is to activate the
gH and then ramp the membrane voltage “downward”
from positive to negative (372). If enough channels open
at positive voltages and the ramp is rapid enough that the
channels remain open, then Vrev can be taken as the zero
current voltage, although any leak conductance and ca-
pacity current must be either negligibly small or cor-
rected. The problem remains that it is first necessary to
activate the gH to observe Vrev, so this approach does not
avoid the problem of depletion. Another clever way to
estimate Vrev is simply to interpolate between the H�

current at the end of a depolarizing pulse and that at the
start of the subsequent tail current (473). One required
assumption is that the instantaneous current-voltage re-
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lationship be approximately linear. This method is useful
in certain situations, particularly if one suspects that sig-
nificant depletion has occurred. The advantage is that
both required data points are obtained by applying a
single pulse, and they are measured at nearly the same
time. Again, this approach does not avoid the effects of
depletion. In fact, its originators used this approach to
demonstrate that H� efflux during large depolarizing
pulses alkalinized the cytoplasm significantly.

H� currents increase pHi in proportion to the amount
of H� extruded. For small currents, the change in pHi may
be negligible, but for large currents, depletion of proton-
ated buffer will noticeably increase pHi. These effects are
less pronounced in large cells (134) because they reflect
the area-to-volume ratio. Restoration of pHi is determined
by the geometrical factors already discussed, and typi-
cally requires tens of seconds up to several minutes. A
useful rule of thumb is that because voltage-gated proton
channels do not inactivate, when the H� current peaks
and then droops during a sustained depolarization, this
always reflects an increase in pHi. Experimentally, this
phenomenon can be annoying, but it is simply a manifes-
tation of the ability of the H� conductance to do its job,
namely, to extrude acid at a rate adequate to alkalinize the
cytoplasm rapidly.

Perhaps not surprisingly, variations in extracellular
buffer from 1 to 100 mM had very little effect on voltage-
gated proton currents (241). The bath solution represents
an effectively infinite sink for protons. The situation for
intracellular buffer is more complicated. Several whole
cell patch-clamp studies in which pHi was determined
have revealed that including 5–10 mM buffer in the pipette
solution does not control pHi as well as higher buffer
concentrations, e.g., 100–120 mM (232, 258, 519, 574). In
addition, the time course of the H� current during a single
depolarizing pulse was shown to depend strongly on “in-
ternal” buffer concentration in excised inside-out patches
of membrane (241). The initial turn on of H� current was
similar, but the longer the pulse, the more the current
with 1 mM buffer drooped relative to that with 10 mM
buffer. Nevertheless, decreasing internal buffer from 100
to 1 mM attenuated the H� current by only �50%; thus
this effect is attributable to H� current-associated pH
changes, rather than a limitation of the conductance of
the channel by buffer (241) (cf. sect. VJ).

In addition to buffers, application of an NH4
� gradient

has proven to be a useful way to control pHi in patch-
clamped cells (242, 248, 387) (see also sect. IIID). Control
over pHi is excellent and rapid when the NH4

� gradient is
symmetrical, becoming less effective for large NH4

�

(hence pH) gradients (248, 387). An advantage of this
technique is that pHi can be changed in a cell simply by
altering the bathing solution.

F. Selected Properties of Buffers

Several issues related to buffers are relevant to the
study of proton channels. Experimental control of pH
requires adequate buffering, as just discussed in section
IIE. Buffering power (or buffering capacity) is defined as
dB/dpH (1036), i.e., the concentration of strong base re-
quired to change the pH of a solution by one unit. A more
rigorous discussion of this and other definitions can be
found elsewhere (849, 850). The reported buffering power
of the cytoplasm in mammalian cells ranges from 18 to 77
mmol � pH�1 � liter�1 (850). The measured buffering
power of most cells increases substantially at lower pH,
typically three- to fivefold between pHi 7.5 and pHi 6.5 (24,
41, 92, 324, 603, 630, 840, 850, 1067). A similar observation
has been made for the Golgi (153). The buffering power is
maximal at the pKa of the buffer (425, 1064), where it is
(ln10)[B]/4 � 0.58[B], where [B] is the total buffer con-
centration (559, 849, 1036). Thus a cytoplasmic buffering
power of 58 mmol � pH�1 � liter�1 would reflect the
presence of the equivalent of at least 100 mM simple
buffer in cytoplasm. To control pH experimentally, many
investigators use solutions with 100 mM exogenous buffer
near its pKa. Under normal conditions, this is adequate to
prevent pH changes large enough to alter H� currents
noticeably (240) (but see cautionary tales in sect. IIE).

When a cell is dialyzed with a pipette solution con-
taining inadequate buffer, intrinsic cytoplasmic buffers
override the attempts of the pipette solution to control
pHi. The larger the cell, the more difficult is the control of
pHi. Byerly and Moody (135) compared the rate of equil-
ibration of pipette solutions containing K� or highly buff-
ered H� with cytoplasm in large neurons (90–120 �m in
diameter) studied with suction pipettes one-third the cell
diameter. The effective equilibration of H� even with high
buffer concentrations (50–100 mM) was three to five
times slower than that of K�, and with 20 mM buffer, little
control over pHi was achieved (135). Similarly, the effec-
tive diffusion coefficient of H� in cytoplasm is five times
slower than that of mobile buffers (15). In small cells
studied with patch pipettes containing pH 5.5 solutions,
pHi deduced from the Vrev of H� currents was �5.7 for
119 mM MES buffer and �6.3 for 5 mM MES (232). A
pipette solution with 1 mM buffer appeared to have es-
sentially no effect on pHi (240).

Buffers have variable tendencies to chelate metal
ions (805). Because we could not find much information
on this property for normal pH buffers beyond the initial
description of the Good buffers (370), we measured the
binding constants of several buffers for Zn2�, Cd2�, Ni2�,
and Ca2� (163). Certain buffers bind Zn2� avidly, includ-
ing tricine and N-(2-acetamido)-2-iminodiacetic acid
(ADA). The latter has been used to establish free Zn2�

concentrations in the nanomolar range (22, 792).
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III. MECHANISMS OF PROTON PERMEATION

THROUGH MEMBRANES

A. Proton Permeation Through Membranes

Without Transport Proteins

In addition to the plethora of membrane proteins
whose function is to transport protons or acid equivalents
across cell membranes, there are several mechanisms by
which protons can permeate phospholipid membranes in
the absence of proteins. These mechanisms will be con-
sidered in part in the context of deciding whether voltage-
gated proton channels really exist or if they might simply
reflect one of the several nonprotein mechanisms of con-
duction. A large literature exists on the proton permeabil-
ity of the cell membrane itself (see sect. IIIA1), largely
with respect to the important bioenergetic systems in
which large proton gradients are created. Thus, in mito-
chondria, chemical energy is stored as a proton gradient
that drives ATP generation. In chloroplasts, light energy is
transduced into a proton gradient to create ATP. Energy
transduction thus requires the generation of large proton
gradients. Nevertheless, many studies indicate that the
proton permeability of cell membranes is much higher
than that of other cations.

The Born self-energy cost of an ion permeating a pure
lipid bilayer is prohibitive (794), �58.6 kcal/mol for the
H3O� (243). Therefore, a mechanism subtler than brute
force is required to translocate protons across mem-
branes. Four mechanisms that have been proposed to
explain proton permeation through biological membranes
are as follows: transient water wires (sect. IIIA2), weak
base or acid shuttles (sect. IIIA3), phospholipid flip-flop
(sect. IIIA4), and specific proteins (channels, carriers, and
pumps) whose function is to transport protons. High “in-
trinsic” proton permeability must be explained by one of
these mechanisms. As will become apparent however, the
proton permeability of cell membranes that contain volt-
age-gated proton channels is several orders of magnitude
higher than the highest estimate for simple phospholipid
bilayers. In most cells with H� channels, any proton
permeability of the membrane itself is negligible in com-
parison (242).

1. Intrinsic proton permeability

It has been maintained widely and for some time that
membrane proton permeability (PH) is anomalous in two
respects. First, PH is many orders of magnitude higher
(10�4 to 10�2 cm/s) than the permeability of other cations
(10�12 to 10�10 cm/s) (227, 228, 390, 755, 797). Second, the
proton conductance (GH) is practically independent of pH
(226, 395, 396, 755). These observations have been chal-
lenged on various counts, and some of the complications
will be mentioned here.

PH is difficult to measure, and reported values vary
over many orders of magnitude, ranging from �10�9 to
10�1 cm/s (153, 396, 585, 688, 755, 764, 766, 797, 804).
Although various studies report no (124), moderate (585),
or strong (i.e., up to �100-fold) (228, 390, 396, 755, 764,
804, 1033) dependence of PH on the composition of the
membrane, this dependence does not come close to re-
solving the vast disparity in reported values. The idea that
PH is anomalously high was challenged by Nozaki and
Tanford (766), who measured PH 10�9 cm/s in phospho-
lipid vesicles and estimated the true value to be �5 �
10�12 cm/s. Deamer and Nichols (227) argued that these
measurements were limited by development of a diffusion
potential. Diffusion potentials can be avoided by allowing
counterion flux (114). The finding that several cells have
undetectably small PH (185, 1054) suggests that proton
permeability is not a general property of cell membranes.

Another source of variability may be differences be-
tween conductance and permeability measurements. Ra-
dioactive tracers reveal unidirectional flux, whereas elec-
trical currents reflect only net flux, i.e., the difference
between the unidirectional fluxes. For example, at EH

there is no net H� current, but there still can be large
bidirectional fluxes. Hence, permeability estimates based
on fluxes may be higher than electrical estimates made
near EH. On the other hand, if H� current is measured
during a large driving voltage, fluxes will be practically
unidirectional, so the two estimates should be reasonably
consistent.

It has been suggested that both the high apparent PH

and the pH independence of GH might be the result of
proton accumulation near the negatively charged phos-
pholipid head groups at the membrane-solution interface
(342). In this view, PH is high because its calculation
assumes the bulk solution concentration and neglects the
possibility that the local concentration of protons at the
membrane surface may be proportionally much higher
than other cations, due to the closer approach of H3O�

than a hydrated cation to the negatively charged mem-
brane. It has been known at least since 1937 that negative
surface charges tend to lower the surface pH, by up to 2
pH units in physiological solutions (215, 378, 988). Numer-
ous studies indicate that negative surface charges can
concentrate protons and other cations near membranes,
resulting in higher conductance than expected from bulk
concentrations (32, 214, 531, 716). Higher PH is measured
in negatively charged phospholipid membranes (764).
Furthermore, because the negative charges at the surface
are essentially fully screened by protons, the local proton
concentration is relatively independent of bulk pH, and
thus the apparent insensitivity of proton flux to bulk pH is
also explained (342).

A fundamental difficulty with measuring PH is that in
the physiological pH range, the [H�] is up to 106 smaller
than that of other cations. Because the calculation of PH
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effectively normalizes the measured flux according to the
nominal [H�], any error is magnified, and the error is
amplified at higher pH. At least in electrical measure-
ments, most errors tend to increase the apparent PH. In
alveolar epithelial cells studied by voltage clamp in solu-
tions lacking small ions, PH � 10�4 cm/s, even assuming
that the entire leak is carried by H� (242). In fact, the
“leak” current was insensitive to pH and the leak reversal
potential did not change in a direction consistent with H�

selectivity, thus PH �� 10�4 cm/s by direct electrical
measurement and any proton permeability was too small
to detect (242). Similar observations were made in my-
elinated nerve (440). Also consistent with a low PH, large
changes in apical pHo do not change pHi in alveolar
epithelial monolayers (510). From the viewpoint of a cell
trying to maintain homeostasis, any proton leak is unde-
sirable. In light of the �104 increase in PH that occurs
when the cell membrane is depolarized and H� channels
open, the background level of proton leak is negligible for
most purposes.

It is questionable whether the traditional permeabil-
ity coefficient PH is useful for H� flux through either
membranes or most channels. The Goldman-Hodgkin-
Katz (GHK) model (368, 444, 456) assumes that perme-
ation is a simple process that occurs at a rate proportional
to the rate that the permeant ion species encounters the
membrane, which in turn is proportional to the bulk
concentration. PH is thus predicted to be a constant that
is independent of pH, and lowering the pH by one unit
should increase the H� flux (or gH) 10-fold. In fact, devi-
ations from this prediction are more the rule than the
exception. To the extent that simple membrane H� con-
ductance is independent of [H�] (226, 395, 396, 755), the
parameter PH, far from being constant, increases 10-fold/
unit increase in pH. The PH of Golgi membranes increases
3.4-fold/unit increase in pH (153). PH calculated in alveo-
lar epithelial cells during maximal activation of H� cur-
rents increases �5-fold/unit increase in pH (166, 242).
This type of behavior demonstrates that these systems do
not operate within the assumptions built into the GHK
permeability equations, and hence, permeability calcula-
tions have little meaning. In contrast, for gramicidin PH is
constant over a wide pH range; i.e., the single-channel H�

conductance increases 10-fold/unit decrease in pH (Fig.
13). This counter-example suggests that the pH depen-
dence of PH in other systems does not reflect something
peculiar about the diffusion of protons to membranes, at
least at pH �5. Instead, it more likely indicates that a
rate-limiting step in the permeability process is slower
than the diffusional approach of protons to the mem-
brane. In the case of voltage-gated proton channels, per-
meation through the channels is thought to be rate deter-
mining (166, 234, 238–240, 242–245). The GHK equations
provide a valuable frame of reference by predicting the
behavior of a simple system. However, in the frequently

occurring situations in which PH depends strongly on pH,
the parameter PH is not a meaningful way to evaluate or
compare proton fluxes.

2. Transient water wires

A transient water wire might occur if, due to thermal
fluctuations, a chain of water molecules happened to align
across the membrane (225, 228, 755). Although fatty acid
monolayers and cell membranes present a significant bar-
rier that slows water diffusion by �104 (34, 147), water
can permeate most cell membranes, and several waters
might follow the same path once a trailblazer has led the
way. A hydrogen-bonded chain of water molecules inter-
calated between membrane phospholipids might be imag-
ined to conduct protons. A membrane-spanning chain
would need to be �20 water molecules long, and the Born
energy cost of forcing a proton into the bilayer might be
reduced by virtue of partial hydration by nearby waters
(730). The proton flux could be independent of pH if the
rate-determining step were the breaking of hydrogen
bonds between neutral waters, which might initiate the
turning step of the hop-turn mechanism (730) (see sect.
IIID). A recent modification of this idea is the translocation
of protons by small clusters of water molecules in the
membrane (405).

There are some difficulties with the transient water
wire proposal. Although water permeability varies 27-fold
in different synthetic membranes (309), and PH varies
�100-fold in different membranes, there is no correlation
between PH and water permeability (396). Molecular dy-
namics simulations indicate that the free energy barrier to
formation of a water wire in a membrane is 108 kJ/mol,
and thus the likelihood of a membrane-spanning pore
forming is very low (658). The lifetime of such a water
wire was �10 ps in this study (long enough to transport
no more than one proton) and averaged 36 ps in a later
simulation study (1038). The H� flux calculated for this
mechanism could be made to agree with experimental
estimates only by assuming that a proton permeates in-
stantaneously and that the entry rate of protons into the
water wire is 108 faster than provided by diffusion (658).
Furthermore, simulations of H� permeation through op-
timal water wires indicate that �100 ps is required for H�

to permeate a 30-Å channel (120), which is longer than the
predicted lifetimes of the transient water wires (658,
1038). The mean interval between H� permeation events
through gramicidin during the largest H� currents re-
corded through any ion channel (2.2 � 109 H�/s in gram-
icidin at �160 mV and 5 M HCl) (207) is 455 ps, which may
or may not represent the maximum conduction rate (see
sect. IVA4). A spontaneous water wire would have to be
narrow and transient, because otherwise other ions might
permeate (730), violating the observation that PH is 106

greater than that of other ions (755). Paula et al. (797)
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reported that PH decreased from �10�2 to �10�4 cm/s as
the bilayer thickness was increased from 20 to 38 Å, and
concluded that protons were conducted via transient wa-
ter wires in thin membranes and by a solubility-diffusion
mechanism in thicker membranes. As pointed out by
Deamer (225), if PH measured in biological membranes
was found to be lower than in model (5) membranes, then
the latter would be poor models, because biological mem-
branes may have a variety of additional transport mech-
anisms that would, if anything, increase H� flux. If water
wires conduct protons across ordinary cell membranes,
then they do so at a rate that is negligibly low compared
with the proton fluxes that occur when voltage-gated
proton channels are active (242).

3. Weak acid or base shuttles

Protons can cross membranes via weak acids or
weak bases that act as proton carriers (106, 169, 671). It
has been suggested that contaminant weak acids might
account for the high PH reported in phospholipid bilayer
membranes (396). The weak acid mechanism has long
been recognized (486) and is illustrated in Figure 2. When
a weak acid is added to the extracellular solution, the
protonated form (HA) will be present at a concentration
determined by its pKa and the pH as described by the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (415, 425). The proton-
ated form can permeate the membrane far more readily
than the anionic form (A�), and thus the predominant
result will be entry of HA down its gradient into the cell.
Once inside, HA will dissociate into A� and H�, to an
extent determined by pHi. The net result is that protons

have been transported into the cell and released there,
thus increasing pHo and decreasing pHi. The addition of a
weak base will have the opposite effect. Again, the neutral
form is far more permeant, but when B, a weak base,
enters the cell, it leaves its proton behind, lowering pHo,
and once inside the cell it will tend to bind H� thus
increasing pHi. The neutral form of the acid or base will
continue to diffuse across the membrane until its concen-
tration is the same inside and outside the cell.

A corollary to this mechanism is that weak acids and
bases tend to equilibrate across membranes according to
the pH on each side, which is important for determining
intracellular drug concentrations (e.g., Refs. 233, 443,
744). This mechanism has been exploited as a way to
estimate the pH inside cells or organelles (e.g., Refs. 152,
703, 1045). Another application of this phenomenon is the
NH4

� prepulse technique (850), which is a standard
method to study pHi recovery from an acid load. This
principle has been exploited to regulate pHi in cells under
whole cell voltage clamp (242, 248, 387). One can estab-
lish a known NH4

� (or triethylammonium�, for example)
gradient by including a known concentration in the pi-
pette solution, and then adjusting the NH4

� in the bathing
solution. Ideally, the NH4

� gradient will establish an equiv-
alent H� gradient. For example, 5 mM NH4

� in the bath
and 50 mM NH4

� in the pipette (and thus in the cell) will
lower pHi by 1 unit relative to pHo.

Because of their exquisite sensitivity to pH, voltage-
gated proton channels are effective pH meters that can be
used to report pH changes (237). Adding NH4

� to the bath
produces intracellular alkalinization, which greatly dimin-
ishes H� currents (473). Conversely, addition of sodium
lactate or sodium acetate to the external solution rapidly
and effectively acidifies the cytoplasm, enhancing voltage-
gated proton currents (473, 710).

As a practical consideration, if one wants strict con-
trol over pHi, one must worry about the presence of weak
acids or bases in the solutions. Obviously, small mole-
cules with pKa near ambient pH (e.g., HCO3

�, NH4
�, etc.)

are perilous, but even larger molecules with pKa �2 units
from ambient may produce significant changes in pHi by
the proton shuttle mechanism. For example, N-methyl-D-
glucamine (NMDG), a commonly used large “imper-
meant” cation with pKa 9.6, can cause significant shunting
of the pH gradient by the shuttle mechanism (938).
Whether it does so quickly enough to affect H� currents
in a patch-clamped cell has not been reported, but devi-
ations of Vrev from EH appear somewhat greater in a study
using NMDG solutions (232) than tetramethylammo-
nium� solutions in the same cells (166). Tetrabutylammo-
nium� is sufficiently lipophilic to permeate cell mem-
branes (233) and has been shown to enhance proton flux
(764).

FIG. 2. Diagram illustrating the effects on local pH when weak acids
(A) or weak bases (B) are present. The neutral form of each molecule
typically is many orders of magnitude more permeant than the charged
form. If the acid or base is present on one side of the membrane, the
neutral form will permeate and change the pH on both sides of the
membrane. The protonated weak acid, HA, carries its proton across the
membrane and then may dissociate inside the cell, lowering intracellular
pH (pHi) and increasing extracellular pH (pHo). These pH changes will
be buffered, and the extent of the change will depend on geometrical
considerations. The deprotonated weak base will permeate, in effect
leaving a proton behind, and will tend to pick up a proton inside the cell,
increasing pHi and lowering pHo.
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4. Phospholipid flip-flop

Another mechanism that might allow net proton flux
across a membrane is phospholipid flip-flop (396). This is
a subset of the weak-acid mechanism just discussed, but
does not require any molecules exogenous to the mem-
brane. Membrane phospholipids might transport protons,
acting effectively as carriers. The negatively charged
phosphate groups may become protonated, neutralizing
their charge, and then the molecule could flip-flop across
the membrane, releasing the proton on the other side.
Long-chain fatty acids can also transport protons across
membranes by this mechanism (397). Biological long-
chain fatty acids may transport protons across the mem-
brane by a weak acid mechanism, although their slow
intrinsic flip-flop rate makes them relatively inefficient
(397). Although it seems likely that this mechanism can
occur under some conditions (397, 547), it has been ar-
gued that it does occur only at relatively high concentra-
tions of fatty acids, such as 300 �M oleic acid (327).

B. Being and Nothingness: Do Proton

Channels Exist?

How do we know that voltage-gated proton currents
are mediated by specific membrane proteins, rather than
simple flux through the membrane itself or other mecha-
nisms discussed in section IIIA? Several strong arguments
resolve this existential question.

H� currents have well-defined time- and voltage-de-
pendent gating. It is difficult to imagine that such behavior
could occur in the absence of specific membrane pro-
teins.

Direct evidence of gating is provided by current fluc-
tuations (see sect. VG) as well as direct single-channel
currents (168). Gating is a defining characteristic of ion
channels.

The result of time- and voltage-dependent gating is
that over a span of �40 mV, the membrane permeability
to H� increases reversibly by at least three to four orders
of magnitude (242). Again, it is difficult to imagine how a
simple membrane, even if perforated by “water wires,”
could manifest such a remarkable transition.

As a result of voltage-dependent gating, the steady-
state gH rectifies strongly. Outward H� flux is at least
three to four orders of magnitude greater than inward H�

flux, which is undetectably small. How could this kind of
rectification (asymmetry of flux) be accomplished across
a simple membrane?

The H� current through voltage-gated proton chan-
nels is 1.9 times larger than D� currents (242), substan-
tially larger than the isotope effect for simple membrane
permeation (226, 804) (see sect. VI).

H� currents are inhibited by Zn2� and other polyva-

lent cations, selectively, with high affinity, and in a com-
plex manner, by metal ions binding to a site with an
apparent pKa 6.2–7.0 (163). Such effects are readily ex-
plained by interaction with a membrane protein but dif-
ficult to explain otherwise.

If protons permeated the membrane itself, H� flux
ought to be governed by simple diffusion theory, i.e., the
Fick equation applied to membranes (368). H� flux should
be proportional to concentration, and nonsaturable, lim-
ited only by diffusion of buffer across the unstirred layer
near the membrane (399, 527). As will be discussed fur-
ther in sections IVO and VF, over a range of 4 pH units, the
gH,max increases only �2-fold/unit decrease in pH.

Substances such as phloretin or sodium dodecyl sul-
fate that alter the internal dipole potential of membranes
and thereby profoundly affect ion conductances mediated
by carriers (29, 955) have no effect on proton currents (V.
Cherny and T. DeCoursey, unpublished observations).
One can imagine that ions inside a channel protein might
be shielded, but if protons permeated the bilayer itself,
one would expect sensitivity to the internal dipole poten-
tial.

In conclusion, proton channels do exist and are al-
most certainly membrane proteins.

C. Are Proton Channels “Real” Ion Channels?

This question is ultimately one of semantics and de-
pends on one’s definition of ion channels. In my view
there is no question that proton channels are ion chan-
nels. Proton channels are unique in many respects, but
they nevertheless possess all of the fundamental charac-
teristics of ion channels. The first three properties are
shared by uniporters.

Ion channels are membrane proteins that provide a
low-resistance pathway across cell membranes. That volt-
age-gated proton channels facilitate H� efflux across
membrane is evident from the observation that opening
H� channels by depolarization of the membrane potential
increases PH by �4 orders of magnitude (242).

Voltage-gated proton channels are entirely passive.
An open H� channel permits passive H� conduction
down the electrochemical gradient. H� channels cannot
be considered to be “pumps” in any sense of the word.
Removal of ATP prevents neither H� channel opening nor
H� conduction. ATP has subtle effects (574, 710), but
these are unrelated to phosphorylation (710) (Cherny and
DeCoursey, unpublished data) (see sect. VIB3).

In distinction from many carriers, symporters, and
antiporters, no co-ion or counterion is required (238).

A fundamental distinction between carriers and
channels is that carriers must undergo a conformational
change during each ion translocation cycle. The argument
becomes semantic at this point. If H� conduction occurs
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by a HBC mechanism (see sect. IIID), the turning step of
the hop-turn mechanism arguably might be considered a
conformational change. However, ions probably interact
with normal ion channels during permeation, and it is
possible that conformational changes in the protein (in-
duced by the presence of the ion) must occur before
conduction can proceed. Second, the rearrangement of
hydrogen bonds required during the turning step may be
subtle and hardly qualifies as a conformational change.
Finally, the distinction of carriers from channels based on
the conformational change criterion is invoked to explain
the lower turnover rate of carriers. In fact, the participa-
tion of a protonatable residue at the entrance to several
proton channels has been shown to increase the effi-
ciency of proton conduction (see sect. IVN). In summary,
the term channel is appropriate.

Voltage-gated proton channels exhibit gating: repro-
ducible time- and voltage-dependent activation and deac-
tivation of H� current. Excess current fluctuations that
reflect stochastic opening and closing transitions, i.e.,
gating, have been observed (168, 236, 720). Demonstra-
tion of the existence of gating is often presented as “prov-
ing” an ion channel mechanism. Whether carriers might
exhibit behavior interpretable as gating is unclear. By this
criterion, voltage-gated proton channels are ion channels.

As the defining property of voltage-gated channels,
including proton channels, gating is a major feature that
distinguishes channels from other types of transporters. A
channel without gating is simply a pernicious hole in a cell
membrane. In contrast, the activity of carriers (porters
and pumps) is mainly regulated by substrate availability,
and secondarily by biochemical modulation. Carriers can
perform their physiological functions without a clear re-
quirement for gating. Specifically, porters and pumps
have no correlate of the full open state of ion channels, in
that at no time in their reaction cycle is there a continuous
pathway for the ion across the membrane. The open state
enables channels to have high turnover rates, whereas
carriers must undergo conformational changes during
each transport cycle.

Voltage-dependent gating must be distinguished from
voltage-sensitive flux. Any process that results in net
charge translocation across a cell membrane must in
principle be voltage sensitive. The ion flux will depend on
the driving force (596), which includes the electrical po-
tential difference (voltage) across the membrane. Simple
diffusion of ions across membranes is voltage sensitive,
and so must be ionic flux through porters and pumps
whose stoichiometry of ion movement is unbalanced, so
that net charge translocation occurs. Well-known exam-
ples include the Na�-K� pump (833), the Na�/Ca2� ex-
changer (540), a Na�/HCO3

� cotransporter (848), the H�-
dependent glucose transporter (947), and many H�/amino
acid transporters (103, 875). The ion transport rate varies
with voltage because each cycle of the carrier delivers net

charge across the membrane’s electric field. Even if the
charge-transferring steps are not rate limiting, the overall
process must still be voltage sensitive because voltage
will affect the probability that the transporter exists in
states immediately adjacent to the rate-limiting step (596).
However, the voltage sensitivity may not be very obvious
for a particular measurement. For example, the current
generated by the H�-ATPase in Neurospora changed less
than twofold over 300 mV (377). The translocation of
electrons across the membrane by NADPH oxidase is
nearly voltage independent over a 150-mV range (252). In
a model of pump currents, Hansen et al. (410) showed
that the current-voltage relationship could be flat or
nearly so over a wide voltage range, but steep at other
voltages. Voltage gating, in contrast, implies a discontin-
uous process: a clear difference in the mode of operation
of the transporter protein at different voltages. In the case
of voltage-gated ion channels, the probability of being
open or closed (conducting or not) depends on mem-
brane voltage. Channel gating may reflect a conforma-
tional change in the protein or, in some cases, occlusion
of the conducting pathway. For all voltage-gated chan-
nels, gating is stochastic: the probability of being open or
closed depends on voltage. The current through an open
ion channel is voltage sensitive, generally increasing as
the voltage is increased relative to the reversal potential.

It can be argued that carriers and pumps must func-
tion to a variable degree of effectiveness and that this is
equivalent to the gating of ion channels; that is, carriers
may also exist in states of low functional probability,
which are incapable of reacting with the substrate. This
circumstance is obvious when a noncompetitive inhibitor
is present, but can in principle occur under less well-
defined conditions, for which the term lazy-state behavior
has been coined (411), corresponding to the “closed” ion
channel. If we could look at individual carriers, as we can
at individual channel molecules, we should see these
noncycling intervals (C. L. Slayman, personal communi-
cation). However, thus far it has been impossible to mea-
sure transport through individual carrier molecules
(whose maximal currents would be in the attoampere
range), so direct demonstration of this phenomenon is
lacking. It has been proposed for the Fo proton channel of
H�-ATPase (1046), that the interaction between Trp241

and His245 comprises a “gate.” Protonation of His245 at low
pH allows interaction with Trp241, which by conforma-
tional changes or pKa shifts, as speculated, allows protons
to enter the channel and access the crucial Asp61 (see
sect. IVF). The term gate has also been applied to bacte-
riorhodopsin (the best understood “active” transporter) in
a similar sense, to describe the conformational change in
the Schiff base that causes proton flux to be unidirec-
tional (969). In both of these cases, however, the distinc-
tion from channels remains, because an open H� channel
allows continuous H� flux across the membrane down its
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electrochemical gradient, which does not occur during
the normal functioning of bacteriorhodopsin, F-ATPases,
or any other carrier-type protein.

The only conceivable alternative descriptor, carrier,
is inappropriate (see sect. IIIC). Ion carriers (uniporters)
must be voltage sensitive, because at least one form (ion-
bound or ion-unbound) must carry net charge across the
membrane. As a result, a large applied voltage may trap
the carrier at one side of the membrane, and hence trans-
port will not be sustained. The resulting transient current
has been described for mutant forms of voltage-gated K�

channels (R365H and R368H) in which His shuttles pro-
tons across the membrane (960, 961). The elegant analysis
of possible outcomes of histidine scanning studies of the
voltage sensor of K� channels by Starace and Bezanilla
(960) distinguishes between carriers and channels. A pro-
tonatable His acting as a carrier binds a proton at one
membrane surface, moves during voltage-dependent gat-
ing to a new position in which the protonated His is
exposed to the other membrane face, and then releases
the proton. The result is sustained H� current that is
maximal near voltages where Popen is 0.5, i.e., where the
probability of gating transitions is maximal (Fig. 3C). In
contrast, mutants in which His becomes accessible simul-
taneously to both membrane surfaces act as H� channels,
providing a continuous pathway for protons to cross the
membrane. This proton channel turns out to be gated

because only in one conformation, whose probability of
occurrence is voltage dependent, is the His accessible to
both sides of the membrane. In this case, the gH has a
normal sigmoid voltage dependence like other voltage-
gated channels. As shown in Figure 3, A and B, the H�

current increases monotonically with voltage over a range
of 400 mV in native voltage-gated proton channels. This
behavior is channel-like.

One objection to the term channel is based on the
miniscule single-channel conductance. Traditionally (444,
596), channels, carriers, and pumps are characterized as
having distinctive maximum turnover rates: 105–108, 102–
104, and 101–103 s�1, respectively. Although it is reason-
able to argue that finding a turnover rate much higher
than the typical range suggests an erroneous classifica-
tion, the same logic does not apply to a smaller-than-
typical turnover rate. If a putative carrier translocated 107

ions/s, one might suspect that it was in fact a channel.
However, if a channel conducts only 104 ions/s, this just
means it is a channel with a low conductance. In the case
of H� channels, the permeant ion normally is present at
concentrations �10�7 M. The H� conductance of the
gramicidin channel is the largest of any ion channel at
very low pH (see sect. IVA), but extrapolated to pH 7 (see
sect. IVP) is smaller than that estimated for voltage-gated
proton channels.

FIG. 3. Absence of saturation of voltage-gated H� currents contrasted with nonmonotonic voltage dependence of
carrier-mediated H� currents. A: H� currents are illustrated for pulses from a holding potential (Vhold) of �60 mV, in
20-mV increments up to �380 mV, at pHo � pHi � 7.0 in a human eosinophil studied in permeabilized-patch
configuration, as generally described in Ref. 246. The pulse duration was reduced at larger depolarizations to avoid
depletion of cytoplasmic protonated buffer, which nevertheless occurred during some pulses as evident from the droop
of the current. The records with heavier lines were recorded at a faster time base (calibration bar on left). This cell had
been stimulated with PMA (phorbol ester) and then treated with diphenylene iodonium. B: H� current-voltage relation-
ship from the data in A indicates no hint of saturation (V. V. Cherny and T. E. DeCoursey, unpublished data). C:
nonmonotonic current-voltage relationships at three pHi in a K� channel mutant (R365H) that acts as a proton carrier.
The current disappears at large positive or negative voltages because a form of the carrier is pinned at one side of the
membrane. [From Starace et al. (961). Copyright 1997, with permission from Elsevier Science.]
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D. Hydrogen-Bonded Chain Conduction

Proton permeation through a narrow channel or
through a protein is generally considered to occur by a
mechanism different from the permeation of other cat-
ions, just as proton conductance in bulk water differs
from that of other cations. Myers and Haydon (723) ex-
plained the anomalously large proton conductance
through the gramicidin channel by a Grotthuss mecha-
nism of protons hopping across the row of water mole-
cules inside the channel. The gramicidin channel is
known to be a narrow pore occupied by a dozen or so
water molecules in single file (611). Protons can also
permeate channels that do not contain a continuous row
of water molecules.

Lars Onsager explicitly proposed what has become
known as the hydrogen-bonded chain (HBC) mechanism
in 1967 (778, 779). He proposed that ions (778), including
protons (779–781), might cross biological membranes
through networks of hydrogen bonds formed between
side chains of amino acids in membrane proteins. This
mechanism was abandoned as a means of cation perme-
ation except for the special case of protons (276, 471, 733,
734). The unique properties of protons make it possible to
devise a pathway through a membrane protein that is not
a water-filled pore like traditional ion channels (276, 733,
900). Nagle and Morowitz (733) considered in detail the
properties and nature of proton conduction via a HBC.
The HBC may comprise water molecules, side groups of
amino acids capable of forming hydrogen bonds, or a
combination of the two. Amino acids suggested as poten-
tial HBC elements include Ser, Thr, Tyr, Glu, Asp, Gln,
Asn, Lys, Arg, and His (734). Zundel (1102) has measured
large proton polarizability, which he considers to indicate
facilitation of proton transfer, in Tyr-Arg, Cys-Lys, Tyr-
Lys, Glu-His and Asp-His hydrogen bonds. Conduction
across a HBC occurs by migration of defects or faults.
Bjerrum (96) described two classes of defects in ice:
orientational and ionic. Two main types of orientational

faults can occur as a result of rotation of one water
molecule through 120° (Fig. 4). A Bjerrum D (doppelt �
double) defect occurs when two neighboring water mol-
ecules are oriented with two protons between them. A
Bjerrum L (leer � vacant or empty) defect occurs when
the oxygens of two adjacent waters point toward each
other. These orientational defects can propagate through
the ice crystal (Fig. 4C). Two types of ionic defects occur
in ice when H3O� and OH� are formed. These ionic
defects migrate by means of proton jumps. Various other
defects in ice have been proposed (490).

The general features of HBC conduction are illus-
trated in the diagram in Figure 5. Proton conduction
occurs in two obligate steps, called the “hop-turn” mech-
anism. The hopping step reflects the movement of the
ionic defect, whereas the turning step reflects the propa-
gation of a Bjerrum L fault from the right (distal) side of
the channel back to the left side. In Figure 5A, a proton
enters the HBC from the left, and through a series of
jumps, all of the protons in the chain advance, and the
terminal proton exits into the solution at the distal end of
the channel. The proton that exits is not the same one that
entered, but the net result is that one proton disappears
from the proximal solution and one proton emerges into
the distal solution. A distinctive feature of HBC conduc-
tion illustrated in Figure 5B is that after the “hopping”
step depicted in Figure 5A, the chain is oriented differ-
ently than before, such that another proton cannot enter
the chain from the left. First, it is necessary to reorient the
entire chain, which in the example shown is accom-
plished by rotation of each hydroxyl group. Presumably,
the hopping and “turning” steps of this hop-turn mecha-
nism occur sequentially. A consequence of the hop-turn
mechanism is that an empty proton channel has a “mem-
ory” of the last proton to permeate, which persists until
the turning step is complete. Another consequence is that
in the absence of a membrane potential or other orienting
factor, an approaching proton has only a 50% chance that
the HBC will be oriented correctly.

FIG. 4. Formation of Bjerrum orientational faults in
ice. A: normal orientation of water molecules with hydro-
gen bonds (implicit) between each oxygen and a hydrogen
of a neighboring molecule. B: rotation of one water mol-
ecule results in two types of orientational faults: the D
defect where two hydrogens point toward each other, and
the L defect where there is no hydrogen between two
oxygens. C: illustrates the infrequent occasion when these
orientational defects separate and then migrate through
the ice crystal. [Redrawn from Bjerrum (96).]
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An intriguing aspect of the HBC conduction mecha-
nism is that the net translocation of one proton across the
membrane does not result in the translocation of one full
elementary charge. Part of the charge is translocated
during the turning step (781). In ice, the hopping step
translocates 0.64e, and the remaining 0.36e is translocated
during the turning step (782, 885); in gramicidin the cor-
responding values are 0.69e and 0.31e (901). The reorien-
tation of hydrogen bonds within the HBC results in a net
charge movement within the membrane, acting as a ca-
pacitive load. Both processes are favored by an appropri-
ate electrical driving force (i.e., positive on the side from
which proton flux originates). It would be intriguing to
devise an experiment to demonstrate that H� conduction
occurs in these two steps.

For various reasons, it generally has been believed
that in HBC conduction the hopping step is faster than the
turning step, by an order of magnitude or more (733, 734,
810, 814, 816, 818, 819, 900). With a few notable early
exceptions (84, 366), the rate-determining step in H� con-
duction in water is considered to be the reorientation of
water molecules rather than proton hopping (184, 448,
535, 818). If the turning step were also rate determining
for H� current through voltage-gated proton channels,
then it would be more reasonable to consider H� conduc-

tion in terms of the voltage-driven HBC reorientation
rather than proton hopping.

Although the idea that protons permeate channels via
a HBC mechanism has become widely accepted, some
have questioned whether the concept is overused. Citing
the example of ATP synthases that are driven by translo-
cation of Na� instead of H�, Boyer (112) suggested that
the hydronium ion, H3O�, may be the transported species.
The HBC concept was proposed before any proton chan-
nel structure was known. Over the past two decades,
specific proposed proton pathways have generally pro-
gressed from being mostly amino acids side groups (e.g.,
Refs. 189, 392, 483, 969) to including more and more water
molecules (803). Many amino acids can be demonstrated
by mutagenesis to play important roles in creating proton
pathways, but it is very difficult to distinguish whether a
particular amino acid comprises a direct element in the
HBC or simply is required to preserve structure or to
constrain water molecules in an appropriate position
(458, 633, 693, 765). It may be that nontitratable amino
acids contribute to proton conduction not as direct ele-
ments in the HBC but rather by providing the correct
microenvironment for water molecules that actually con-
duct the protons. It seems clear that titratable amino
acids with low enough pKa not to hold protons too tightly

FIG. 5. Diagram illustrating the hydrogen bonded
chain (HBC) mechanism for proton conduction. In this
example, the HBC is formed by hydroxyl groups (e.g.,
from serine residues). A: a proton enters the chain on the
left side and then as a result of the series of proton hops
indicated by the arrows, a proton exits the chain on the
right. B: after the hopping process is complete, the orien-
tation of the HBC is different, and another proton cannot
enter the chain from the left. First, it is necessary for the
chain to reorient, in this example by rotation of all of the
hydroxyl groups as indicated by the arrows. This turning
process must be complete before another proton can en-
ter the chain in the same direction. [From Nagle and
Morowitz (733), copyright 1978 National Academy of Sci-
ences, USA.] C: proton conduction along a simple water
wire. [From Hammes-Schiffer (408), copyright 1998 Amer-
ican Chemical Society.]
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(Asp, Glu, and His) do relay protons in several channels,
including M2, mutant K� channels, H�-ATPase, carbonic
anhydrase, the bacterial reaction center, and bacteriorho-
dopsin (Table 2). P. A. Loach (personal communication)
has suggested that a prototypical transmembrane proton
channel may consist of water microchannels, pockets that
contain a small number of water molecules. Protons or
solvated hydroxide ions could move freely within a mi-
crochannel by a hop-turn mechanism, principally via wa-
ter molecules stabilized by ligands (e.g., carbonyl groups)
from the protein. Gating in this context is viewed as the
establishment or breaking of proton pathways that inter-
connect neighboring microchannels, and the microchan-
nels with the aqueous interfaces. Single, titratable acid-
base groups, such as the side chains of Asp and Glu, may
play a critical role in interfacing and gating between mi-
crochannels. In addition, the water content may change
drastically during conformational changes that occur in
the protein, thus providing another mechanism for “gat-
ing,” i.e., completing or disrupting the continuity of the
proton pathway.

E. Proton Transfer in Water Wires

Because of the importance of proton pathways in
various proteins, much effort has gone into studying sim-
ple systems. A favorite model ion channel that has been
studied exhaustively is the gramicidin channel, in which
H� is conducted along a simple single-file water wire (see
sect. IVA). In addition to experimental studies, molecular
dynamics simulations have been done on proton transfer
along water wires inside gramicidin or imaginary chan-
nels, or even in simple chains of water molecules (Fig.
5C). In general, the more detailed and exhaustive the
calculation, the simpler the system is in terms of numbers
of molecules, by computational necessity. Several themes
emerge from these studies. The (reversible) transfer of a
proton from one water to the next is very rapid (270, 868),
with a mean rate of 1.2 ps�1 (817). Proton transfer is
activationless in a simple water wire, suggesting that
propagation of the bonding defect is rate determining
(814, 818). The hydrogen bond length and angle are crit-
ically important (882); linear or angular deformation of
the hydrogen bond results in higher energy barriers to
proton transfer both in water wires (882) and other types
of HBC (883, 948). The longer the hydrogen bond, the
higher the energy barrier to proton transfer (884). This
feature is relevant to the finding that electrostriction
(shortening of the distance between waters) can occur in
ion-occupied channels (271). Quantum effects play a sig-
nificant role (231, 408, 817). The intriguing idea of con-
certed transfer, i.e., nearly simultaneous hopping of mul-
tiple protons along the chain (as elements in the net
transfer of a single proton) as a semicollective process

has been discussed and may occur to some extent (231,
816–819, 868, 882, 890, 948). Concerted transfer is facili-
tated when the hydrogen bonds are equivalent (948).
Further results of molecular dynamics calculations spe-
cific to gramicidin channels are discussed below (see
sect. IVA).

Nagle and Morowitz (733) considered the possibility
that water inside a confined geometry such as a narrow
ion channel might be constrained, and that proton con-
duction in such a water-filled pore might behave more like
proton conduction in ice than in liquid water. This pre-
diction has been supported strongly by an assortment of
molecular dynamics calculations, which conclude that
water inside confined spaces like narrow ion channels
diffuses or reorients much more slowly than in bulk wa-
ter, i.e., the water inside channels is to some extent
“frozen” (118, 120, 173, 174, 295, 317, 402, 414, 509, 726,
834, 856, 877). Obviously, structural details matter: in
large-diameter pores with smooth nonpolar walls, calcu-
lated water self-diffusion can actually increase beyond
bulk values due to a molecular-level capillary action-like
effect related to a paucity of hydrogen bonds near the
walls (414), but nevertheless, structures like real biologi-
cal channels exhibit distinctly reduced water mobility. In
various microcavities and confined structures, both the
apparent dielectric constant of water and the diffusion
coefficient of protons increased with the diameter of the
confined space (117). A complication arising from the
analogy with ice is that we do not understand proton
conduction in ice very well (see sect. IIB). Eigen (287)
suggested that the very rapid proton conduction in ice
reflected proton delocalization due to the rigidly ordered
(by hydrogen bonds) ice structure; ironically, present pro-
ponents of the idea that proton movement in ice is greatly
inhibited at low temperature use a similar argument,
namely, that the rigid structure prevents the water rota-
tion required for HBC conduction (188). In any case, the
general consensus seems to be that any restriction of
water mobility will tend to reduce proton mobility. Bernal
and Fowler (84) considered the low dielectric constant of
ice to indicate that most of the water molecules were not
free to rotate, consequently decreasing proton conduc-
tance. Proton diffusion inside the phoE channel is re-
duced to 50% its value in bulk water (402); a similar
reduction has been calculated for gramicidin channels
(14, 207). A cleft in lactose permease exhibits reduced
water activity and a threefold reduction in the H� diffu-
sion coefficient (726). Despite these general consider-
ations, there is evidence in several systems that amino
acids that line proton channels may function by constrain-
ing or orienting water molecules to facilitate proton trans-
fer (458, 633, 693, 765). In fact, hydrogen bonding between
the waters inside gramicidin and the channel wall facili-
tates proton transfer (819), and the diffusion coefficient
for protons inside gramicidin channels, calculated from
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molecular dynamics simulations, is 40 times larger than
that in bulk water (901). Finally, a recent molecular dy-
namics study of proton conduction in smooth, cylindrical,
hydrophobic, water-filled pores indicated that although
the water diffusion constant decreased with pore radius,
proton mobility increased sharply at 2-Å radius compared
with larger pores, providing evidence of water-wire be-
havior when waters are in single file (120). Ultimately,
although kinetic competence is a prerequisite, the speed
of proton transfer may be less critical biologically than
the establishment of conditions that allow it to take place
in a controlled and predictable manner.

IV. CLASSES OF PROTON-PERMEABLE

ION CHANNELS

A number of molecules that conduct protons during
their normal operation, or have at one time or another
been thought to do so, are discussed here briefly, roughly
in order of increasing complexity. The list is arbitrary and
not meant to be complete. Many other molecules could
have been included, such as Photosystem II used by green
plants during photosynthesis (266, 1014), proton-translo-
cating transhydrogenases (95, 865), fumarate reductase
(583), the flavoprotein p-hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase
(897), ferridoxin I from Azotobacter vinelandii in which
electron transfer is controlled by coupling with the more
discriminating process of proton transfer (156), etc. A
number of proton-conducting molecules were reviewed
recently in a special issue of Biochimica et Biophysica

Acta (Vol. 1458, No. 1, 12 May, 2000).

A. Gramicidin

1. Gramicidin is a water-filled pore

The gramicidin channel, a peptide antibiotic com-
posed of 15 amino acid residues formed by Bacillus bre-

vis, has been studied extensively as a simple prototypical
ion channel. Gramicidin is in some ways reminiscent of a
synthetic channel discussed in section IVC in that it is a
small polypeptide with no formal charges, yet it is cation
selective and can conduct protons. The gramicidin chan-
nel is a dimer formed when two hemi-channels assemble
together head-to-head in the membrane (310, 1029). It is
readily incorporated into artificial phospholipid bilayer
membranes, permitting control over the solutions on both
sides of the membrane, and it tolerates extreme voltages
and ionic conditions that would destroy ordinary biolog-
ical ion channels in situ. There is strong experimental
evidence that the gramicidin channel is a water-filled
pore. Streaming potential and electro-osmotic flux mea-
surements, both of which reflect the enforced concerted
motion of water molecules and ions in a long, single-file

pore, indicate that gramicidin channels contain �12 water
molecules (310, 611). Molecular dynamics simulations are
consistent with the presence of �7–10 water molecules
inside the pore (173, 316, 509, 816, 819, 856, 859, 944) and
suggest that the number of waters may vary with per-
meant ion species (271, 944). Electro-osmosis measure-
ments detect the flux of water pushed through the chan-
nel by ions as they permeate driven by voltage, whereas
streaming potential measurements detect the electrical
consequences of ions pushed through the channel by
water molecules as they are driven to permeate by an
osmotic gradient. Movement of H� through gramicidin
did not generate a streaming potential (611), indicating
that protons permeate without the need to move water
through the channel, precisely as expected for a water-
wire mechanism (723).

2. Protons permeate gramicidin

by a Grotthuss-type mechanism

Gramicidin channels can conduct protons at a higher
rate than any other ion channel conducts any other ion
species, �2 � 109 H�/s (207). This statement refers to
normal ion-selective channels through which ions perme-
ate in single file; poorly selective wide-pore channels such
as the mitochondrial voltage-dependent anion channel
(VDAC) that are permeable to molecules up to 1,000 Da
may have higher conductances (318). The proton perme-
ability of gramicidin channels (calculated from bi-ionic
reversal potential measurements and the GHK voltage
equation) is 43–55 times that of Na� (723). Similarly, the
proton conductance is 14-fold higher than the Na� con-
ductance when the conductances are normalized accord-
ing to permeant ion concentrations (453). The proton
conductance of a ethylenediamine analog of gramicidin
was 19–25 times that of the next most permeant ion, NH4

�,
and 150–200 times that of Na� (1085). The H� conduc-
tance of dioxolane-linked gramicidin dimers was �40
times that of K� (959). The explanation for the relatively
high proton conductance is that protons permeate a wa-
ter-filled gramicidin channel by a Grotthuss-type mecha-
nism, hopping across the water chain without displacing
the water molecules (723). One would expect that the
presence of a normal cation might interfere with H�

conduction by preventing Grotthuss-type H� hopping
through the channel; however, the dwell time of Na� is
evidently so brief (�10 ns) that such interactions were
barely detectable (421). Indirect confirmation that pro-
tons permeate gramicidin by a Grotthuss-like mechanism
rather than as hydronium ions was provided by the effects
of changing the dipole potential either by fluorination of
Trp residues or by mutational replacement of Trp with
Phe at the entrance to the pore. Both interventions af-
fected H� conductance and the conductance of other
monovalent cations in opposite directions (132, 810). Sim-
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ilarly, agents like phloretin that change the internal dipole
potential of membranes (29) reportedly also affect proton
and alkali cation conductances through gramicidin chan-
nels in opposite directions (847), although other investi-
gators see no effect (253a).

3. Proton diffusion to the channel is rate determining

at most pH values

Examination of the concentration dependence of H�

conduction through gramicidin channels (Fig. 13) indi-
cates several distinct regions (244). At pH �2, the unitary
H� current is directly proportional to [H�], which has
been interpreted as indicating that the rate-determining
step is the diffusional approach of H� to the channel
mouth (14, 230, 610). The implication is that each proton
permeates independently of other protons and that per-
meation is so rapid that each proton enters the channel
long after the previous one has left. Between pH 2 and 1
the slope of the [H�] versus H� conductance relationship
decreases, but at lower pH, the slope again approaches
unity (292, 374). The “shoulder” region was ascribed to
multiple occupancy of the channel by protons (292), as
can be predicted to occur in rate theory simulations of ion
permeation (445). Some subsequent studies have sup-
ported the existence of a shoulder region in native gram-
icidin A (14, 374), gramicidin B (374), and in the RR
stereoisomer of covalently linked gramicidin dimers
(207). However, no shoulder was evident in gramicidin A
between pH 2.6 and 0.5 (421), and in gramicidin M, the H�

conductance was proportional to [H�] up to pH �0 (374).
Finally, in dioxolane-linked SS dimers, the [H�] versus H�

conductance relationship was linear over a wide concen-
tration range (1–2,000 mM H�), with slope 0.75, a finding
seemingly inconsistent with diffusion being rate deter-
mining (207). H� conduction through gramicidin can be
simulated in a combined molecular dynamics and diffu-
sion model by assuming single proton occupancy, but
only at pH �1.7 (901). Above this concentration (i.e., at
lower pH), the model conductance decreases, reminis-
cent of the decrease at high permeant ion concentration
predicted by some Eyring-type models for multiply-occu-
pied single-file channels (445, 874). However, the actual
H� current continues to increase at lower pH (14, 208,
292). It is generally accepted that normal ion channels can
be occupied by multiple permeant ions, and this conclu-
sion is supported for the bacterial KcsA channel by X-ray
crystallographic evidence (268, 496). Nevertheless, in gen-
eral, the entrance of a second ion would tend to be
hindered by the presence of an ion in the pore, due to
both electrostatic repulsion and the unfavorable orienta-
tion of waters near each ion (487, 609). The difficulty of
forcing two protons into the same relatively short water
wire might be even greater than for ordinary ions. The
simultaneous presence of two protons in a water wire

would create a Bjerrum D defect that would interrupt the
HBC and block conduction, and the defect would have to
be conducted through the channel (244). H� conduction
in a doubly occupied channel would likely be slower than
in a singly occupied channel, because it would be limited
by the rate of defect permeation. The proportionality
between [H�] and current in gramicidin at pH �1 could
reflect this slower defect permeability. Alternatively
(244), the “shoulder region” might reflect 1) a shift in the
rate-determining step from proton entry to water reorien-
tation, 2) saturation of titratable groups on the membrane
exterior that contribute to the supply of protons to the
channel so that lateral conduction cannot occur at very
low pH, or 3) a shift from a Grotthuss-type to a hydrody-
namic conduction mechanism (molecular H3O� perme-
ation).

4. H� current saturation at very low pH may reflect

bulk diffusion limitation, not permeation

The H� conductances of both gramicidin (14) and
two synthetic channels, LSLLLSL and LSLBLSL (254),
saturate at pH �0 (Fig. 13). One possibility is that this
saturation reflects the upper limit of the rate that H� can
permeate the channel (14). In a simple Michaelis-Menten
(684) single binding site model of permeation (186, 595),
occupancy of the site by protons would increase with
concentration until it approached 100%, at which point no
further increase could occur. However, because the bulk
conductivity drops precipitously in the same extremely
concentrated HCl solutions (� in Fig. 13), we proposed
that the apparent saturation reflects bulk diffusion limi-
tation rather than an upper limit of H� flux through these
channels (244). In this view, water-filled channels could
conduct �2 � 109 H�/s if the proton supply were ade-
quate.

It has been noted that single-channel current-voltage
relationships can be sublinear, or saturating, at low per-
meant ion concentrations, whereas the current-voltage
relationship is superlinear at higher permeant ion concen-
trations (27, 30, 453). Similar observations have been
made for H� permeation through gramicidin (14, 292, 810,
847). A widely held view is that sublinear behavior reflects
diffusion-limited entry of ions, whereas superlinear be-
havior reflects permeation, and more specifically, ion exit
from the pore as being rate-determining (27, 28, 30, 132,
292, 374, 810, 847, 901). The evidence presented by
Andersen (27, 28) that the saturation phenomenon re-
flects a diffusion limited approach is substantial. How-
ever, the conventional interpretation of superlinearity is
less well established. At high [HCl], many studies describe
superlinearity (14, 207, 292, 374, 847). However, in phos-
phatidylethanolamine-phosphatidylcholine (PEPC) bilay-
ers, the gramicidin single-channel current-voltage rela-
tionship was sublinear up to 400 mV even at 7 M HCl
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(208). The RR stereoisomer of covalently linked gramici-
din dimers exhibits a sigmoid current-voltage character-
istic, being superlinear up to 200 mV, but sublinear at
higher voltage (36, 831). The interpretation of these data
would become more complicated if one accepted the
suggestion that proton conduction through gramicidin in
fact occurs by OH� flux in the opposite direction (847), an
idea that is difficult to reconcile with the near proportion-
ality between gH and [H�] over �5 pH units (Fig. 13).

5. Proton mobility inside the gramicidin channel

If the rate-determining step in permeation is the dif-
fusional approach of protons to the channel entrance,
then permeation must be relatively rapid. To the extent
that a shoulder occurs, the rate-limiting step must shift to
some other process at lower pH. Akeson and Deamer (14)
reported that the current ratio in H2O/D2O was 1.34 at 10
mM HCl, dropped to 1.20 at 1 M HCl, and returned to 1.35
at 5 M HCl, concluding that the rate-determining step at
these concentrations was access, permeation through the
channel, and exit, respectively. However, Chernyshev et
al. (172) found that the H2O/D2O ratio was 1.22 at 50 mM
HCl, increasing to 1.27 at 1 M HCl and to 1.36 at 5 M HCl.
Furthermore, in the SS or RR covalently-linked dimers of
gramicidin, the current ratios at all three [HCl] were
1.31–1.37, very near the bulk solution conductivity ratios
of 1.32–1.35. They concluded that the rate-limiting step
was in the channel or at the channel/solution interface at
all concentrations. That the two dimers whose gH displays
very different dependence on [H�] in this range (207)
have isotope effects indistinguishable from that for bulk
solution suggests that the rate-determining process is sim-
ilar to that for bulk diffusion.

Several investigators have attempted to calculate the
apparent mobility of protons inside gramicidin (or other)
channels. These empirical mobility calculations assume
that the mean transit time is simply the inverse of the H�

flux rate. The pore is assumed to be a smooth cylinder
with particular dimensions, and it is assumed that there
are no interactions between permeating ion and the chan-
nel, reminiscent of Pomès and Roux’s “greasy pore” (818).
As a general rule, ion diffusion inside channels is slower
than in bulk solution, which is not too surprising in light
of the several steps that must occur (dehydration, inter-
action with the channel walls, rehydration, etc.). In fact, it
is remarkable that the mobility of ions inside channels is
as high as it is! The conductance of most ion channels is
within an order of magnitude of the conductance ex-
pected for unrestricted diffusion through a cylinder 3 Å in
diameter and only 5 Å long (444). Part of the modest
reduction of cation mobility inside channels is attribut-
able to the relative immobilization of water in the pore. In
contrast, because protons permeate by hopping from one
water to the next without requiring water permeation,

their mobility should be impeded less by water immobi-
lization. Obviously, the calculated mobility of protons
inside gramicidin channels will be reduced for measure-
ments at higher [H�] than the shoulder region. The mo-
bility of protons inside the channel was calculated to be
28% of the value in bulk solution (14), which coinciden-
tally is identical to one estimate of the relative mobility of
protons in ice (294). However, this calculation was based
on measurements at 4 M HCl, well beyond the “shoulder”
region, at a concentration high enough that bulk HCl
conductivity is beginning to decrease significantly (206,
207, 267, 606) (� in Fig. 13). The proton mobility calcu-
lated by Cukierman (207) was identical inside the SS
gramicidin dimer and in bulk solution at pH 4, and de-
creased progressively at higher concentrations. Further-
more, the mobility of protons in gramicidin A at 6 M HCl
was 75% of the mobility measured in bulk solution at the
same concentration (208). The diffusivity of protons in
gramicidin at pH 5.3 was estimated by a different ap-
proach to be similar to bulk values (725). As discussed in
section IVO, even in concentrated HCl solutions, the mo-
bility of protons in gramicidin is still within an order of
magnitude of its value in bulk solution (207) (Fig. 13). As
mentioned in section IIIE, the calculated diffusion coeffi-
cient of the proton itself inside gramicidin was 40 times
that in bulk water (901), but for continuous proton flux,
the slower turning step must also occur. In summary, at
pH �2, proton flux through gramicidin is constrained very
little by the channel.

6. Molecular dynamics simulations of proton

conduction in gramicidin

A number of molecular dynamics simulations have
explored the nature of water inside gramicidin or grami-
cidin-like channels and the phenomenon of proton con-
duction. In fact, there probably have been more theoret-
ical studies of proton conduction in gramicidin than ex-
perimental ones. Several themes emerge from these
studies.

Proton transfer in gramicidin was found to be semi-
collective, i.e., neither concerted nor incoherent (816,
870). The proton did not cross the entire channel in a
concerted manner, rather it appeared to fluctuate among
a subset of two to five waters within the channel (816).
FT-IR spectroscopy indicates large proton polarizability
in gramicidin channels, suggestive of collective proton
fluctuations (72).

The water inside the gramicidin channel is less mo-
bile than in bulk solution (173, 271, 509, 870, but cf. Ref.
856), which is generally true for water in other confined
spaces or channels (see sect. IIIE). Although its mobility
may be reduced, water is still highly mobile in the pore;
the very idea that gramicidin is a water-filled pore was
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established by elegant measurements of water flux
through the channel (611).

Water molecules inside the gramicidin channel are
probably oriented to some extent. Many molecular dy-
namics simulations indicate that the waters in a pore
containing no ions are essentially entirely oriented (174,
316, 487, 640, 816, 856, 857), although some defects or
breaks in the HBC may occur (173, 819, 856, 870). In
contrast, Jordan (509) found that water alignment did not
persist the entire length of the channel, but extended only
over approximately two water molecules (509). Pomès
and Roux (819) found that most channels contained a
single bonding defect that was located preferentially near
one end of the channel and that the remaining waters
were polarized.

A proton (or other cation) will tend to orient the
waters in the channel on either side of the permeating ion,
although the extent to which this occurs varies among
studies (316, 487, 640, 816, 819, 856, 856, 870). Calcula-
tions that include polarizability indicate that the ordering
may extend only over a few water molecules (271, 272,
509, 870). If the flexibility of the channel is increased, the
ordering of waters is reduced (271). In this regard, if the
waters do not interact with the channel that confines
them (a greasy channel), the water wire is uninterrupted
(818), whereas when the waters can interact with the
walls of the pore, interruptions (i.e., hydrogen bonding
defects) often occur (816).

Because proton hopping through gramicidin is ex-
tremely rapid, the reorientation of water molecules (the
turning step of the hop-turn mechanism) was almost uni-
versally believed to be slower, and at low pH, the rate-
determining process (810, 814, 816, 818) (see sect. IIID). At
pH �2, proton entry is rate determining, because it occurs
infrequently. A recent study of gramicidins A, B, and M
(374) and modeling of proton conduction in gramicidin
(901) resulted in the surprising proposal that the rate-
determining step for gramicidin A at pH �1.5 is not water
reorientation, but instead is proton exit from the channel.
The modeling also suggested that for gramicidin M, pro-
ton entry is rate determining at most pH values, with
proton exit and water reorientation becoming rate deter-
mining only at pH �0. It will be interesting to see if more
direct experiments will support these deductions.

Pomès (814) has emphasized the importance of the
water coordination number for proton conduction. In
bulk water, the waters ideally are four-coordinated (84,
814). Proton conduction in water is thought to reflect
fluctuation between Eigen and Zundel cationic forms (see
sect. IIB), in both of which water is three-coordinated.
Gramicidin provides a better medium for rapid proton
conduction than a hydrophobic cylinder, because its wa-
ters are three-coordinated, with hydrogen bonds with
both neighbors and a third with the channel wall (814).

B. “Normal” Ion Channels

Cation-selective ion channels comprise narrow wa-
ter-filled pores that exclude anions and accomplish cation
selectivity by various techniques, including steric or elec-
trostatic constraints, and ion-dependent compensation
for removal of the waters of hydration around ions (89,
444, 761). The presence of a row of water molecules in a
cation channel provides presumptive evidence that pro-
ton conduction by a water-wire mechanism is possible.
Admittedly, by use of clever design, aquaporin channels
manage to exclude protons, but at the same time, they
also exclude other cations (see sect. IVD). To detect pro-
ton current through normal cation channels, it is usually
necessary to remove other permeant ions and lower the
pH to maximize the H� current. If H� and Na�, for
example, were equally likely to enter and permeate Na�

channels, then at physiological concentrations, 3.5 � 106

Na� would permeate for every H�. In other words, 1 pA of
Na� current would be “contaminated” by only 1.8 pro-
tons. Even if normal ion channels, by virtue of their
containing a water wire apparently begging for protons to
hop through, conducted protons 100 times better than
other cations, the total H� flux in physiological solutions
would be negligible.

Voltage-gated Na� channels conduct protons at low
pH in the absence of Na� (60, 79, 219, 714, 715). The
relative permeability (PH/PNa) calculated with the GHK
voltage equation (368, 444, 456) is 252–274 (714, 715),
reminiscent of the high PH/PNa of gramicidin channels
(see sect. IVA). Amiloride-sensitive Na� channels conduct
protons, and this proton current is inhibited by amiloride
(363, 364, 637, 638). Evidence has been presented that
protons can permeate the Na�/H� antiporter in gastroin-
testinal apical membrane vesicles from rabbits (1078). It
should be emphasized that because of the low concentra-
tion of H� even at pH 4 (1,000 times smaller than [Na�]),
there still was no detectable shift of Vrev of Na� or K�

channels in nerve studied at pH 4 (440, 1082). Thus proton
permeability of normal ion channels is unlikely to play an
important role under physiological conditions.

No reports of H� current through K� channels exist.
Although it may be that no serious attempt at such a
measurement has been made, K� channels may just con-
duct H� poorly. K� channels appear normally to be oc-
cupied by several permeant ions (268, 445, 457, 496, 752),
and complete removal of K� seems to abolish channel
function (19). In this context, H� might be able to perme-
ate only by sneaking through the channel in between K�.

Colicin and other bacterial channels have wide pores
that conduct ions as large as tetraethylammonium�, yet
surprisingly, they have anomalously high proton perme-
ability (537). Based on reversal potential measurements,
PH/PK � 1,000 under some conditions. This high PH was
not influenced by DEPC diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC, a
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histidine modifying reagent), amantadine, or changes in
buffer concentration. The mechanism responsible for this
phenomenon remains obscure.

C. Synthetic Proton Channels

Artificial ion channels have been synthesized with
simple, defined amino acid sequences. A 21-amino acid
peptide containing no formal charges, (LSLLLSL)3, forms
proton-selective channels (599). A similar peptide, (LSS-
LLSL)3, forms cation-selective channels that conduct pro-
tons approximately four times faster than any other cat-
ion (599). Energy minimization models of these channels
suggest that (LSLLLSL)3 assembles into trimers or tetram-
ers that contain only a few waters, whereas (LSSLLSL)3

assembles into hexamers or larger aggregates that contain
a continuous row of waters (13c, 599). Molecular dynam-
ics simulations indicate that the waters in (LSLLLSL)3 are
immobile, whereas those in (LSSLLSL)3 are mobile, al-
though less so than in bulk solution (834). Another syn-
thetic proton-selective channel, (LSLBLSL)3, was con-
structed including Aib, a conformationally constrained
amino acid, to confirm that these channels are helical in
their functional conformation. The tetrameric nature was
established by attaching four helices together with a tet-
raphenylporphyrin template (13b). These synthetic chan-
nels reinforce ideas derived from gramicidin studies, that
protons permeate a HBC or water wire without requiring
translational movement of the water molecules, and that
any cation-selective water-filled ion channel is likely to
conduct H� more rapidly than any other cation.

Long-chain polyamino acids (polyleucine, polyala-
nine) incorporated into lipid bilayers increased the proton
permeability severalfold but did not form discrete chan-
nel-like openings (777). This behavior may reflect induc-
tion of a transient leak (between peptide and lipid) rather
than the formation of channels.

A novel type of proton channel is formed by mutagen-
esis of Shaker voltage-gated potassium channels. Inser-
tion of a His residue at position 371 (R371H) results in
proton channel behavior (960). This channel is gated be-
cause His371 is part of the channel’s voltage sensor, and it
happens that when the channel opens, His371 becomes
simultaneously accessible to solutions on both sides of
the membrane. Other mutations in which a His is able to
access only one side of the membrane at a time result in
proton carrier function (see sect. IIIC).

D. Aquaporins (Water Channels)

Although water permeates cell membranes fairly
readily, some cells have specialized channels called aqua-
porins that conduct water rapidly, 3.9 � 109 H2O/s (13).
Permeation of water through aquaporin requires breaking

hydrogen bonds, and the activation energy for water per-
meation, 3.1 kcal/mol (1096), is near that of hydrogen
bond strength in water, 2.6 kcal/mol (1056). Because of
the facility with which protons are conducted both in bulk
water and in water-filled ion channels like gramicidin, one
might expect that aquaporins would conduct protons as
well (367, 413). However, no proton permeability is ob-
served (1096). How does this water-filled pore exclude
protons? The atomic structure of aquaporin-1 has been
determined and the relevant structures identified (718).
The channel lining is generally hydrophobic, but at a
central constriction the amido groups of two Asn residues
project toward the center of the pore. These positively
charged groups form hydrogen bonds with one or two
water molecules in the pore. During permeation, each
water molecule is briefly hydrogen-bonded to both amido
groups. The water is then conformationally constrained
and prevented from forming the hydrogen bonds with
adjacent waters that are necessary for Grotthuss-type
proton conduction (718). In addition, the net positive
charge in this region would tend to exclude all cations,
including protons (12). The nonpolar walls of the pore
also disfavor permeation of any ions including H� (839).
More recent molecular dynamics simulations of the Esch-

erichia coli water channel, GlpF, reveal the same crucial
two Asn residues at the central constriction but provide a
different mechanism (989). The central H2O molecule
forms hydrogen bonds simultaneously with waters on
either side, acting exclusively as a hydrogen bond donor.
The waters in both half-channels are thus oriented oppo-
sitely, with their hydrogens pointing toward the channel
mouths.

E. M2 Viral Proton Channel

A membrane protein of the influenza A virus, M2

plays a critical role in the infection process. The M2

channel is believed to allow proton influx into the virion,
which enables viral uncoating, i.e., the unpacking of the
viral ribonucleoproteins that is necessary for them to
enter the host cell’s nucleus (661). A second proposed
function is to dissipate the low pH of the trans-Golgi
network, thereby preserving the hemagglutinin molecules
from acid inactivation and preventing them from entering
the noninfective acidic conformation prematurely (422).
Inhibition of M2 channels with amantadine or rimantadine
inhibits viral replication (220, 416). Mutations of the M2

channel that prevent its proton channel function resulted
in an influenza A virus that could replicate through mul-
tiple cycles in cell culture, but not in mice (1065). How-
ever, viral replication in the M2 mutant that lacked chan-
nel activity was considerably slower (1065), comparable
to that of wild-type M2 after inhibition by amantadine, and
the mutant viruses could not compete with wild-type
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viruses in cell culture (992). Thus, although M2 channel
function is not absolutely essential for viral survival in cell
culture, it promotes efficient viral replication in an in-
fected organism.

The M2 protein expressed in Xenopus oocytes (812),
mammalian CV-1 cells (1058), or lipid bilayers (1016)
functions as an ion channel when it is activated by acidic
pH. Because the M2 channel is not voltage gated, it can be
studied only by inhibiting the currents with amantadine
and subtracting to obtain the amantadine-sensitive cur-
rent. This technical complication made it difficult to es-
tablish precisely the selectivity of the M2 channel. Early
studies reported distinct permeability to Na� and a vari-
ety of cations (812, 923, 1016, 1058). Proton permeability
of a 25-amino acid peptide comprising the membrane-
spanning region of M2 was demonstrated at pH 2.3 after
its incorporation into bilayers (273). Indirect evidence for
proton permeability of intact M2 channels was provided
by measurements of pH changes in lipid vesicles (898)
and in Xenopus oocytes (923). Finally, direct measure-
ments of H� currents through M2 channels expressed in
murine erythroleukemia cells were reported, in which the
reversal potentials for the rimantadine-sensitive current
indicated nearly perfect proton selectivity (175). It has
been demonstrated that much of the deviation of Vrev

from EH in Xenopus oocytes was the result of local pH
changes resulting from proton flux through M2 channels
and that under physiological conditions M2 is indeed
highly H� selective (711). Measurement of ion fluxes into
vesicles supports the idea that M2 channels are essentially
perfectly proton selective (617).

The M2 channel is a homotetramer formed by 96-
amino acid monomers that span the membrane once. The
M2 mRNA codes for a 97-amino acid polypeptide, but the
initiation Met is cleaved in the mature protein (1013). In
its membrane-spanning region there are mainly hydropho-
bic residues, with the exception of Ser31 and His37. Aman-
tadine sterically occludes the channel near the center of
the transmembrane domain, between Val27 and Ser31

(274), or perhaps by binding to His37 (873). Substantial
evidence supports an important role for His37 in the acti-
vation of M2 channels by low pH. Deletion of His37 or
mutation to Ala, Gly, or Glu abolishes activation by low
pH (812, 1059). Two types of roles for His37 have been
proposed: 1) as a proton shuttle and selectivity filter or 2)
as a gating regulator, the protonation of which results in
a conformational change (i.e., channel opening). Pinto et
al. (811) proposed a structure for M2 in which there is a
channel large enough to contain a continuous water wire
with a single occlusion at the point where the four His37

protrude into the lumen of the pore (Fig. 6, yellow). This
proposal was supported by cysteine scanning mutagene-
sis that showed extracellular accessibility of Ala30 and
Gly34, and intracellular accessibility of Trp41 (925). The
occlusion formed by His37 could prevent cation conduc-

tion and would produce H� selectivity by allowing H�

conduction by successive protonation of a His imidazole
nitrogen, deprotonation of another nitrogen, and then a
ring flip (tautomerization) to complete the cycle (811). A
virtually identical His tautomerization mechanism had
been proposed to occur at the His64 at the entrance to the
proton channel in carbonic anhydrase II (735, 932). In this
model, His37 actively and obligatorily participates in H�

conduction. This shuttle model was supported by molec-
ular dynamics simulations in which only singly or doubly
protonated channels were stable (906).

The gating model retains the concept of His37 as a
regulator of channel activity (878). Molecular dynamics
simulations (878) as well as site-directed dichroism stud-
ies (573) indicate that when all four His37 in the M2

channel are deprotonated they protrude into the pore,
occluding it. When these residues are fully protonated,
they retract due at least in part to electrostatic repulsion,

FIG. 6. Side view of the proposed transmembrane section of the M2

viral proton channel. Every fourth amino acid residue (in colors) is
expected to face the pore. Starting at the extracellular end (top), the
residues identified by cysteine-scanning mutagenesis to be accessible to
the external solution are Ala30 and Gly34. The crucial His37 (yellow) is
believed to occlude the pore to cations other than protons. The inter-
nally accessible Trp41 (red) may play a role in gating the channel (774).
[From Shuck et al. (925), copyright 2000 American Society for
Microbiology.]
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which permits a continuous water wire to span the entire
pore (878). This mechanism might require only two of the
four His to be protonated at low pH to activate the chan-
nel (312). In support of the shuttle mechanism, the con-
ductance of M2 was reduced by 40–50% in deuterium,
suggesting that H� does not permeate as H3O� (712),
because the isotope effect for proton/deuteron conduc-
tion in bulk water is weaker than this (see sect. VI) (65,
325, 612, 624, 844). However, this conclusion is compro-
mised by the possibility that water inside the M2 channel
may be to some extent effectively “frozen” (i.e., less mo-
bile) as has been suggested (317) (see also sect. IIIE). In
this event, a larger isotope effect might be predicted by
analogy with the larger deuterium isotope effect reported
for conduction in ice (289, 575). In support of the “gating”
model, Raman spectroscopy indicates that His37 is indeed
protonated when the channel is activated at low pH, and
furthermore that it appears to interact with the indole ring
of Trp41 (774). On this basis, a model similar to that of
Sansom et al. (878) was proposed, in which low pH acti-
vation occurs when protonation of the four His37 residues
results in their retraction (774). A novel feature is that the
protonated His37 imidazolium in its retracted position is
closer to Trp41, and this conformation is stabilized by
interaction of the cationic imidazolium with � electrons
of the indole ring of Trp41 (774). The importance of Trp41

in M2 gating was demonstrated by alteration of the pH
dependence of gating in W41A, W41C, W41F, and W41Y
mutations (995).

The world record for the smallest unitary conduc-
tance of any ion channel was claimed recently for the viral
M2 proton channel (617). At room temperature and pH
7.4, the single-channel current was estimated to be 1.2 aA
(2.7–4.1 aA at pH 5.7; ‚, Fig. 13), corresponding with a
conductance of 8–44 aS (aS � attoSiemens � 10�18 Sie-
mens). By calculating the net H� flux, we find that one M2

channel transports 12 yM (1 yoctomole � 10�24 mol; Ref.
1001) of protons per second at pH 7.4, or 7.5 H�/s. It
should be noted that this conductance estimate was indi-
rect and assumes that every M2 molecule is functional,
and therefore represents a lower limit. Whether this mi-
niscule unitary current is truly a record may depend on
comparison with a mammalian serotonin receptor, which
can act as a proton channel at low pH (145, 146). The flux
through a single transporter is 300 H�/s at pH 3.5, but only
20 H�/s at pH 5.5 (146) (�, Fig. 13), thus when extrapo-
lated to physiological pH the proton flux is even smaller
than through M2. Estimates of the M2 unitary current
based on other considerations are much larger, 0.5 fA at
pH 6.2 to an upper limit of 10 fA (712). These latter values
fall precisely in the range of estimates for voltage-gated
proton channels (85, 136, 168, 236, 244).

An intriguing structural parallel with voltage-gated
proton channels is provided by evidence that M2 channels
bind a heavy metal, Cu2�, and that this binding occurs at

His37 (340). Because His37 is believed to regulate M2 chan-
nel function depending on its degree of protonation, this
is very similar to the suggestion that Zn2� binds to volt-
age-gated proton channels at an externally accessible site
formed by His residues (163), the protonation of which
regulates the gating of these channels (166).

F. Fo, CFo, or Vo Proton Channels of H�-ATPases

ATP is generated in plant and animal cells by H�-
ATPases that utilize energy stored in the form of a proton
gradient (694, 698). Some of these enzymes can reverse
direction and function as proton pumps. H�-ATPases are
divided into F (chloroplast, mitochondria, bacteria), V
(vacuolar, in organelles), and P (plants, fungi, bacteria)
types, with F and V sharing similar sequences and mech-
anisms (596). The intricacy and complexity of the opera-
tion of this enzyme is astonishing. The FoF1 ATP synthase
consists of two main parts: a subunit that is embedded in
the membrane and contains proton channels, Fo, and the
ATP binding subunit, F1, which is attached via a narrow
stalk (Fig. 7).3 Recent studies in which large fluorescent
molecules have been attached to the �-subunit at the
interface between the Fo and F1 components have dem-
onstrated in spectacular fashion that the oligomeric ring
of Fo proton channel molecules spins around during ATP
hydrolysis (760, 1089), confirming earlier proposals (4,
113, 275, 384, 697, 866). The whole complex is anchored in
the membrane by subunit b, which acts as a stator. Rota-
tion of subunit c relative to subunit b has been confirmed
biochemically (503) and is required for proton transloca-
tion (978). This rotary engine motif is shared by the
Na�-driven ATP synthase of Propionigenium modestum

(265, 513) and the flagellar motor (86, 513, 681). The key
amino acid in the Fo proton channel is Asp61 (or Glu65 in
Na�-driven F-ATPases, Ref. 264), one of which is present
in each of the 9–14 c subunits (20, 495, 958). When the
carboxyl group of Asp61 is protonated it rotates, and
rotation in the correct direction is enforced by electro-
static interactions with Arg210 on the stator, which lower
the pKa of Asp61 if it rotates incorrectly, with the result
that the group becomes deprotonated. The proton gradi-
ent across the membrane thus ensures correct rotation by
a probabilistic process (293). ATP synthesis is accom-
plished when protons at the side with high local [H�] bind
to a low pKa site (Asp61), are translocated, and then
released to the side with low [H�]. Release occurs simul-
taneously with a conformational change that promotes
ATP synthesis and also increases the proton affinity of the

3 Counterintuitively, despite the apparent logical parallel with F1,
the correct subscript is not zero, but lowercase “oh,” reflecting the origin
of the name from oligomycin sensitivity. The error is propagated by
several prominent biochemistry journals, whose editors refuse to allow
the correct spelling.
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site (307). When the H�-ATPase reverses direction to act
as a pump, Asp61 changes from high to low pKa confor-
mation as protons are pumped uphill (307). It appears that
V-ATPases function generally like F-ATPases, but with
certain differences (375). The Vo rotor has 6 protonation
sites compared with 9–14 for the Fo rotor, and V-ATPases
can pump against a larger �pH but at a lower maximum
rate than F-ATPases (375). Only F-ATPases are reversible
under in vivo conditions; V-ATPases function exclusively
as H� pumps (596).

Recent cysteine scanning studies have shown that
N-ethylmaleimide can access several residues well inside
the Fo proton channel and that even more of them are
accessible to Ag�, which is close to H3O� in size (306).
These data suggest that the proton pathway through the
access channel to Asp61 is a water wire. They further
indicate that this part of the proton channel is not strictly
H� selective (Table 1).

Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD), a classical inhib-
itor of H�-ATPase, inhibits by binding to Asp61 in the Fo

component at alkaline pH, blocking proton conduction
through Fo (148, 308, 392, 449, 464, 512, 1092). At low pH,
DCCD also binds covalently to Glu199 in the F1 sector
(299, 359, 1091). Despite this evidence of promiscuity,
DCCD does not inhibit voltage-gated proton channels (Ta-
ble 6). V-type H�-ATPases are inhibited by DCCD, but in

addition are inhibited potently by bafilomycin A1 (110,
269), which binds to the c subunit and blocks proton flux
(193, 667).

Torque generation by the Na�-driven ATP synthase
of Propionigenium modestum requires an electrical po-
tential of �90 mV, which cannot be substituted by a Na�

gradient (515). This voltage-dependent switch from idling
mode to torque generation may conceptually resemble
the voltage-gating mechanism of voltage-gated proton
channels. However, a required voltage-sensitive step in
the reaction cycle could also account for these data.

Many attempts have been made to demonstrate pro-
ton conduction through Fo after removing the F1 compo-
nent. Although some data to the contrary have been pre-
sented (129, 702, 1098), most studies conclude that Fo in
isolation from F1 (or Vo in the case of vacuolar proton
pumps, or CFo in the case of chloroplast proton pumps)
can act as a passive proton conductor (21, 143, 150, 192,
193, 323, 615, 749, 891, 892, 928, 1097). One group found
that native Vo did not conduct protons (1098), but that
reconstituted Vo did (1097). Another found that Fo by
itself conducted protons at a rate too low for kinetic
competence during ATP synthesis, but that coexpression
with F1 increased H� flux (795). Yoshida et al. (1092)
found that Fo proton conduction was prevented by bind-
ing of the �-subunit and suggested that this might com-

FIG. 7. The components of ATP synthase, a rotary
motor. Protons enter the 10 proton channels in the mem-
brane-bound Fo component, where they bind to Asp61,
and are subsequently released to the opposite side of the
membrane via an outlet channel after Fo rotation (ar-
row). The ��-subunits are attached to the Fo ring and
also rotate relative to the F1 component, which catalyzes
ATP synthesis (or breakdown if the reaction is driven
backwards), which is thus driven by the proton-motive
force. [From Jiang et al. (495), copyright 2001 National
Academy of Sciences, USA.]
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prise a gate (1092). Schindler and Nelson (887) reported
that proteolipid derived from mitochondrial H�-ATPase
incorporated into lipid bilayers formed H�-selective chan-
nels detectable at pH 2.2 (887). More recent attempts to
record H� currents electrically through CFo (1053) have
been complicated by evidence that either contaminating
protein or the Fo component itself is capable of function-
ing as a nonselective cation-permeable channel (16, 143)
that in some cases is inhibited by the standard Fo inhibi-
tors venturicidin and DCCD (669, 893). Indirect measure-
ments of the unitary conductance of CFo at first provided
estimates of 10 fS (892). Shortly thereafter, it was con-
cluded that because only a small fraction of the CFo was
active, the actual conductance was much higher, 169 fS
(616) or even 1 pS (21, 615). Surprisingly, the conductance
is independent of pH between pH 5.6 and 8.0 (21, 512),
suggesting that proton conduction through the channel,
rather than the proton supply, is rate determining. The pH
independence of the conductance at high pH appears to
contradict the proportionality between [H�] and conduc-
tance at lower pH reported by Schindler and Nelson (887).
The very large estimated unitary H� conductance is in-
deed enigmatic (21, 512) and far exceeds the conductance
of any other proton-conducting channel in this pH range
with the exception of carbonic anhydrase II (see sect. IVK)
(Fig. 13). An array of mechanisms that might increase the
supply of protons to a channel with such prodigious H�

conductance in the face of such tiny H� concentrations is
discussed in section IVO. A recent estimate of the conduc-
tance of Fo reconstituted into liposomes is much lower,
0.1–0.2 fS, which amounts to a unitary flux of �70 H�/s
(143). In several respects, CFo behavior strongly resem-
bles that of voltage-gated proton channels (Table 1): the
channel is extremely selective for H� (PH/PK � 107), the
H� current is 1.7-fold greater than D� current, and the Q10

for the conductance is 1.9 (21, 512).

G. Flagellar Motor, MotA, MotB

Bacteria swim by means of rapidly rotating flagella.
Flagellar rotation is driven by a motor that is powered by
the proton gradient, or protonmotive force (or in some
cases by a Na� gradient). The membrane-bound part of
the flagellar motor (the stator, which anchors the whole
complex to the cell wall) consists of two molecular com-
ponents, MotA and MotB. Proton conduction does not
occur when MotA is expressed alone, in the absence of
the rest of the flagellar motor components (970). H� flux
through a proton channel formed by MotA and MotB
drives the rotation of the flagellum (97, 98, 344, 970).
Because too few of the amino acids that form the proton
channel have protonatable side chains to form a HBC that
would span the membrane, it has been proposed that
water molecules comprise most of the proton pathway

(98, 920). Correct operation of this system requires an
aspartyl residue in MotB (Asp32) that is believed to com-
prise a proton binding site; surprisingly, no other individ-
ual conserved acidic residue was required for torque gen-
eration (1100). When Asp32 was replaced with 15 other
amino acids, only D32E mutants (conservative replace-
ment of Asp by Glu) exhibited any function (1100).

There are striking similarities between the flagellar
motor proton channel (in situ in low-torque mode) and
voltage-gated proton channels. Both have strong temper-
ature dependence, large deuterium isotope effects, and
weak dependence on pH (159, 160, 682). The flagellar
motor speed is directly proportional to applied voltage
(proton-motive force), demonstrating tight coupling be-
tween proton flux and motor rotation (328).

H. Bacteriorhodopsin

Bacteriorhodopsin is a light-driven proton pump in
the purple membrane of Halobacterium halobium that
creates a proton gradient used for the manufacture of
ATP (101, 596). Like FoF1-ATPases (695, 698), bacterio-
rhodopsin contains a “proton channel” that is essential to
its function (556, 969). This “channel” probably at no time
forms a continuous pathway across the membrane (1009);
rather, the proton moves through two partial channels
separated by a Schiff base (Fig. 8). The proton pathway in
bacteriorhodopsin is one of the first explicitly proposed to
comprise HBC elements (969). The entire photocycle can
be dissected into at least eight intermediate states. Energy
is introduced by absorption of a photon, and as the cycle
proceeds, the result is the translocation of one proton
from the cytoplasm to the extracellular solution. Proton
movement occurs in three main steps (588) that are
“backwards” in a sense. First, light-induced isomerization
of retinal in the Schiff base alters the local geometry,
which results in transfer of a proton from the Schiff base
to Asp85, causing the exit of a proton through the extra-
cellular-facing “release” channel (587, 589). Next, the
Schiff base is reprotonated from the intracellular-facing
(cytoplasmic) channel, receiving the proton from Asp96. A
proton then enters the cytoplasmic “uptake” channel to
reprotonate Asp96. Finally, the released proton is replaced
as Asp85 deprotonates. A minimal model requires five
separate proton transfer events (436). The “reprotonation
switch” serves to ensure directionality to proton transport
through bacteriorhodopsin by preventing reprotonation
from the exit side (586).

The proton pathway (Table 2) includes several water
molecules in addition to titratable amino acid residues.
The X-ray structure of bacteriorhodopsin crystals indi-
cates eight or nine water molecules in the putative proton
pathway (633, 801). The cytoplasmic pathway is hydro-
phobic but must acquire enough waters during the pho-
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tocycle (2–4) to bridge the 10- to 12-Å gap between Asp96

and the Schiff base (436, 633, 858, 1074). The isotope
effect on proton transfer through this channel is weak,
1.3–1.7 (601), similar to that for ordinary hydrogen bond
cleavage in water, 1.4 (1056), and for H� conductivity in
water, 1.4–1.5 (65, 325, 612, 624, 844). This suggests that
proton movement through this channel is similar to that in
bulk water (601, 1074), in which the rate-determining step
is hydrogen bond cleavage (8). The extracellular pathway
contains seven bound waters in an extensive three-dimen-
sional hydrogen-bonded network with amino acid resi-
dues and the retinal Schiff base (633). The very large
isotope effect on proton release (Table 1) may reflect a
conformational change in the protein (601). An alternative
interpretation that is supported by a highly curved proton
inventory plot (127) is that it reflects multiple proton
transfers or extensive hydrogen bond rearrangement
within the exit channel. The proton release pathway may
include several titratable amino acid residues (Table 2).

Any step in the photocycle that involves net charge
moving across the membrane potential field should be

influenced by membrane potential. The rate of proton
pumping by bacteriorhodopsin has been shown to depend
linearly on membrane potential (347, 650, 717, 727, 728).
However, this does not mean that bacteriorhodopsin is
obligatorily voltage gated. The influence of membrane
potential on charge movement across the membrane is an
unavoidable electrostatic property that is distinct from
voltage-dependent gating. Nevertheless, to achieve proton
pumping, proton translocation must be vectorial (uni-
directional). A conformational change resulting from de-
protonation of the Schiff base toward the extracellular
side of the membrane, which may switch the accessibility
of the active site of bacteriorhodopsin to the cytoplasmic
side of the membrane, has been proposed on the basis of
electron crystallography (971). The configuration of the
retinal, from X-ray crystallography of an early M state
(590), indicated a more local change for the switch, which
reorients the direction of the N-H bond from the extra-
cellular to the cytoplasmic direction after deprotonation
of the Schiff base. The reprotonation switch mechanism
closely resembles the proposed mechanism of gating of
voltage-gated proton channels (Fig. 20), except that the
result of the latter is believed to be an uninterrupted H�

conduction path across the membrane.

I. Bacterial Reaction Center

In photosynthetic bacteria (e.g., Rhodobacter spha-

eroides), light induces a series of electron transfer events
in the photosynthetic reaction center protein that are
coupled to proton transport across the membrane. The
catalysis involves the light-driven reduction of quinone to
quinol, which involves the uptake of two protons by the
reaction center protein (Q � 2e� � 2hv � 2H� 3 QH2).
Normally electron transfer is rate limiting; proton transfer
can be made to be rate limiting by Zn2� or Cd2� binding
(789, 790) or by mutations that greatly slow proton trans-
fer (788). One of several proposed proton pathways is
illustrated in Figure 9 (43, 775, 788, 790). Two parallel
pathways are illustrated which have the following ele-
ments

BH3 HisH126/H1283 H2O3 AspL210/M173

H2O3 AspL2133 SerL2233 QB

BH3 HisH126/1283 H2O3 AspL210/M173

H2O3 AspL2133 H2O3 GluL2123 QB

where BH is protonated buffer and the amino acid resi-
dues are labeled as described in Figure 9. The inner end of
both pathways may be accessible to the external solution,
because mutations of GluL212 and AspL213 inhibit proton
transfer, and function is restored by “chemical rescue”

FIG. 8. Proposed proton pathways through bacteriorhodopsin. The
proton moves from the cytoplasmic side at the top to the extracellular
side at the bottom. The numbered steps indicate the chronology: 1) a
proton is transferred from the Schiff base to Asp85, 2) the proton is
released to the extracellular solution, 3) a proton is transferred from
Asp96 to the Schiff base, 4) Asp96 is reprotonated from the cytoplasmic
solution, and 5) transfer of a proton from Asp85 to a release site, perhaps
comprising waters held in position by the two Glu residues near the
extracellular surface. [From Luecke et al. (632), copyright 1999 Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science.]
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with several small weak acids (990). For this reason, the
bacterial reaction center (BRC) proton channel is listed as
having low proton selectivity in Table 1. Part of the evi-
dence that protons enter via this channel is based on the
inhibition of proton uptake by divalent metal ions. Zn2�

and Cd2� inhibition occurs when the metal ion is coordi-
nated at the surface of the BRC by two His and one Asp
(Asp124) (43). The similarity of this proposed binding site
to the external metal receptor (three His residues) pro-
posed for the voltage-gated proton channel (163) is note-
worthy. There is strong competition between metal cat-

ions and protons in both molecules. As a result of this
competition, the apparent metal affinity of the metal bind-
ing sites on both BRC and voltage-gated proton channels
decreases upon protonation (163, 355, 869). The pH effect
observed for the BRC is evidently weaker: lowering pH
from 8 to 5 reduced the affinity of Ni2� for BRC by a factor
102, and for Cd2� by a smaller amount (355), whereas over
the same pH range the apparent affinity of Zn2� for the
voltage-gated proton channel decreased by 103–105 (163).
For voltage-gated proton channels, the strong competi-
tion between H� and Zn2� required assuming that the
Zn2� receptor comprises two or three protonation sites
(163). The BRC exhibits simple 1:1 competition (869) in
spite of the presence of several protonatable groups near
the putative metal receptor.

As for voltage-gated proton channels, proton uptake
by the BRC appears not to be limited by diffusion of
protons or protonated buffer, because it is weakly depen-
dent on pH, has high temperature sensitivity, weak depen-
dence on viscosity, and a large deuterium isotope effect
(657). Maróti and Wraight (657) proposed that a confor-
mational change or hydrogen bond rearrangement was
required to enable proton transfer into the reaction
center.

The proposed role of the two superficial His (His126

and His128) as proton donors was confirmed by mutating
them to Ala. Surprisingly, replacing either one alone had
no effect, but in the double mutant, the two proton-limited
rate constants were reduced eight- and fourfold (10). The
actual slowing of proton transfer is greater than this but
cannot be determined directly because the rate constants
include both proton transfer and the coupled electron
transfer. In the native BRC electron transfer is rate limit-
ing. This also means that the single mutants might have
reduced proton transfer but that any such reduction is not
evident because electron transfer is still rate determining.
Function was completely restored by chemical rescue
with 50 mM imidazole, which has no effect on the native
BRC (10). The fact that single mutants retained full func-
tion indicates that the two His are redundant; only one is
necessary for normal enzyme function. Proton uptake can
be restored in the double mutant by chemical rescue with
acids with a wide range of pKa, to generate a Brönsted
plot, which revealed that the rate constant for proton
transfer across this 20-Å pathway is 105 s�1 (787). The
presence of protonatable groups at the entrance to the
channel speeds proton transport by at least two orders of
magnitude (787).

J. Cytochrome c Oxidase

Cytochrome c oxidase is the final enzyme in the
respiratory chain in the inner mitochondrial membrane,
responsible for pumping protons across the membrane

FIG. 9. Proposed proton pathways in the bacterial reaction center.
The reaction center consists of three polypeptides (L, M, and H sub-
units) and nine cofactors. Catalysis involves the light-driven reduction of
quinone to quinol, which involves the uptake of two protons by the
reaction center (Q � 2e� � 2hv � 2H�3 QH2). Proton entry occurs
from a buffer molecule in solution (BH) to a His, either His-H126 and/or
His-H128; the subunit and position of the residue is indicated (e.g.,
His-H128 means His at position 128 of the H subunit). The evidence for
the involvement of these His residues is relatively recent (47). Proton
transfer proceeds via bridging water molecules (red spheres) to an Asp
at either L210 or M17, shown in bold (789). These two Asp provide
parallel branches, because the presence of either one is sufficient for
function. They also act cooperatively in that the rate of proton transfer
is much greater (�10-fold) with both present than with just one present.
Proton transfer then proceeds via another water molecule to Asp-L213,
which provides a branch point. Here the pathways for the two protons
involved in the formation of QH2 diverge, with one proton proceeding to
a carbonyl oxygen of the quinone via Ser-L223 [H�(1)] and the other
proceeding to Glu-L212 via at least two water molecules, and then onto
the other carbonyl oxygen of the quinone [H�(2)]. Direct transfer from
Glu-L212 to QB is not likely, because they are separated by �5 Å. Thus
the transfer from Glu-L212 to the quinone may involve QB movement or
a bridging water molecule that is not seen in the structure. [From
Paddock et al. (788), copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.]
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from the matrix into the intermembrane space, thus cre-
ating the proton gradient used to generate ATP (51, 52,
350, 352, 1072, 1075). Widely studied homologous heme-
copper oxidases are found in the cell membranes of aer-
obic bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, Paracoccus deni-

trificans, and Rhodobacter sphaeroides. In each catalytic
cycle, four protons are pumped across the membrane, and
four additional protons combine with four electrons and
O2 to form water as a by-product. In some models, the
translocated (“pumped” or “vectorial”) protons and the
substrate (“consumed,” “scalar,” or “chemical”) protons
were proposed to travel through different proton chan-
nels (483), D and K, respectively (see below). Proton and
electron movements are tightly coupled, although the de-
tails remain controversial (517, 685, 686, 708, 842, 1041,
1075, 1076). Based on the crystal structure, three proton
pathways were proposed, each comprising a number of
amino acid side groups and several water molecules in an
extensively hydrogen-bonded arrangement (483, 1018,
1093). Of three proposed proton channels, H, D, and K,
the latter two have been shown by mutagenesis to be
functionally important (305, 341, 352, 602, 689, 1004, 1040,
1074). The D and K channels are named for crucial Asp
and Lys residues (D132 and K362 in Figs. 10 and 11, respec-

tively) that upon mutation prevent proton conduction
(558). These two channels appear to function during dis-
tinct parts of the catalytic cycle (352, 558, 689, 862, 1051,
1077). In addition, there is another, more recently inves-
tigated proton channel, the “exit” channel, that allows
pumped protons to reach the external medium (689, 828).
Intriguingly, after block of the D channel, but not the K
channel, the oxidase still can transfer electrons slowly,
but cannot pump protons (305, 691, 1004). To support this
activity, protons may be taken up through the exit chan-
nel, resulting in a futile cycle (689).

Figure 10 shows one of the proton uptake pathways,
the D channel. As was the case in the bacterial photosyn-
thetic reaction center (see sect. IVI), the proton pathway
comprises a combination of amino acid side groups and
water molecules (red dots). Calculations based on the
known structure of cytochrome c oxidase predict that
�130 water molecules reside within subunits I and II of
the enzyme (458). The proton pathway may consist
mainly of water molecules that are stabilized within the
channel by polar residues that line the channel, such as
Ser and Asn (458, 843). Mutation of some of these polar
residues reduces the proton-pumping ability of the en-
zyme only slightly (693), whereas mutation of others pre-

FIG. 10. One of the proton pathways inside cytochrome c

oxidase, the D channel of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. This
pathway is used for the transfer of both pumped and substrate
protons during the reaction of the reduced enzyme with O2.
Asp132 is at the surface and functions as the entrance to the
channel from the inside (N side). The red dots illustrate
waters that are present in the crystal structure and probably
participate in proton conduction. The protons bind to E286 and
then are somehow transferred to the binuclear center (top

right, heme a3/CuB). Subsequently, the pumped protons exit
through a different channel to the external solution (P side)
(690). [From Svensson-Ek et al. (979).]
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vents proton translocation (341, 1004). The mutations
D132N and E286Q abolish function (689, 1040, 1051). At
the entrance to the D channel there is a cluster of nega-
tively charged amino acids and six His, all of which com-
bine to form an effective proton-collecting antenna (523,
653). The proton transport process in the D channel is
reminiscent of that in bacteriorhodopsin (1074). First, a
proton is transferred from Glu286 to the binuclear center
or to the outside, and then Glu286 is reprotonated from
bulk solution (949). The proton transfer via Glu286 is rate
determining for one of the electron transport steps and
displays a kinetic isotope effect of 7 for the R. spha-

eroides enzyme (525). Thus not only the electron trans-
port, but the proton displacement across 30 Å is rate
limited by this single proton transfer step.

The Glu residue (Glu286 in E. coli and R. sphaeroides;
Glu278 in P. denitrificans) deep in the D channel near the
heme-copper (CuB) bimetallic center is highly conserved
and is crucial to proton translocation and O2 reduction
(59, 1040). The Glu side chain may have to move to
mediate proton translocation (458, 815, 843). Mutation of
Glu to anything but Asp abolishes proton translocation
and grossly impairs enzyme function, but if a Tyr is in-
serted nearby, function and proton translocation are re-
stored (59).

Like voltage-gated proton channels (and many other
proton pathways), the D channel is inhibited by Zn2�, and
less potently by Cd2� or Cu2� (1). Although the Zn2�

affinity is high, Ki �2.6 �M, inhibition of decay of the
peroxy intermediate, which involves proton uptake, satu-
rates at a 56% lower rate of O2 catalysis by the enzyme (1).
However, proton uptake per se into the D channel is
slowed �20-fold (2). The D132N mutation abolishes Zn2�

effects in the purified enzyme, suggesting that Zn2� binds
and exerts its effects near this Asp residue (2).

Figure 11 shows a second important pathway in cy-
tochrome c oxidase, the K pathway. This pathway com-
prises mainly protonatable amino acids with only a few
waters interspersed. Although it was considered possible
that the K pathway subserves OH� release rather than H�

uptake (855), the latter role is supported by mutagenesis
studies (862, 929). An alternative proposal is that the K
channel is not a proton channel at all, but instead func-
tions as a “dielectric well” in which electron movement
within the binuclear center is compensated by movement
of charges within the K channel (511).

Based on the principle that an ion that interrupts a
water wire should inhibit proton conductivity (421), Korn-
blatt (564) proposed that the inhibition of cytochrome c

oxidase by formamide and formaldehyde reflects this
mechanism.

The exit pathway in cytochrome c oxidase exhibits
several intriguing parallels with voltage-gated proton
channels. Both are potently inhibited by Zn2� (163, 642,
692, 1008). The only other polyvalent cation with compa-

rable effects was Cd2�, another classical voltage-gated
proton channel inhibitor (134, 1008). Another similarity is
that Zn2� is strongly competitive with protons in inhibi-
tion of the exit channel, with the Zn2� efficacy 10-fold
weaker at pH 6 than pH 7; technical limitations prevented
extending the measurements to lower pH (692) at which
in voltage-gated proton channels protons compete with
Zn2� at �1:1 stoichiometry (163). The apparent pKa for
the cytochrome c oxidase exit channel was 6.8 (692),
identical to the pKa of 6.2–7.0 for the Zn2� receptor of
voltage-gated proton channels (163). Based on this appar-
ent pKa, the Zn2� receptor in voltage-gated proton chan-
nels was speculated to comprise three His (163). Surpris-
ingly, mutation of individual titratable amino acids near
the cytochrome c oxidase exit channel did not prevent
inhibition by Zn2� (692), perhaps indicating redundancy
or that multiple groups contribute to the Zn2� receptor.
Nevertheless, potent, selective inhibition by Zn2� strongly
supports the idea that electron-coupled proton backflow
occurs through a specific channel rather than through the
phospholipid bilayer. Zn2� inhibition was lost in the pres-
ence of valinomycin or uncouplers, suggesting that proton
flux through the exit channel is required to sustain elec-
tron transfer (692). The loss of Zn2� binding when the
membrane potential was removed could indicate that the
exit channel is gated by membrane potential, allowing
Zn2� entry only when the channel is opened by hyperpo-
larization (692). In that case, the cytochrome c oxidase

FIG. 11. The K channel is another proton pathway in cytochrome c

oxidase of Rhodobacter sphaeroides. The entrance was first thought to
be near Ser299 (115), but recent evidence supports Glu101 as a more
probable entrance (116). Red dots indicate waters. [From Brändén et al.
(116), copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.]
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exit channel might belong to the rarified class of proton
channels gated by voltage (Table 1). Alternatively, the loss
of Zn2� binding from the external solution when the
normally large negative membrane potential is uncoupled
could indicate that the Zn2� binding site is within the
membrane electrical field and that block is voltage depen-
dent.

K. Carbonic Anhydrase

Carbonic anhydrase (CA), which comes in seven iso-
forms in mammals, catalyzes the following hydration/
dehydration reaction: CO2 � H2O 3 HCO3

� � H� (620).
The maximal turnover rate for human CA II is �106/s in
either direction at 25°C, making it one of the fastest
enzymes known (533, 621). The rapidity of this reaction
can be appreciated when one considers that the conver-
sion of CO2 to HCO3

� almost reaches equilibrium during
the passage of blood through systemic capillaries, and the
reverse reaction (including diffusion and other in vivo
complications) in alveolar capillaries equilibrates within
�300 ms (1052). The catalytic center (active site) of the
molecule (Fig. 12) is formed by a zinc atom coordinated
to three His and to one solvent ligand and is located in a

deep funnel-shaped pocket within the molecule (298).
During hydration of CO2, a zinc-bound hydroxide reacts
with CO2 and releases HCO3

�, which is replaced at the
zinc by a water molecule. In a separate stage of catalysis,
H� is transferred from zinc-bound water out to His64

along a chain of two or more water molecules, and then
H� is transferred from His64 to buffer in solution (1023).
The position of His64 differs substantially in crystals
formed at low or high pH (735), suggesting that perhaps
the imidazole ring of His64 shuttles the proton by flipping
its conformation into or out of the active site cavity,
although this has not been shown definitively. In support
of this idea, catalysis by the slower isozyme, CA V, is not
enhanced by introducing His at position 64 (Y64H) unless
the F65A mutation is simultaneously introduced; the
bulky side chain of Phe65 evidently prevents the requisite
motion of His64 (419) or disrupts water structure in the
active site cavity (485).

The catalytic rate of CA II is limited by an intramo-
lecular proton transfer at high buffer concentrations, but
is buffer-limited at low buffer concentrations (620). When
the buffer concentration is decreased below 10 mM, the
catalytic rate of hydration at steady state decreases
greatly because the supply of external protons is compro-
mised (507, 621, 860, 933, 934, 1022). This result indicates
that the proton is transferred from His64 to a buffer mol-
ecule in the bulk solution. Rate constants are consistent
with a diffusion-limited bimolecular proton transfer be-
tween enzyme and buffer (cf. Fig. 1) that depends only on
the pKa difference between buffer and the binding site,
now known to be His64 (860). When His64 is replaced by
Ala in human CA II, the maximum rate of CO2 hydration
is reduced 20-fold in the absence of buffers, and this can
be overcome by chemical rescue by certain exogenous
buffers (1023).

Intriguingly, the presence of His64 appears to facili-
tate proton transfer, rather than slowing it. Two isoforms
that lack any equivalent of His64, CA III and CA V, are
slower enzymes (104, 1020). Human CA III does not have
His64 or any comparable proton shuttle, and its catalytic
rate is only 103 s�1 (491). The absence of His64 does not
account for all of this effect, however. In the mutant K64H
HCA III in which a His is introduced at position 64, the
activity is enhanced only �10-fold (491), leaving K64H
HCA III still �100-fold slower than HCA II. Evidently,
there are other differences in the active-site cavity of HCA
III that slow catalysis. Replacing Lys64 in CA III with Asp
or Glu (K64E and K64D mutations) increases the proton
transfer rate 20-fold (829). It appears that the presence of
a titratable residue (His, Asp, or Glu) at the entrance to
the proton channel in carbonic anhydrases enhances pro-
ton conduction by enabling direct Eigen-type proton
transfer between buffer and the enzyme.

Like voltage-gated proton channels, the proton path-
way in CA II is inhibited by divalent cations (Table 1).

FIG. 12. The proton pathway inside human carbonic anhydrase II.
The active site is formed by a zinc atom coordinated between three His
residues (blue). A chain of three (or more) waters (red spheres) relays
a proton from the zinc-bound hydroxyl to His64. At high pH, the His64 is
in the “in” conformation, but upon protonation (or at low pH), the
imidazole ring flips to the “out” conformation to allow the proton to be
transferred to a buffer for transport to the outside world. [From Chris-
tianson and Fierke (176), copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.]
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L. Uncoupling Protein of Brown Fat

The fundamental mechanism of energy transduction
in animal cells is the electron transfer chain in mitochon-
drial membranes, which generates a proton gradient that
is used to synthesize ATP. There is a measurable proton
conductance in some mitochondrial inner membranes,
which results in “slippage” or dissipation of the proton
gradient (125, 342, 572, 753, 759). Brown fat cells also
have an inducible proton leak mediated by a 32-kDa un-
coupling protein (UCP), formerly called thermogenin, in
the inner mitochondrial membrane (754). The UCP-medi-
ated proton leak is activated by fatty acids and sup-
pressed by purine nucleotides (ATP, GDP) or serum al-
bumin, at least in isolated mitochondria, and functions to
dissipate the mitochondrial proton gradient, which forces
the mitochondria to work harder and generate heat met-
abolically. Substantial interest in UCPs is based on the
hope that these molecules can be exploited to combat
obesity by dissipating energy. There are now three iso-
forms of UCP, with the one in brown fat being UCP1. The
sequences of UCP2 and UCP3 are 55–59% identical with
UCP1, but 71–73% identical with each other (109, 314,
1042), and their contribution to physiological uncoupling
is less well established. UCP3 is highly expressed in skel-
etal muscle (109, 369, 1043). However, UCP3 knock-out
mice are not obese (369, 1043). Although some evidence
suggests an uncoupling function of UCP3 (369, 484, 1043),
Cadenas and co-workers (138, 277) found no change in
mitochondrial proton conductance in UCP3 knock-outs
and concluded that UCP3 does not form a basal proton
conductance pathway. The thermogenic response to nor-
epinephrine or fatty acids was abolished in UCP1 knock-
out mice in spite of high expression of UCP2 and UCP3,
indicating that UCP1 alone is responsible for thermogen-
esis in brown fat cells (665, 666).

It is not clear that UCP1 is a proton channel. A recent
novel proposal is that the thermogenic function of UCP1
is secondary and that its main role is to protect mitochon-
dria from reactive oxygen species when stimulated by
superoxide anion (277). In light of other examples of H�

channels with low conductance (Fig. 13), the low turn-
over rate of UCP1 (50–600 H�/min at 11°C) (549) does
not preclude its being a channel. The proton conductance
increases with the proton-motive force (549) and is
greatly and nonlinearly enhanced at large values (e.g.,
�100 mV) of proton-motive force (373). Similar observa-
tions were made in skeletal muscle mitochondria, al-
though it was not clear whether UCP3 was involved (137).
Two His residues in UCP1 appear to facilitate proton
transport; H� flux was reduced 90% by mutation of either
and abolished by the double mutation (94). Neutralization
by mutation of either of two Asp residues reduced proton
flux by �75% (278). Replacement of Asp with Glu pre-
served almost normal proton transport (278). These re-

sults are suggestive of a HBC conduction mechanism, as
explored in detail by Klingenberg and Echtay (548). A
novel feature is the inclusion of carboxyl groups from
fatty acids in the HBC (Table 2).

UCP1 appears also to mediate Cl� conductance
(754), leading to the suggestion that the anion channel
also binds fatty acids that activate proton transport (492).
Skulachev (946) proposed that although the fatty acids
that activate UCP1 do not mediate proton transport by a
simple weak acid mechanism (see sect. IIIA3), UCP1 com-
pletes a weak acid circuit by facilitating the flip-flop of the
anionic form RCOO�. In this view, UCP1 does not medi-
ate proton permeation per se; instead, protons are trans-
ported in the form of protonated fatty acids, RCOOH.
More recent studies support this conclusion (343, 484,
493). In conclusion, although the primary sequences of
the UCPs are known, it is unclear whether they directly
translocate protons, much less whether they might do so
as channels or as carriers.

M. Proton Conductance Associated With

Expression of Various Proteins With Other Jobs

There are several reports of proton conductance as-
sociated with expression of various membrane proteins
that are not yet sufficiently characterized to speculate on
the mechanism involved. In Xenopus oocytes expressing
the excitatory amino acid transporter EAAT4, arachidonic
acid substantially enhances the substrate-gated (not volt-
age-gated) current by eliciting a proton-selective conduc-
tance (301). The rat serotonin receptor expressed in Xe-

nopus oocytes mediates a proton-selective conductance
at low pH, with exceedingly small unitary currents (�20
protons � s�1 � transporter�1 at pH 5.5) (145, 146). A
non-voltage-gated conductance in Rana catesbeiana taste
receptor cells is reportedly permeable to K� and H�

(555). One conformation of the Na�-K�-ATPase appears
to be capable of proton conduction (1060). However, the
reversal potential varied 82.7 mV/unit pH, suggesting that
the Na�-K�-ATPase can transport protons in a manner
like the H�-K�-ATPase, rather than as a passive channel
(841). Envelope proteins of Semliki Forest virus can func-
tion as proton channels, possibly as a triple helical struc-
ture (888). Sarcoplasmic reticulum membranes appear to
contain pathways permeable to protons that may serve to
compensate for Ca2� flux (679, 680). Renal cortex mem-
branes may contain proton pathways that dissipate pH
gradients (836). A light-induced H� current is mediated by
Channelrhodopsin-1 in the alga Chlamydomonas rein-

hardtii (285, 729). A H�-coupled oligopeptide transporter
from Caenorhabditis elegans may function mainly as a
proton channel (302). Uncoupled H� leak occurs through
a H�-coupled amino acid transporter in Arabidopsis

thaliana (103). Diphtheria toxin induced nonselective
cation channels are permeable to protons (876).
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N. Summary of Insights Gained From Other

Proton Pathways

In Table 1, selected properties of a number of proton-
conducting molecules are compared. Most channels listed
are highly proton selective, a few are nonselective but can
conduct protons, and aquaporins are impermeable to pro-
tons and other cations. Selectivity is determined by the

nature of the proton-conducting pathway. The nonselec-
tive proton-permeable channels, gramicidin and voltage-
gated sodium channels, are known to be water-filled
pores. Gramicidin conducts many cations, whereas Na�

channels preferentially conduct Na� and Li�, but both
conduct protons efficiently across the water wire that
they contain. The proton impermeability of water chan-
nels (aquaporins) shows that not every water-filled pore

FIG. 13 Compilation of data in the literature for single-channel H� currents through various proton-conducting
channels, mostly obtained at symmetrical pH. Lines connect data from each source. All values have been scaled linearly
with voltage to 100 mV. The pH is simply taken as the bulk value; the local pH near a membrane made of charged
phospholipids can differ substantially from bulk pH (215, 554), and the H� conductance of gramicidin channels has been
shown to reflect the local pH (253a). The dashed line shows the maximum H� current if diffusion of H� to the channel
were rate limiting (Eq. 2), assuming a capture radius ro of 0.87 Å as found for gramicidin (230). Note that the H�

conductance is proportional to [H�] over a wide range for several channels that are believed to be water-filled pores. The
product of the conductivity of concentrated HCl at 25°C (786) and its concentration is plotted for comparison (�), after
arbitrary scaling. The parallel behavior of this parameter and the conductance of ion channels studied at high [HCl]
suggests that the apparent saturation of single-channel H� current may simply reflect bulk properties of HCl (244). If so,
then the apparent saturation of H� conductance of the gramicidin water wire reflects diffusion limitation external to the
channel, and the maximum H� flux that a water wire can sustain has not been attained experimentally. Possible
explanations of the “shoulder” in the gramicidin data between pH 2 and pH 1 are discussed in Reference 244. Sources
of data for the channels are as follows: (●) gramicidin A (14, 208, 230, 453, 748); (E) covalently linked gramicidin dimer
in GMO membranes (206, 208); (small dot within a circle) gramicidin A (292); (large dot within a circle) gramicidin A
(421); (blue Œ) M2 proton channel of the influenza A virus (low pH, Ref. 273; high pH, Ref. 617); (gold �) “5-HT” serotonin
receptor H� selective “leakage” current (146); (brown �) “MotA” flagellar motor torque generator (682); (aqua �) CFo

the proton channel component of H�-ATPase (low pH, Ref. 887; high pH, Ref. 21); (orange hexagons) electron-coupled
proton transfer rates for both proton transfer steps in the Rhodobacter sphaeroides bacterial reaction center (788); (blue
■ ) H� flux through the Fo proton channel of H�-ATPase in vesicles (143); (green �), H� flux through the R371H K�

channel voltage sensor (960); (green �) cytochrome c oxidase proton uptake rate (526); and (green ■ ) (LSLLLSL)3 and
(green ■ ) (LSLBLSL)3 are 21-amino acid synthetic channels (254). For carbonic anhydrase (1020), the turnover rate is
plotted in purple letters without symbols for carbonic anhydrase II (CA2), carbonic anhydrase III (CA3), which lacks
His64, and K64H, a CA III mutant into which the His64 that guards the entrance to the channel in CA II has been inserted.
The voltage-gated H� channel estimates (red �) are based on noise measurements in inside-out patches of human
eosinophils (168, 720). The value given for MotA is based on H� flux/torque generator (1,200 H�/revolution, 8 torque
generators/motor) during flagellar rotation at 100 Hz (682), with the proton-motive force scaled linearly with voltage
(328) to 100 mV; the passive H� flux through MotA incorporated into bilayers is substantially less (97, 970). The 5-HT
receptor current appears to be an acid-induced “leak” mode of the serotonin receptor, induced by 5-HT addition, but not
part of the normal transport cycle (146). [Modified from DeCoursey and Cherny (245).]
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conducts protons, although aquaporins exclude all cat-
ions by a similar mechanism. It is likely that any water-
filled cation-selective channel will also conduct protons,
although the H� flux may be quite small (see sect. IVB). In
all of the highly H�-selective channels, the pathway is
formed at least in part by protonatable sites on amino
acids or groups capable of forming hydrogen bonds.
These are termed HBC, implying that at least part of the
pathway is formed by the protein itself, although strictly
speaking, a pure water wire is a subset of HBC. In most of
the HBCs, the pathway includes both protonatable amino
acid residues and water molecules. Three channels, M2,
carbonic anhydrase II, and the voltage sensor of a voltage-
gated potassium channel, comprise a water-filled pore
interrupted by a single His residue (one His per channel
subunit, which is present in multiple copies in the tet-
rameric channels). One conclusion that can be drawn
immediately from current information is that extremely
high selectivity (e.g., PH � 106 Pcation) occurs when the
pathway is a HBC, not a simple water wire. The “selec-
tivity filter” (442) of proton-selective channels is thus a
protonatable amino acid residue that forms part of the
conduction pathway. Selectivity is accomplished because
such a group can bind protons but not other cations.
Implicit in this mechanism of selectivity is the require-
ment that protons permeate as H� rather than as H3O�.
The high selectivity of voltage-gated proton channels sug-
gests a HBC conduction mechanism (238).

The maximum H� flux varies over seven orders of
magnitude. Gramicidin channels conduct protons at a
higher rate than any other narrow-pore ion channel con-
ducts any ion, reflecting the efficiency of the water-wire
conduction pathway. The rates of H� conduction through
HBCs that include amino acids vary widely. The high
turnover rate of carbonic anhydrase II reflects efficient
proton transfer directly between buffer and a His at the
mouth of the pore. Lower rates can occur for various
reasons, one of which is limited proton supply to the
channel, which will depend on pH. This problem is dis-
cussed in section IVO.

Solvent isotope effects are often substantially larger
in HBCs in Table 1 than in bulk solution (65, 325, 612, 624,
844) or in water wires such as gramicidin (14, 171). An
isotope effect of 7 was found for a single rate-limiting
proton transfer at a Glu residue in cytochrome c oxidase
(525); thus HBCs can have quite large isotope effects.
Similarly, the temperature dependence of proton conduc-
tion through water-filled pores is not much different from
that of H� conduction in bulk solution, whereas HBCs
often exhibit strong temperature dependence. The strong
deuterium isotope effect and temperature dependence of
H� permeation through voltage-gated proton channels are
consistent with the conduction pathway being a HBC and
not a water-filled pore (242, 243).

The frequency with which divalent cations appear in

Table 1 as inhibitors of various H� channels is striking.
The titratable groups on amino acids, in particular the
sulfhydryl group on Cys and the imidazole nitrogen on
His, as well as carboxylate oxygens of Glu and Asp, are
notorious metal binders (119, 1031, 1032). Competition
between divalent metal ions and protons for binding sites
on proteins is common. Zinc is a potent inhibitor of the
mitochondrial bc1 complex, binding with a Ki of 10�7 M to
a protonation site at which H� and Zn2� exhibit negative
cooperativity (622). Two His residues in the glutamate
transporter EAAT4 bind Zn2�, which then inhibits an
anion conductance (699). Zinc binds to titratable His res-
idues in serum albumin and insulin (119). The binding of
Cu2� to CA (possibly to a His residue) is inhibited at low
pH (1021). A Cys residue, in cooperation with a His, binds
Zn2� competitively with protons and mediates proton
inhibition of an inward rectifier K� channel (187). Zinc
inhibits N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors by interacting
with His residues, apparently by “flexible coordination”;
mutation of each of the 3 most critical His lowered Zn2�

affinity �100-fold, mutation of any of 4 other His lowered
Zn2� affinity 4- to 8-fold (626). It is not too surprising that
metals would tend to bind at the same protonatable sites
on a protein that comprise the HBC conduction pathway,
although this requires the sites to be accessible to the
solution. A skeptic could argue that any protein is apt to
have many sites that could bind divalent metals, and
certainly the effects of heavy metals on normal ion chan-
nels are qualitatively similar to their effects on voltage-
gated proton channels, although H� channels are demon-
strably more sensitive (163, 642).

Table 2 shows the proposed composition of proton
pathways in a number of molecules whose function in-
volves proton translocation across membranes. Several
points emerge. The specific amino acid composition of
proton pathways varies dramatically. It would require
both intuition and exceedingly good luck to identify the
voltage-gated proton channel by deducing possible proton
pathways and searching the GenBank for candidates. The
pathways comprise a variety of amino acid residues in-
tercalated by water molecules as required to fill in gaps.
Most of the amino acids are titratable and presumably are
protonated transiently during proton permeation, al-
though the specific function of each residue is controver-
sial in many instances. Some of the amino acids in the
pathways in Table 2 may act to stabilize within the chan-
nel the water molecules that actually translocate protons.
Some are critical because they interact with other parts of
the molecule in essential ways. Interpretation of site-
directed mutagenesis studies is rarely unambiguous, dem-
onstrating that an amino acid mutation that prevents pro-
ton conduction does not discriminate which role this
residue plays. As discussed in section IIID, the archetypal
proton channel may comprise a water wire interrupted by
only one or two titratable amino acids residues, as origi-
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nally proposed for the H�-ATPase (111). Ten amino acids
that are proposed to form the Fo proton channel are
shown in Table 2, but these may mainly provide a matrix
for the water molecules that conduct protons. The actual
proton pathway may be a water wire leading to the Asp61,
as emphasized by recent studies (306).

Three titratable amino acids with pKa lower than
physiological pH, Glu, Asp, and His, are prominent in
Table 2, presumably reflecting their suitability for H�

conduction. Groups with higher pKa are reluctant to re-
lease the proton and thus as HBC elements would slow
conduction. However, the pKa of an amino acid inside a
protein can differ substantially from that in free solution,
depending on the extent to which the group is buried in
the protein and also on the hydrophobicity or hydrophi-
licity of the local microenvironment (677, 899). In several
cases, conformational changes in the protein dramatically
change the pKa of crucial amino acids during proton
transport (e.g., bacteriorhodopsin and H�-ATPase). His
seems to appear with regularity in proton pathways. This
should perhaps not be too surprising, since His has a

nominal pKa of 6.0, which means that it can be protonated
at physiological pH, but does not hold the proton too
tightly. Three minimal HBC pathways comprise aqueous
pores occluded by His at one point: the M2 viral proton
channel, CA II, and a channel constructed artificially by
mutation of the voltage sensor of voltage-gated K� chan-
nels, resulting in aqueous pathways that are occluded at
one point by a His residue. The His occlusion imparts
strong proton selectivity and may allow protons to pass
by means of a hypothetical ring flip (811), as was first
proposed for the CA proton channel (735, 932).

Titratable amino acids can serve two important func-
tions in proton channels. In addition to forming part of the
conduction pathway, they can mediate molecular func-
tions, in particular, pH sensitivity. It is vital to the function
of most proton channels that they respond appropriately
to pH. The exquisite regulation by pH of the voltage
dependence of voltage-gated proton channels has been
proposed to be mediated by the degree of protonation of
titratable sites that are accessible to external and internal
solutions (166), with the external sites comprising three

TABLE 1. Proton-permeable and selected other channels

HBC or
H2O? H� Selectivity

Maximum
Flux, H�/s

H2O/D2O
Flux Q10 Inhibitors Gated by Reference Nos.

Gramicidin H2O Low 2.2 � 108 1.2–1.37 1.23–1.34 ? Dimerization 14, 171, 172
Voltage-gated Na� channel* H2O Low TTX, metals Voltage 743
K� channel voltage sensor† H2O � His High 650 2.6 ? Voltage 960
M2 viral H� channel H2O � His High 7–26,

�104
2.1 1.9–3.9 amantadine, Cu2� Low pH 220, 340, 617,

712, 811
Fo component of H�-ATPase HBC Low/high 1.7 1.89 venturicidin, DCCD,

oligomycin
? 21, 306

Serotonin transporter HBC? High 300 ? ? desipramine ? 146
MotA/MotB HBC ? 15,000 1.28–1.6 2.1–3 imidazole reagents ? 97, 160, 183,

682
Bacteriorhodopsin

(extracellular/cytoplasmic)
HBC ? 4.5–6.5ex

1.3–2.75cy

1.7ex

2.1–3.1cy

dark? Light 127, 144, 562,
601

Carbonic anhydrase II H2O � His ? 1.4 � 106 3.45–3.8 1.3–1.7 Cu2�, Hg2� ? 358, 507, 533,
879, 963,
1021

BRC HBC Low/high 105 (1,200) 3 1.8 Cd2�, Ni2�, Zn2� ? 43, 355, 657,
787, 790, 990

Cytochrome c oxidase
D channel HBC ? 8,000 7.1 1.6–1.9 Zn2�, Cd2�, Cu2� ? 1, 524, 526
K channel HBC ? 2,000 2–3 1.8 ? 8, 407, 862
Exit channel HBC ? Zn2�, Cd2� Voltage? 690, 692

Uncoupling protein 1 HBC? ? 10 ? ? ADP, GDP Fatty acids, 548, 549, 754
Water channels H2O Impermeable 0 ? 1.2 DCCD, Hg2�, Zn2� 13
Voltage activated HBC? High 105 1.9 2–5 Cd2�, Zn2�, others Voltage, pH 168, 236, 242,

243, 1008

The conduction pathway is described as a continuous water wire (H2O), a hydrogen-bonded chain (HBC) that might include some water
molecules, or a water wire with a single occlusion formed by His residue(s) (H2O � His). Proton selectivity is defined unambiguously by the
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) voltage equation (368,444,456) for channels that span the entire membrane, but hard to define for access channels
that conduct protons to an active site within a protein. The “low/high” H� selectivity designation for bacterial reaction center (BRC) and Fo reflects
evidence that small weak acids (989) or N-ethylmaleimide and Ag� (306), respectively, can enter far into the proton channel, although ultimately
only protons interact with the active site. Other columns refer to H� flux or measurable parameters that reflect H� flux. For BRC, the proton transfer
rate constant is 105 s�1 (787), but coupling to electron transfer reduces the rate in situ to �1,200 s�1. Temperature effects are expressed as a Q10

value, which in some cases was converted from activation energy (Ea) arbitrarily at 20–30°C. For bacteriorhodopsin, cy is the cytoplasmic pathway
and ex is the extracellular pathway (cf. Table 2). For cytochrome c oxidase, D, K, and exit refer to proton pathways (cf. Table 2; see sect. IVJ ). DPI,
diphenylene iodonium; DCCD, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide; TTX, tetrodotoxin. * Ref. 743; divalent cations have similar effects on Na� channel
gating as they do on voltage-gated proton channels (444). † R371H (960). The Q10 listed is for H� transport through the R365H mutant, which
functions as a proton carrier rather than a channel (961).
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His residues (163). There are numerous other examples of
titratable residues serving as regulatory protonation sites.
Proton-pumping nicotinamide nucleotide transhydroge-
nases use a proton gradient to synthesize NADPH from
NADH. The activity of this enzyme is regulated by the
degree of protonation of a His residue (95). Gating of the
ClC-1 Cl� channel is regulated by pHo (475, 476, 791, 864,
1063). The bulk of site-directed mutagenesis evidence
points to Cys residue involvement in ClC-0 and ClC-1
channel gating as well as Zn2� and Cd2� binding and
block by anthracene-9-carboxylic acid (7, 577, 578, 618,
863). The inhibition of ROMK1 channels by low pHi is
mediated by four His residues (151), but also by a Lys
(899).

A general rule seems to be that titratable groups at
the entrance to a proton channel can increase the proton
flux by an order of magnitude or more. Mutational exci-
sion of the two His at the mouth of the BRC proton
channel slows proton uptake by at least two orders of
magnitude (787). Introducing His near the entrance to the
CA III proton channel enhances activity �10-fold (491),
and Asp or Glu (K64E or K64D mutations) increases the
proton transfer rate 20-fold (829). Proton currents
through gramicidin channels are enhanced 12.5-fold by
formic acid, which evidently supplies protons by binding
transiently to the mouth of the channel (230). Apparent
rate constants for protonation of membrane-associated
protonophores that greatly exceed the diffusion limit can
be accounted for by a direct proton transfer reaction of
the Eigen variety (83).

The “chemical rescue” technique (1011, 1015) has

become a fashionable way to support the idea that a
particular titratable group plays a role in H� conduction.
The amino acid in question is eliminated by mutation,
resulting in loss of function, and then function is restored
by addition of titratable compounds such as imidazole or
pyridine derivatives (25, 10, 787, 1017, 1023), or azide,
formate, or cyanate for amino acids with lower pKa (126,
990, 1011). The titratable group must be accessible to the
solution, such as His64 in CA II (25). A novel variant of the
chemical rescue approach was the restoration of proton
uptake via the D channel in D132N or D132A mutants of
cytochrome c oxidase by exogenous long-chain unsatur-
ated fatty acids, such as arachidonic acid (304).

O. Dependence of H� Current

on H� Concentration (pH)

The expectation of the GHK equation (368, 444, 456)
is that the single-channel H� current should be propor-
tional to [H�], and thus should increase 10-fold/unit de-
crease in pH. This prediction is borne out for several
channels. Figure 13 illustrates the pH dependence of sin-
gle-channel proton current for every ion channel reported
to conduct protons. For gramicidin and certain synthetic
channels, the unitary H� current is nearly proportional to
[H�] between pH �0 and pH 3.75, except for a “shoulder”
region between pH 1 and pH 2 (see sect. IVA3). This
proportionality may be extended to pH 4.6 by including
noise measurements of Neher, Sandblom, and Eisenman
(292) (two left-most points in Fig. 13), or based on more

TABLE 2. Proposed proton pathways through various molecules

These are mainly hypothetical attempts to illustrate the pathway of the proton. Amino acid residues are in bold and the three most common
are color-coded. In most cases, the number of water molecules is arbitrary. Selected crucial amino acid residues are numbered. The pathway through
Fo includes residues that may contribute to the hydrogen-bonded matrix of the channel (835), but the implied linear path is arbitrary; another
possibility includes only a single titratable amino acid interrupting aqueous channels, as suggested by recent work (306). Not shown are important
amino acids that line the pore and stabilize the waters in the cytochrome c oxidase D channel (1074). Various other models have been proposed
for the bR release (extracellular-facing) channel (632). BH, protonated buffer; bR, bacteriorhodopsin; BRC, bacterial photosynthetic reaction center
(two parallel paths); CA, human carbonic anhydrase; UCP1, uncoupling protein of brown fat; FA-COO�, carboxyl groups of fatty acids. Ref-
erences: K� channel voltage sensor (960), M2 (811), Fo (835), MotB (1100), bR (417,436,631,632) BRC (9,788), cytochrome c oxidase D channel
(458,525,843,1075), cytochrome c oxidase K channel (116,639,1075), CA II (176,931,963), CA V (104), UCP1 (278,548). * The postulated Glu89 at
the entrance to the K channel is based on data from cytochrome bo3 (639).
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indirect measurements, to pH 7.5 (571) or even pH 8.5
(396). Simple extrapolation of the H� current measured in
various channels at low pH into the physiological range,
on the GHK assumption of direct proportionality, pro-
vides an estimate of �0.1 fA at pH 7. Voltage-gated proton
channels and several other channels deviate from this
pattern in two important respects. First, their H� current
has a weaker dependence on pH. Second, at pH �6, the
estimated single-channel H� current is higher than the
nominal diffusion limit, indicated on the graph by a
dashed red line.

Some lack of proportionality between H� concentra-
tion and H� current is evident for voltage-gated proton
channels, CFo, M2, the 5-HT receptor, and the K� channel
voltage sensor mutant R371H, all studied reasonably near
the physiological pH range. The macroscopic gH,max of
voltage-gated proton channels increased only approxi-
mately twofold/unit decrease in pHi (234) (see sect. VF).
Surprisingly, single H� channel currents appear to depend
more strongly on pHi (168); nevertheless, the dependence
is less than directly proportional. The proportionality be-
tween gramicidin H� current and [H�] generally has been
taken to indicate that the current is limited by the diffu-
sional supply of protons to the mouth of the channel,
rather than by permeation through the channel (230).
Protons diffuse through gramicidin channels essentially
unhindered, at a rate comparable to that in bulk solution
(206). The anomalous behavior of voltage-gated proton
channels has been interpreted to indicate that the rate-
determining step in conduction occurs within the channel
itself and not in the diffusional approach (166, 238, 239,
244, 245). However, it should be emphasized that strict
proportionality has not been demonstrated for any proton
channel in the physiological pH range.

The second complication in Figure 13 is that for
several molecules (CFo, MotA, the BRC, cytochrome c

oxidase, and voltage-gated proton channels), the esti-
mated elementary proton flux exceeds the diffusion limit,
indicated on the graph by a dashed red line, by 1–2 orders
of magnitude. The problem of proton supply is most
severe for CFo proton channels, whose estimated unitary
conductance is nearly 1 pS and appears to be pH inde-
pendent between 5.5 and 8.0 (21, 512). The maximum
current permitted by diffusion (Imax; dashed line in Fig.
13), is given by (27, 71, 441, 593)

Imax � 2�FroDHcH (2)

for a hemispherical approach, where F is Faraday’s con-
stant, ro is the capture radius, DH is the H� diffusion
constant, 8.65 � 10�5 cm2/s at 20°C (845), and cH is the
H� concentration. Applying Equation 2 to H� channels is
complicated by uncertainty as to the appropriate value of
ro, the effects of buffer, and the actual cH near the mem-

brane. On a macroscopic scale, ro is defined as the differ-
ence between the radius of the (spherical) permeating ion
and the radius of the (cylindrical) pore. The probability of
permeation is assumed to be unity when the entire mol-
ecule enters the pore without hitting the edges but is
presumed to be zero when any part of the molecule
collides with the pore mouth (303). On the molecular
scale, ro becomes an operationally defined parameter (26,
452), which may be effectively increased by various mech-
anisms. Due to the special mechanism of H� movement
through water, its effective reaction distance is large and
thus ro might be larger than for ordinary ions (287). For
proton currents, ro has been estimated to be 1 Å for a
synthetic proton channel (599) and 0.87 Å for gramicidin
(230), much larger than 0.12–0.33 Å for “ordinary” mono-
valent cations in gramicidin (26, 27). Calculations by
Sacks et al. (867) suggest that even larger distances (i.e.,
perhaps tens of Å) might apply for H� movement in the
plane of the membrane (see sect. IID).

Because protonated buffer is present at 106 higher
concentration than H�, buffer ought to compensate to
some extent for H� depleted by current flow. However,
the calculated effects of buffer on H� diffusion toward a
channel, based on the model of Nunogaki and Kasai (768),
indicate that the effective diffusion limit is increased less
than twofold by 100 mM buffer (240). Similarly weak
enhancement by weak acid buffers was calculated by
Decker and Levitt (230). However, they found that formic
acid increased the H� current through gramicidin �12-
fold, apparently by transiently binding to the mouth of the
channel and then dissociating (230). The formic acid ef-
fect appears to be analogous to the enhanced H� conduc-
tance in CA, where large buffer effects occur (see sect.
IVK) when His or another protonatable amino acid is
present at the mouth of the proton channel (507, 860, 933,
934, 1022). Evidently, the proton supply can be enhanced
by buffer to a much greater extent if there is direct proton
transfer between buffer and a proton acceptor on the
target molecule. In fact, if protonated buffer were the
permeating species, the unitary current limit according to
Equation 2 increases to 1.9 pA (238). However, the insen-
sitivity of voltage-gated proton currents to buffer concen-
tration between 1–100 mM rules out direct proton transfer
from buffer to the channel as a rate-determining step for
this channel (240).

If we assume that ro is 0.87 Å as in gramicidin (230),
then the diffusion-limited single-channel H� current given
by Equation 2 is 1.4 fA at pH 5.5 and only 14 aA at pH 7.5.
Incorporating the effects of 100 mM buffer according to
Nunogaki and Kasai (768) increases these estimates only
by a factor of 1.26 or 1.42, respectively for MES or HEPES
buffers (240). Up to a point, arbitrary scaling of ro can be
justified by postulating that the entire membrane acts as a
“proton-collecting antenna” (see sect. IID) and then simply
calculating how much surface area each channel could
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use for this purpose (244). With the use of values derived
below (see sect. VIH6), each H� channel in an eosinophil,
with the highest H� channel expression of any native cell,
has a surface area of 5–8 � 103 nm2 to draw from. With
the use of ro determined for H� current in gramicidin, 0.87
Å (230), to estimate the effective “capture distance,” i.e.,
the distance from the membrane surface from which a
proton could leap to the membrane in a single bound,
converting the resulting volume enclosed by the disk to its
hemispherical equivalent, and determining its radius, for
the voltage-gated H� channel at pH 6.5, the effective
capture radius is �60–70 Å.4 This value is 70- to 80-fold
greater than ro assumed in Figure 13. As evident from
Equation 2, the “diffusion limit” scales up in direct pro-
portion to ro. The estimated unitary H� currents for volt-
age-gated proton channels fall within this new upper limit,
indicating that sufficient membrane area is available to
provide an adequate supply of protons to each H� chan-
nel. Among several crude assumptions in this calculation
is the nontrivial assumption that surface H� conduction is
infinitely rapid.

The unitary H� currents for MotA-MotB, the bacterial
reaction center, cytochrome c oxidase, as well as voltage-
gated proton channels, are all reasonably close to these
rough limits, although the CFo proton channel at high pH
remains well above. Several mechanisms that could in-
crease the supply of protons to a channel and thus effec-
tively increase ro in the above equation (593), include 1)
a negatively charged vestibule that funnels protons to-
ward the mouth of the channel (26, 155, 214, 508); 2)
hydrolysis (527); 3) rapid conduction of protons at the
surface of the membrane (404, 418, 706, 724, 820, 821); 4)
buffers (399, 768); 5) electrodiffusion, which may in-
crease ro by one Debye length (806); 6) increased local
proton concentration due to negative surface charges on
the membrane (32, 215, 378, 401, 554, 988) or on the
channel itself (31, 362, 382), a single negative charge can
double the conductance at low salt concentration (140,
383); 7) titratable membrane groups acting as proton
antennae (253a, 400); and 8) buffering by phospholipid
head groups (390, 536). Some of these mechanisms over-
lap conceptually. A fundamental problem is that although
there are ample protons in H2O and bound to buffers, any
proton concentrating mechanism that involves charge
(mechanisms 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8) will only work with free
H3O�. Furthermore, negative charges concentrate pro-
tons at the surface most effectively when the ionic
strength is low (214, 988) or if H� is the only cation
present, although the smaller size of H3O� than a hy-
drated cation may be advantageous from this perspective

(342). No mechanism that invokes the consumption of a
transient store of protons is viable, because voltage-gated
proton channels do not inactivate (238) and carry sus-
tained current for minutes (85, 236). The effect of surface
charges (on the membrane or channel) on local pH can be
large. In positively charged ethylated diphytanoyl phos-
phatidylcholine membranes, the surface pH can be 2 pH
units higher than in bulk solution, although this result
applies to pure HCl solutions (253a). Conversely, at high
pH, the pH near negatively charged biological membranes
can be 2 pH units lower than in bulk solution (215, 554),
with larger effects seen at low ionic strength (987, 988). If
the surface pH were two units lower than bulk, the prob-
lematic supply of protons would immediately be resolved
for all proton channels except CFo.

Kasianowicz, Benz, and McLaughlin (527) considered
three mechanisms by which H� might reach the mem-
brane from bulk solution. H� can arrive as a free proton
(protolysis mechanism), by hydrolysis of water, or by
direct proton transfer from protonated buffer. The rate at
which H� channels are protonated, assuming the protoly-
sis mechanism, was 4.9 � 109 M�1 � s�1 at pHi 5.5 and 2.0
� 1011 M�1 � s�1 at pHi 7.5 (240). Kasianowicz et al. (527)
obtained higher apparent rates than these and thus con-
cluded that hydrolysis was the only possible source of
protons. The apparent protonation rate of H� channels is
faster than the fastest reaction occurring in free solution,
the recombination of H� with OH� at 1.3–1.4 � 1011 M�1

� s�1 (80, 287), but within those reported for proton trans-
fer reactions between groups at the surface of the mem-
brane (see sect. IID). Thus protolysis remains a viable
mechanism, but hydrolysis is not ruled out as a possible
source of protons.

Because five different molecules (the BRC, MotA-
MotB, cytochrome c oxidase, CA III, and voltage-gated
proton channels) studied in very different ways all exhibit
comparably large unitary H� flux in the physiological pH
range, it seems evident that nature does not view proton
supply as a problem, whether or not we fully understand
the mechanisms involved. In at least two cases, CA II and
the BRC, proton flux is enhanced by the presence of one
or more His residues at the channel entrance (10, 419, 491,
787). The higher proton flux through CA II is facilitated by
direct proton transfer from protonated buffer to the chan-
nel (see sect. IVK).

V. VOLTAGE-GATED PROTON CHANNELS:

GENERAL PROPERTIES

A. What Are Voltage-Gated Proton Channels?

Voltage-gated proton channels are ion channel-like
entities characterized by a number of properties that dis-
tinguish them from other ion channels and other proton

4 Purely by coincidence, this value falls within the range (23–83 Å)
calculated in section VIJ for 	, the effective space constant of proton
depletion at the mouth of a proton channel in the presence of buffer. The
effective ro depends on channel density, whereas 	 does not.
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transporters. Their main features are described in subse-
quent sections. They open and conduct H� current upon
depolarization of the membrane. Their gating is exquis-
itely sensitive to pHo and pHi. They are extremely selec-
tive for protons, with no detectable permeability to any
other ion. Their single-channel currents are exceedingly
small, which is not entirely surprising in light of the tiny
concentration of permeant ions in physiological solutions.
They are inhibited by external Zn2�, Cd2�, and other
polyvalent metal cations, but they are resistant to block-
ade by organic ions. They have extraordinarily large tem-
perature dependencies of both conductance and gating
kinetics and exhibit large deuterium isotope effects. Many
of these properties suggest that these channels are not
water-filled pores, but rather HBCs comprising at least
one amino acid side group.

B. History

Voltage-gated proton channels were first identified
explicitly as a distinct entity by Thomas and Meech (1008)
in their pioneering study of snail neurons (Fig. 14). Proton
currents likely had been observed in earlier studies in
Helix, Limnea, and Planorbis neurons but were misiden-
tified as Cd2�-sensitive nonspecific currents (133, 569).
Earlier, Thomas (1005) had observed Na�-independent
pHi recovery after HCl injection in snail neurons depolar-
ized with high [K�] that probably was mediated by volt-
age-gated proton channels, but suggested K�/H� ex-
change as a possible mechanism. Byerly, Meech, and

Moody (134) thoroughly characterized the electrophysio-
logical properties of voltage-gated proton currents in snail
neurons under voltage clamp. Shortly thereafter, Barish
and Baud (70) described similar voltage-gated proton cur-
rents in Ambystoma (axolotl) oocytes. For almost a de-
cade, snail neurons and newt oocytes were the only cells
known to express these channels. In 1991, voltage-gated
proton channels were first described in mammalian cells,
rat alveolar epithelial cells (232). H� currents in human
cells were reported in 1993 (236, 258). To date, nearly 100
voltage-clamp studies and reviews of voltage-gated pro-
ton channels have been published.

Early reports of voltage-gated proton channels were
met with normal scientific skepticism. Are H� currents
actually conducted through other ion channels? Are H�

currents an artifact of the unusual pH and ionic condi-
tions used to study them? Do H� currents serve any
useful function in cells of interest to anthropocentrists?
Because these issues arise logically, they will be dis-
cussed briefly. First, the idea that H� current might sim-
ply reflect H� permeation through other ion channels,
specifically voltage-gated K� channels, can be refuted
unequivocally. First, it is possible to inhibit other ionic
currents that are superimposed on H� currents, including
Ca2�, Ca2�-activated K�, voltage-gated K�, or Cl� cur-
rents by various channel blockers listed in Table 6 or by
ion substitution, without effect on H� currents (70, 237,
499, 641, 710). In searching (in vain) for specific inhibi-
tors, numerous investigators have tried batteries of block-
ers of other ion channels and ion transporters, without

FIG. 14. The first description of volt-
age-gated proton channels was based on
elegant simultaneous measurements (from
top to bottom) of membrane potential
(Em), voltage-clamp current, HCl injec-
tion current, and pHi in snail neurons
(Helix aspersa) by Thomas and Meech
(1008). Several HCl injections lowered
pHi to �6.5, then the membrane was de-
polarized stepwise. At �10 mV and at
more positive voltages, a decaying out-
ward current was observed. The recov-
ery of pHi (bottom trace) from the acid
load clearly is faster at more positive
voltages, consistent with the outward
current being carried by H�. The out-
ward H� current decays because the
driving force (V-EH) decreases as pHi in-
creases (due to the continuous H� ef-
flux). Large H� currents in small cells
decay two orders of magnitude faster be-
cause of the much smaller cell volume
than in snail neurons. The neuron was
pretreated with CsCl to inhibit K� cur-
rents and SITS to inhibit other endoge-
nous pH regulatory mechanisms. [From
Thomas and Meech (1008), as modified
by Eder and DeCoursey (280).]
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identifying any that block voltage-gated proton channels
(Table 6). Conversely, H� channels are more sensitive to
inhibition by Zn2� than are other ion channels in the same
cells (85, 163, 474, 642). H� current could not be mediated
by delayed rectifier K� channels, because these currents
had different Q10 values and different distributions in both
whole cell and excised patch configurations (136). H�

current could not be mediated by Ca2� channels, because
Ca2� currents “wash out” with time, but H� currents do
not (498). Finally, it is clear that the unitary conductance
of voltage-gated proton channels is very small indeed (see
sect. VG), with the best estimates being �103 smaller than
that of voltage-gated K�, Na�, or Ca2� channels in phys-
iological solutions. The size of whole cell H� currents at
low pHi in several cells is as large or larger than conven-
tional ionic currents in the same cells (134, 232, 281, 372,
574, 641). Therefore, there must be �103 more voltage-
gated proton channels than other ion channels. For ex-
ample, if one assumed that the 130 voltage-gated K�

channels in the average rat alveolar epithelial cell (250)
could conduct protons, these K� channels would carry
�1 pA of H� current at physiological pH, assuming a
gramicidin-like H� conductance, which would be difficult
to detect in the presence of macroscopic voltage-gated
proton currents approaching 1 nA. Clearly, voltage-gated
H� current is mediated by a unique channel.

Voltage-gated proton channels are usually studied by
removing permeant ions (K�, Ca2�, Na�, and Cl�) from
the solutions to preclude contamination by other types of
ionic currents. As a result, the question arises whether H�

currents might somehow be caused by unusual ionic con-
ditions and whether they are still detectable under phys-
iological ionic conditions. This question has been re-
solved unambiguously. H� currents can be seen at phys-
iological pH, in quasi-physiological solutions such as
Ringer solution (68, 70, 74, 232, 236, 372, 473, 498, 499,
574, 676, 1008), in large cells with intact cytoplasm (70, 74,
473, 641, 676, 1008), in cell-attached patches exposed to
cytoplasm (239), in permeabilized patch studies (165,
246–248, 387), and at physiological temperatures (136,
243, 259, 311, 574) where H� currents are much larger
than at room temperature (136, 170, 243, 574).

Finally, strong evidence exists that H� currents in
intact cells serve a variety of important physiological
functions. Voltage-gated proton currents are activated by
various agonists of the respiratory burst in phagocytes
that are studied using permeabilized patch technique, i.e.,
with intact cytoplasm and during physiological responses
(165, 246, 248). H� efflux attributed to H� current is
elicited in airway epithelial monolayers by histamine or
ATP (311). Voltage-gated proton channels in intact cells
are activated during recovery from acid loads (574, 641,
676, 762, 1006, 1008) and during various other physiolog-
ical responses (see sect. VI).

C. Where Are Proton Channels Found?

The cells in which voltage-gated proton channels
have been demonstrated by direct voltage-clamp mea-
surement are listed in Table 3. Table 3 is dominated by
leukocytes and related cell lines, although epithelia are
also well represented. The proposal of a specific function
for H� channels in human neutrophils (429), even before
their existence was confirmed by voltage clamp (236),
provided strong motivation to study neutrophils and re-
lated cells. Essentially every leukocyte that has been ex-
amined expresses voltage-gated proton channels. It is
tempting to remark on the prevalence in Table 3 of cells
that are subject to extreme pH in their local environment,
namely, epithelia, kidney cells, oocytes, and leukocytes.
The pHo in abscesses, tumors, or synovial fluid in septic
arthritis is typically lower and more variable than in nor-
mal tissue (365, 423, 942, 996, 1061) and can drop to pH
5.8 (996). On the other hand, the difficulty in finding cells
that do not express H� channels, e.g., to serve as a
heterologous expression system, suggests that other cells
that have not yet been examined systematically may also
express these channels. Each year H� currents are re-
ported in several new cell types.

The H� current density in different cells varies over
approximately three orders of magnitude. The highest
expression is in eosinophils, whose respiratory burst (see
sect. VIH) is more intense than in other phagocytes (246,
360). Very few cells have been identified as having no H�

channels. The common expression systems, CHO and
HEK-293 cells, both express low levels of voltage-gated
proton channels. A literature search for “lymphocyte” and
“ion channel” reveals 735 publications, but until recently
(886), the presence of voltage-gated proton channels had
not been detected. One explanation is that H� currents in
T lymphocytes are quite small: the whole cell current at
�60 mV is only 1.5 pA at pHo 7.5 and pHi 6.0 (886) and
presumably is smaller at physiological pHi. Thus far, only
COS-7 cells have been reported to lack detectable H�

currents (668, 705).
Table 3 excludes reports that deduce the possible

existence of voltage-gated proton channels from pH mea-
surements, because of the difficulty in excluding other
mechanisms, such as other proton transporters. ZnCl2-
inhibitable H� efflux in chicken enterocytes induced by
phorbol esters or by an acid load might reflect voltage-
gated proton channels (141, 802). A Zn2�-sensitive proton
influx reported in leech central neurons during recovery
from an intracellular alkaline load (322) appears distinct
from voltage-gated proton channels, which mainly con-
duct outward currents. The OK cell line has a passive
proton pathway that conducts inward or outward cur-
rents and is insensitive to Zn2� (376). The plasma mem-
brane of Elodea densa leaves is extremely selective for
H� at high pH, and the existence of H� channels has been
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proposed (687). A La3�-sensitive, arachidonic acid-acti-
vatable proton conductance has been described in plate-
lets, based on pH measurements (149). Intriguingly, aldo-
sterone activates a proton conductance in Madin-Darby
canine kidney (cultured kidney) cells that is inhibited by
ZnCl2 and is voltage sensitive in the sense that hyperpo-
larization increases H� influx (349). However, a large H�

influx was observed at �90 mV with a small pH gradient
(pHo 7.4, pHi approaching 6.7), apparently incompatible
with the threshold potential (Vthreshold) of voltage-gated
proton channels, even in phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
(PMA)-activated phagocytes in which Vthreshold is shifted
by �40 mV (cf. Fig. 19).

D. Varieties of Voltage-Gated Proton Channels

Although voltage-gated proton channels share a num-
ber of distinctive properties, it is possible to distinguish
four or five varieties based on several functional proper-
ties that are summarized in Table 4. The functional cate-
gories are certainly arbitrary but will have to suffice until
proton channel molecules are definitively identified. Fu-
ture structure-function studies will reveal whether the
apparent differences reflect structural or regulatory dif-
ferences. All voltage-gated proton channels are activated
by membrane depolarization, and all are sensitive to pH.
The most dramatic difference between types of H� chan-

TABLE 3. IH density in cells reported to have H� channels

Cell Type Species IH,max, pA/pF (pHi) Reference Nos.

Neuron Helix aspersa 4.5 (�6.8) 676
Lynmaea stagnalis 14.6 (5.9) 136

Oocyte Ambystoma 8.4 (�7.2) 70
Rana esculenta �32 473

Epithelium
Alveolar Rat 27.3 (5.5) 232
Lung A549 Human �2 (5.5) 238
Prostate PC-3 Human �4 (5.5) 238
Kidney HEK-293 Human �1 (6.5) 280
Renal proximal tubule Rana pipiens �75 (6.5) 391
Ovary CHO Hamster 1.6 (5.5) 164
Airway JME/CF15 Human 1.38* (5.3) 311
Airway gland Calu-3 Human 1.95 (5.3) H. Fischer, personal communication
Cervical HeLa Human 1.38 (5.3) H. Fischer, personal communication

Connective tissue
fibroblast 3T3 Mouse 6.75 (5.3) H. Fischer, personal communication

Skeletal muscle
myocyte Human �10 (5.5) 85

Lymphocyte
Human T lymphocyte Human 0.9 (6.0) 886
Human B lymphocyte Human 94.7 (6.0) 886
Jurkat E6-1 Human 36.3 (6.0) 886

Macrophage
Peritoneal Mouse �30 (6.0) 519
Alveolar Rat �2 (7.5) 280
Osteoclast Rabbit 6.7 (6.0) 762
Osteoclast Chicken ?† (7.3) 1066
THP-1 monocyte Human 22 (5.5) 241

Granulocyte
Neutrophil Human 17 (6.0) 236
Eosinophil Human �200 (6.0) 372
Basophil Human �100 (5.5) 170
Mast cell Mouse 9.6 (5.5) 574
HL-60 Human 133 (5.5) 258
K-562 Human �5 (6.0) 238

Microglia
Microglia Mouse 42 (6.0) 281
Microglia Human ?† (7.3) 670
Microglia Rat �66† (7.2) 1047
Microglia BV-2 Mouse �20 (5.5) 280
Microglia GM1-R1 Rat 2–20 (5.5) 709
Microglia MLS-9 Rat 0.22 (5.5) 280

This table includes only cells in which the existence of H� channels was established by direct voltage-clamp studies and excludes inferences
from indirect measurements such as pH changes. IH,max is the largest H� current measured in a given cell (normalized to capacitance, which reflects
surface area), usually at �150 mV positive to reversal potential (Vrev); gH,max values were converted to current at Vrev � 150 mV. In studies where
typical values or cell size were not specified, estimates were based on data in figures and are preceded by a tilde (�), as are values from surveys
including a small number of cells. All values are at room temperature (20–25°C), except where noted (*) at 37°C., † Identity of the conductance not
established with certainty. [Updated from Eder and DeCoursey (280).]
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nels is in gating kinetics. The rates of channel opening and
closing (indicated by the time constants 
act and 
tail,
respectively, which are larger when gating is slower) vary
over three orders of magnitude. The sigmoidicity of the
activation time course appears to differ, but this is a
subtle distinction. The H� channel tail current decays
with two clear exponential components in alveolar epi-
thelial cells at potentials positive to Vrev (166). In other
cells, deactivation is well described by a single exponen-
tial, except at voltages positive to Vthreshold at which in the
steady-state some channels remain open. The slower
component of channel closing appears to be related ki-
netically to the process that governs channel opening, and
both are exquisitely sensitive to pHo, in contrast to the
rapid tail current component that is weakly dependent on
either pHo or voltage (166).

The type x (oxidase-related) channel complicates the
picture. This was proposed to be a distinct H� channel
that is active only when NADPH oxidase is functioning
(67c). More recent work strongly suggests that type x

behavior is instead a gating mode of the type p (phago-
cyte) channel (see sect. VIH2). Several types of evidence
suggest that type p channels shift into the type x gating
mode upon stimulation of phagocytes with agonists that
activate NADPH oxidase (165, 246–248). After removal of
the stimulus, type x gating behavior sometimes gradually
reverts back to type p behavior (165, 246). For these
reasons, the properties of type x behavior are somewhat
elusive and have not been characterized thoroughly.

The sensitivity of voltage-gated proton channels to
[Ca2�]i is controversial and is discussed in more detail
below (see sect. VIB2). Although modulatory effects have
been reported (372, 895), it is clear that most voltage-
gated proton channels are not Ca2� activated (134, 739,

886). A Ca2�-activated H� current in HEK-293 cells trans-
fected with the gp91phox homolog Nox5 has been reported
but not characterized (67b).

E. High Proton Selectivity

Measurement of the Vrev of voltage-gated proton cur-
rents at various pH indicates extremely high H� selectiv-
ity. The relative permeability of H� to other cations can
be demonstrated by comparing Vrev with the Nernst po-
tential for H�, EH (751), or by comparing the slope of Vrev

values as a function of �pH. In most studies there is not
perfect agreement between Vrev and EH and the slope of
the Vrev versus EH relationship is more often 40–50 mV/
unit pH (85, 134, 232, 242, 258, 281, 519, 668, 710, 762, 886,
895), or even �40 mV/unit (259, 391, 574, 641), than near
the ideal (at 20°C) of 58 mV/unit (70, 164, 166, 170, 241,
247, 372, 518). However, in part because [H�] is 4–7
orders of magnitude smaller than the concentration of the
predominant cation, the relative permeability of H� to the
other cations when calculated by the GHK voltage equa-
tion (368, 444, 456) is typically �106 (166, 170, 237, 238,
241, 242, 247, 258, 372, 519, 886), and is as high as 2 � 108

in deuterium solutions (242). Even though these perme-
ability ratios are impressive, they probably underestimate
the true selectivity of H� channels. In fact, they should
not be taken to reflect finite permeability of the H� chan-
nel to other cations. Most telling is that the measured Vrev

does not change when the predominant cation or anion in
the solution is changed, once one corrects for liquid junc-
tion potential differences (70, 85, 236, 237, 258, 281, 372,
473, 519, 574, 641, 830). Most likely, small deviations of
Vrev from EH reflect experimental error in measuring Vrev,

TABLE 4. Varieties of voltage-gated H� channels

Type
Invertebrate:
n (Neuron)

Amphibian:
o (Oocyte)

Mammalian Cells

e (Epithelial) p (Phagocyte) x (Oxidase related)

Gated by V, �pH V, �pH V, �pH V, �pH V, pHo, pHi, AA?,
NADPH oxidase
activity?


act (at �60 mV) Fast (2.3 ms)a Medium (120 ms)b Slow (4–20 s)c Slower (�5 s)d Slow (1.6 s)d

Sigmoid activation? No No Pronounced Yes Yes

tail (at �40 mV) Fast (�1 ms) Medium (50 ms) Medium (70 ms)e Slow (200 ms) Very slow (1 s)

tail components 1 1 2 1 1
[Ca2�]i enhances IH? No ? Slight Maybe Yes?
Cells expressing Snail neurons Frog and newt

oocytes
Alveolar

epithelium
Microglia, neutrophils,

eosinophils, mast
cells, macrophages,
basophils, HL-60,
THP-1, CHO, PLB

Eosinophils, neutrophils,
PLB cells

V, voltage (depolarization); �pH, pH gradient (pHo � pHi); 
act, activation (channel opening) time constant (room temperature, �60 mV,
“physiological” pH); 
tail, tail current (channel closing) time constant (room temperature, �40 mV, “physiological” pH). The 
act values are arbitrary,
because activation often is not single exponential (sometimes there is an additional slow component), depends strongly on pHi (239), and data here
are not all at the same pHi. Types p and x are probably different functional modes of the same channel rather than distinct molecules. a Reference
134; b Reference 70; c References 239,242; d Reference 246; e Reference 166. [Adapted and extended from Eder and DeCoursey (280).]
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a contribution from leak current, or imperfect control
over pH, rather than genuine permeability of H� channels
to other cations.

In principle, it is difficult to distinguish between con-
ductance of protons per se or proton equivalents, such as
H3O� permeation or flux of OH� or HCO3

� in the opposite
direction. The Nernst potential for OH� is always equal to
that for H�. However, several types of evidence indicate
that the current carried through voltage-gated proton
channels is in fact a proton current.

The maximum conductance (gH,max) increases when
pHi is decreased, consistent with the increase in [H�] on
the side of the membrane from which the current flows,
whereas intracellular [OH�] decreases and extracellular
[OH�] (the source of any OH� current) is not changed.
The increase is less than proportional to the change in
[H�] (see sect. VF).

The proton conductance decreases almost 50% when
deuterium replaces water (242). In terms of the classical
square-root dependence of reaction rates on the mass of
the reactants (366), one would predict isotope effects of
41% (for D� vs. H�) and 3% (for OD� vs. OH�). The same
argument speaks against bodily (hydrodynamic) perme-
ation of H3O�, which compared with D3O� has a pre-
dicted isotope effect of only 8% (242).

The extremely high selectivity can be explained
readily if the conduction pathway is a HBC (see sect. IIID)
but is difficult to explain if the H� channel is a water-filled
pore. There is strong evidence that the pathway is a HBC;
this mechanism permits H�, but not H3O� permeation.

Indirect but compelling evidence thus supports the
conclusion that the permeating ionic species is the proton
(H�) and not the hydronium ion (H3O�) or an anion like
OH� moving in the opposite direction. If the proton chan-
nel were a HBC and the transported species were OH�,
then the actual mechanism of transport would still com-
prise H� hopping in the same direction across the mem-
brane, but from H2O to OH�. This would result in net OH�

translocation in the opposite direction.

F. Anomalously Weak Dependence of gH

on H� Concentration

The expectation of the GHK equation is that the
single-channel H� current should be proportional to [H�]
and should thus increase 10-fold/unit decrease in pH.
Figure 13 shows that this prediction is borne out for
several proton-conducting channels, but not for others.
The gH,max increased only �2-fold/unit decrease in pHi in
essentially every whole cell study of voltage-gated proton
currents in which the data permit such a comparison
(summarized in Fig. 1 of Ref. 234), with the exceptions of
a 2.5-fold/unit increase in human basophils (170) and a
3-fold/unit increase in human lymphocytes (886). This

remarkable property was confirmed directly in inside-out
patches from alveolar epithelial cells. Compared in the
same patch of membrane, the H� conductance increased
only 1.7-fold/unit decrease in pHi (239). This anomalously
weak dependence of gH on [H�] has been interpreted to
indicate that the rate-determining step in conduction oc-
curs within the H� channel itself (234, 238, 239).

Surprisingly, single H� channel currents appear to
depend more strongly on [H�] than macroscopic currents
(168). The unitary H� conductance, based on H� current
noise (see sect. VG), increased approximately fourfold at
pHi 5.5 compared with pHi 6.5 in excised patches from
human eosinophils (168). Because the macroscopic gH,max

increases only �2-fold/unit, the number of functional
channels must decrease substantially at lower pHi. Evi-
dently intracellular protons inhibit H� channel function,
in a sort of self-inhibition. Although these single-channel
data still indicate a less-than-proportional dependence of
H� current on [H�], the discrepancy has been attenuated.

G. Small Unitary Conductance

Proton channels at physiological pH have a very
small conductance. To some extent, the small unitary
conductance may reflect the tiny concentration of the
permeant ion H�. Extrapolating the H� current of single
gramicidin channels, which at low pH conduct larger H�

currents than any other channel (see sect. IVA2), to pH 7
(Fig. 13) indicates a predicted current of 44 aA (aA �
attoampere � 10�18 amperes). This value is far too small
to be detectable directly by present technology. The esti-
mated conductance of voltage-gated proton channels is in
fact about an order of magnitude larger, and recently,
apparent single-channel H� currents in the range 5–15 fA
were observed by direct electrical recording at low pHi

(5.0 or 5.5) (168).
The single-channel conductance can also be esti-

mated from current variance analysis. Early attempts to
resolve H� channel gating-induced current fluctuations
(85, 136, 236) met with limited success, due to poor
signal-to-noise ratios (S/N). Byerly and Suen (136) estab-
lished an upper bound at �50 fS at pHi 5.9 (136). No
excess fluctuations were seen (S/N � 0), but the data had
to be filtered at 1 kHz because of the rapid gating kinetics
in snail neurons. Bernheim et al. (85) filtered at 5 kHz, and
from a 6% reduction of variance in the presence of Cd2�

(S/N � 0.06), estimated 90 fS at pHi 5.5 (85). DeCoursey
and Cherny improved the S/N ratio to 0.5 and estimated
the unitary conductance to be �10 fS at pHi 6.0 in human
neutrophils (236). Distinct excess fluctuations (presum-
ably generated by H� channel gating) were detected at
200 Hz but not 2-kHz low-pass filtering. All of these esti-
mates are compromised by poor S/N ratios and should be
considered very rough.
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More recently, we have exploited the very slow gat-
ing in human eosinophils, combined with appropriate
filtering, to improve the S/N ratio to �100 routinely, and
sometimes �1,000 (168). Distinct excess fluctuations as-
cribable to H� channel gating can be seen at voltages
where H� current is activated (Fig. 15). At low pHi the
variance was maximal near the midpoint of the gH-V
relationship, precisely as expected from the simple as-
sumption that gating events (random opening and closing
of channels) are most frequent when half the channels are
open, decreasing with further depolarization because
most channels stay open most of the time. This behavior
strongly supports the idea that the noise is generated by
H� channel gating. These recent estimates place the uni-
tary H� channel conductance at 30–40 fS at pHi 6.5 and
perhaps four times higher at pHi 5.5 (168).

Although the conductance of H� channels is minis-
cule compared with other ion channels, in view of the low
concentration of protons at physiological pH, the conduc-
tance seems implausibly large. Estimated unitary H� cur-
rents are an order of magnitude greater than the diffusion
limit (Fig. 13). Mechanisms that might reconcile this ap-
parent paradox are discussed elsewhere (see sect. IVP).
Judged solely on their conductance, voltage-gated proton
channels cannot be distinguished from carriers. For ex-
ample, the H� efflux through Na�/H� antiporters at pHi

6.0 at their maximum turnover rate in human fibroblasts is
equivalent to 0.5–1.7 fA (927). Nevertheless, the presence
of H� current fluctuations provides strong evidence of
gating, a defining property of ion channels, and thus sup-

port for the designation of voltage-gated proton channels
as ion channels.

H. Strong Temperature Dependence

Voltage-gated proton channels are extraordinarily
sensitive to temperature (136, 170, 243, 574). Both the
open-channel conductance and the kinetics of gating have
higher temperature sensitivity than almost any other ion
channel. In a survey of voltage-gated proton channels in
six cell types, the time course of H� current activation
was fit by a single exponential after a delay to obtain 
act

and deactivation was fit with a single exponential to ob-
tain the closing time constant 
tail. Surprisingly, the delay,

act, and 
tail all had Q10 values of 6–9 (243). The Q10 is the
relative change in rate for a 10°C increase in temperature;
these values correspond with activation energies of 30–38
kcal/mol. Only 1 of 24 studies of gating of other ion
channels reported a higher value (825). The large Q10

suggests that gating involves substantial conformational
changes in the channel. The similarity of temperature
sensitivity of the three gating parameters was surprising,
because they had been envisioned as reflecting different,
if overlapping, kinetic processes. The delay presumably
reflects transitions between closed states; 
act is slow and
must reflect the entire opening process that by analogy
with other voltage-gated channels might require confor-
mational changes in multiple channel subunits, whereas

tail ought to reflect the first closing step. Nevertheless,
the similar activation energies for these three processes,

FIG. 15. Membrane current fluctuations recorded in an
excised outside-out patch of membrane from a rat alveolar
epithelial cell. The current fluctuation (noise) is clearly
greater at voltages where the gH is activated, at 0 mV and
more positive. Currents at various voltages are shown on
the same absolute scale without correction for leak; the
distance between the records at �60 and �20 mV, both
subthreshold, reflects a seal resistance of �900 G�. Filter,
20 Hz; pipette solution, pH 6.5; bath solution, pH 6.0 (V. V.
Cherny and T. E. DeCoursey, unpublished data.)
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30–38 kcal/mol, suggest that the same kinetic process
underlies each. This might occur if H� channel gating
occurred generally as in the Hodgkin-Huxley model for
K� and Na� channels (454). Each H� channel might have
several subunits, each of which must undergo a kineti-
cally similar first-order conformational change during open-
ing, whereas closing would occur as soon as one subunit
underwent the reverse transition.

It is more difficult to determine the temperature de-
pendence of the open-channel conductance, for several
reasons. One must distinguish between gating and con-
ductance. A Q10 of 9.9 reported for the gH in mast cells
(574) is an overestimate that reflects a complex mixture
of smaller conductance and less complete activation of
H� channels at lower temperatures. In this study, the H�

current was measured at the end of a voltage ramp of
fixed duration applied at different temperatures; at low
temperature a much smaller number of H� channels
would open by the end of the depolarizing voltage ramp.
It is difficult to achieve steady-state H� current at low
temperature even with long pulses, because of the slow
activation of H� current (
act can be �100 s). The pH
changes due to large H� fluxes cause droop and distortion
of the current, especially at high temperatures. Single-
channel H� currents have not been estimated at different
temperatures and would be technically difficult to re-
solve. It is therefore necessary to make assumptions, the
most significant of which is that increasing the tempera-
ture does not change the number of channels that open
during a depolarizing pulse (Popen, if the total number of
channels is constant). The gH-V relationship is either un-
changed or may shift negatively by �10 mV at high tem-
perature, and all kinetic parameters scale with tempera-
ture (243), suggesting that no qualitative changes in gating
occur. More convincing is evidence from noise analysis
that indicates that Popen reaches �0.95 during large depo-
larizations at pHi 5.5 at 20°C (168), which means that any
increase in Popen at high temperature could not exceed
5%. Correction for the temperature dependence of the pKa

of buffer slightly decreased observed Q10 values (243).
With all of these caveats in mind, the gH is still

strongly temperature sensitive. The Q10 was 2.1 in snail
neurons (136) and 2.1–3.1 in whole cell studies in six
mammalian cell types (243). The temperature sensitivity
was greater in excised patches, perhaps because there is
less propensity toward H� depletion during large cur-
rents. The Q10 in patches was 2.8 at �20°C (18.3 kcal/mol)
and 5.1 at �20°C (27 kcal/mol). The temperature depen-
dence of several processes external to the channel (buffer
diffusion, H� diffusion) is expected to be much weaker
than this, suggesting that permeation itself is rate deter-
mining (243). One possible exception is protolysis, dona-
tion of a proton from neutral water to the channel, which
has a Q10 of �2 (371). The Q10 for H� conductance is
larger than in any of 20 studies of other ion channels

(references in Ref. 243), indicating that H� permeation
through voltage-gated proton channels is more demand-
ing than ion permeation through most ion channels, pre-
sumably reflecting the HBC conduction mechanism. The
Q10 values for all proton channels in Table 1 that are not
water-filled pores are substantially higher than typical
values for ordinary ion channels, �1.2–1.5.

The biological implication of the extraordinary tem-
perature sensitivity of voltage-gated proton channels is
that at body temperature H� channels open much faster
and conduct far more current than at room temperature.
With the assumption of a Q10 value of 2.8, the gH,max at
37°C would be 5.8 times larger than that measured at
room temperature. Although a 
act of 1 s at room temper-
ature seems very slow, if Q10 is 8, 
act is 30 ms at 37°C.

I. Large Deuterium Isotope Effects

Most ion channels are only subtly affected by heavy
water, typically exhibiting a slightly lower conductance
and slightly slower gating. Voltage-gated proton currents
are more sensitive to deuterium, a result that perhaps is
not surprising in light of H� or D� being the permeating
ion species, as well as the profound sensitivity of H�

channel gating to pH. The currents in deuterium are qual-
itatively similar to those in water, indicating that the
channels are permeable to D� and continue to exhibit
voltage- and time-dependent gating. Quantitatively, the
current is 1.9 times larger in H2O than D2O; the activation
time constant 
act is 3-fold slower in D2O; the deactivation
time constant 
tail is hardly changed, being 1.0–1.5 times
slower in D2O; and the position of the gH-V relationship
appears similar in both solvents (242).

The isotope effect on permeation through most ion
channels is similar to the isotope effect on the conductiv-
ity of the ion in bulk aqueous solution (references in Ref.
242). In contrast, the 1.9-fold larger H� current than D�

current in voltage-gated proton channels is much larger
than the ratio of mobilities or conductivities of H�/D� in
bulk solution, which are consistently 1.390–1.404 when
measured electrically (65, 325, 612, 624), 1.32–1.35 in re-
cent measurements (172), and slightly higher, 1.43–1.52
when measured polarographically (844). These values
correspond with process 3 in Figure 16. The isotope ef-
fects for dielectric relaxation and for viscosity are also
substantially weaker than this (180, 412). The low D�

conductance suggests that 1) the rate-determining step in
conduction occurs within the channel, and 2) the conduc-
tion pathway is a HBC and not a water-filled pore (242)
(see sect. VJ).

The slower activation of H� current in D2O is con-
sistent with a rate-limiting step in channel opening being
deprotonation of a site on the channel, as we proposed
previously (166) (see sect. VM) (Fig. 20). The pKa of most
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carboxylic and ammonium acids increases in D2O by
0.5–0.6 units (894), because deuterons generally are held
more tightly than protons. If the pKa of the putative
external regulatory protonation site were increased by 0.5
units, this would slow activation by threefold. The mini-
mal slowing of deactivation in D2O, in contrast, suggests
that if deprotonation of a regulatory site occurs during
channel closing, it is not rate determining. Alternatively,
the chemical nature of the site might be different; sulfhy-
dryl acids tend to exhibit smaller pKa changes (894). In
view of the different sensitivity of 
act and 
tail to D2O, it
was surprising that the overall gH-V relationship did not
shift. In the oversimplified case of a two-state channel,
slowing the opening rate more than the closing rate ought
to shift the gH-V relationship toward more negative volt-
ages. Not only was no such shift detected, there was
remarkable similarity between the relationship between
Vrev and Vthreshold in both H2O and D2O (� and E, respec-
tively, in Fig. 19). This paradox awaits explanation.

J. What Is the Rate-Determining Step

in Conduction?

This question provides a useful framework for eval-
uating such properties as deuterium isotope effects and

temperature dependence, as illustrated in Figure 16. Fol-
lowing Andersen’s lucid analysis of the determinants of
ionic currents through gramicidin channels (27, 30), we
can identify various steps that must occur. The fact that
almost all protons are not free ions, but are bound to
buffer or are constituents of H2O, increases the complex-
ity of the problem compared with ordinary ion channels.
It is necessary to consider several additional requisite
processes, any of which could conceivably affect the rate
of conduction. These include diffusion of protonated
buffer, BH (step 1), and direct proton transfer from BH to
a site at the mouth of the channel (step 2). Complemen-
tary processes that occur at the distal end of the channel
could also be involved. Steps 4a and 4b indicate that
conduction through the channel could occur by two qual-
itatively different mechanisms, diffusion through a water-
filled pore like an ordinary ion channel (step 4a) and
transmission through a HBC (step 4b). Figure 16, inset,
gives estimates of the deuterium isotope effect and Q10

expected if each process in turn were rate determining.
The effects of buffer, deuterium, and temperature

eliminate all processes occurring in the bulk solution
(steps 1–3) from being rate determining. Direct proton
transfer (cf. Fig. 1) from protonated buffer (BH) to a site
at the entry of the channel (step 2) can be ruled out

FIG. 16. Diagram illustrating the various processes that occur when H� current flows through a proton channel.
Many biophysical measurements on voltage-gated proton channels have been directed toward determining the rate-
limiting process. Inset: predicted values for the deuterium isotope effect (predicted ratio in H2O to that in D2O) and the
Q10 for H� current if each step, in turn, were rate determining. The predicted value for the isotope effect on buffer
diffusion (step 1) is based on the higher viscosity (412), and H� diffusion (step 3) is based on the relative conductivity
(65, 325, 612, 624, 844). The isotope effect for step 5 assumes a square-root dependence on the masses of OH� vs. OD�

(366). Both the isotope effect and temperature dependence of step 4a are based on measurements of H� current through
gramicidin channels (14). The Q10 predictions are based on the temperature dependence of the viscosity of water (300,
813) (step 1), the temperature dependence of H� mobility (606) and conductivity (786, 845) (step 3), and the conductivity
of KOH solutions (628) (step 5). Observed values for voltage-gated proton channels are from Refs. 242, 243. See text for
further details.
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because when either external or internal buffer concen-
trations were varied over a range 1–100 mM, the H�

current amplitude changed less than twofold (240). The
deuterium isotope effect on conductance, IH/ID � 1.9, is
larger than for buffer diffusion (step 1), free H� diffusion
(step 3), and for the H� current through the gramicidin
channel (step 4a) (14), which we use as a prototypical ion
channel of the water-filled pore variety (310, 611). An
objection to this analysis is that it is widely felt that water
inside ion channels is likely to be constrained and might
behave more like ice (see sect. IIIE), where the isotope
effect is reportedly much higher than in liquid water (289,
575). Gramicidin provides a counterexample, because its
H�-to-D� ratio is only 1.20–1.37 (14, 172) (see sect. IVA5),
similar to that in bulk solution (see sect. VI). The profound
sensitivity of H� currents to temperature provides more
dramatic evidence that the pathway through the pore is
not likely to be a water wire. The Q10 for macroscopic
currents was �2 and in excised patches at low tempera-
tures was as high as 5 (243), far beyond that expected for
any of the steps in Figure 16. The overwhelming conclu-
sions from this analysis are that 1) the rate-limiting step in
H� permeation occurs within the pore and 2) the pathway
is most likely a HBC comprising at least one titratable
amino acid residue.

One additional conclusion can be drawn from this
analysis. The possibility that what we consider to reflect
outward H� current might instead be OH� moving inward
is contradicted by both the large isotope effect and the
profound temperature dependence.

K. Voltage-Dependent Gating

The voltage dependence of H� channel gating is not
absolute, but is strongly modulated by pH, as discussed in
section VL. Figure 3 shows that the voltage dependence of
gating is monotonic. H� channels are closed at negative
voltages and open and conduct current upon depolariza-
tion and continue to do so over a range of �380 mV. This
property is typical for ion channels and is strong evidence
that the H� channel is an ion channel rather than a carrier
(see sect. IIIC).

Like delayed rectifier K� currents, H� currents rec-
tify outwardly in the steady state, and this rectification is
the result of strongly voltage-dependent gating. Although
open H� channels can carry inward or outward current,
the channels open only at depolarized voltages where H�

current is outward (excepting type x behavior). The sin-
gle open-channel current-voltage relationship has not
been measured directly but can be approximated by the
macroscopic “instantaneous” current-voltage relation-
ship. In the conventional “tail current” analysis (455), a
depolarizing prepulse is applied to open H� channels, and
then the membrane potential is stepped to a range of

voltages. The instantaneous current at the start of the test
pulse passes through the same number of open channels,
but with a different driving force (V � EH). At negative
voltages where the channels close, the instantaneous cur-
rent is often obtained by extrapolating a fitted exponential
curve back to the start of the test pulse. The instanta-
neous current-voltage relationship of voltage-gated pro-
ton channels was either linear (70, 241, 391, 473, 641, 710)
or exhibited moderate outward rectification at symmetri-
cal pH (134, 166, 242, 258). Similarly, the instantaneous
current-voltage relationship was either linear (391, 518) or
exhibited moderate outward rectification (85, 237, 241,
519, 709) with an outward �pH (pHi � pHo). It is abun-
dantly clear that open voltage-gated proton channels con-
duct inward and outward current almost equally well.

The steepness of the voltage dependence of the gH

can be estimated in one of two ways. If one makes the
simplest possible assumptions that the channel has a
single closed and single open state and the open-channel
current-voltage relationship is linear, then the gH-V rela-
tionship may be describable by a Boltzmann function

gH

gH,max
�

1

1 � exp
V  V1/2

k

(3)

where gH,max is the maximum attainable gH, V½ is the
midpoint potential at which half the available channels
are open, and k is a slope factor that indicates the steep-
ness of the voltage dependence. In a variety of cells, the
slope factor of such fits is generally 7–14 mV, indicating a
net movement of 1.8–3.6 charges across the membrane
field (238). As is evident in Figure 17, this model is almost
certainly an oversimplification, and as discussed in sec-
tion VM, at least four chemically and conformationally
distinct gating states must be postulated to account for
pH- and voltage-dependent gating. A more reliable
method for evaluating the movement of charges in the
channel molecule during gating is to determine the limit-
ing slope of the gH-V relationship plotted semi-logarithmi-
cally (18, 930). The reliability of this estimate increases as
the range of Popen is extended. By combining macroscopic
with single-channel measurements, a range of Popen down
to 10�7 has been achieved for other voltage-gated chan-
nels (450, 482). Such estimates have provided evidence
that the gating charge movement is much larger than had
been thought previously, up to 12–14 charges per channel
for voltage-gated sodium and potassium channels (450,
482). Because single H� channel currents are too small to
record reliably using current technology, the range of
Popen that has been explored is limited to �10�3. At this
limit, gH changes e-fold/4.65 mV, which corresponds with
5.4 gating charges and should be regarded as a lower limit
(242). Thus voltage-gated proton channels are at least half
as steeply voltage dependent as traditional ion channels.
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Voltage-gated proton channels do not inactivate.
When large, prolonged H� currents are elicited, the cur-
rents decay or droop (68, 232, 236, 238, 258, 372, 473, 519,
676, 709, 895, 1006, 1008). However, careful examination
of this phenomenon reveals that H� current decay is not
the result of inactivation (channels entering a long-lived
closed state), but is the result of increased pHi due di-
rectly to H� efflux (see sect. VIA), which progressively
shifts EH to more positive voltages, reducing the driving
force for H� current.

One of the features that distinguishes various types
of voltage-gated proton channels is gating kinetics (Table
4). The primordial (type n) H� channels in snail neurons
open within a few milliseconds after depolarization (134).
The intriguing question whether rapid gating is a property
of neurons or snails awaits measurement of H� current in
mammalian neurons. Mammalian H� channels open much
more slowly, with activation time constants (
act) in the
range of seconds to tens of seconds at room temperature
(85, 163, 164, 170, 232, 236, 239, 241, 246, 311, 372, 518,
519, 574, 762, 886). The slowest H� channels to open are
type p. The rate of channel closing (essentially the inverse
of 
tail) is similarly variable and ranges over three orders
of magnitude. Type n channels are again the fastest, but
the sequence of types p and x are switched. When type p

channels are stimulated and adopt type x gating behavior,

act becomes faster and 
tail becomes slower (246–248).

We initially resisted fitting the time course of H�

current activation with a simple function. No Hodgkin-
Huxley-type gating parameter raised to a constant expo-

nent fitted the data at all voltages in rat alveolar epithelial
cells (166), although an exponent of 1.5–2.0 provided a
reasonable fit in human neutrophils (236). In addition, we
were concerned that depletion of buffer and resulting pHi

changes during pulses would distort and compromise the
observed time course. Instead, we quantified the maxi-
mum rate of rise (237). However, the usefulness of having
a simple, easily-defined parameter that embodies at least
generally the rates of gating outweighed such concerns,
and we now generally fit both activation and deactivation
with exponential functions. The activation time course is
sigmoid in most cells, which can be accommodated by
introducing an initial delay. Sometimes an additional com-
ponent of H� current increases very slowly (246). For all
of these reasons, the values obtained for 
act are some-
what arbitrary.

The voltage dependence of H� channel gating kinet-
ics has been reported only sporadically. Data that exist
are summarized in Table 5, expressed as the voltage
required to change the time constant e-fold. The underly-
ing assumption that 
act and 
tail are exponentially depen-
dent on voltage is arbitrary but appears to be justified
empirically (166, 170, 241, 243, 246). The values obtained
in various cells are remarkably similar. It is evident that

act has a weaker voltage dependence than does 
tail. In
studies reporting deactivation kinetics, the tail current
decay is monoexponential, with one exception. As was
indicated in Table 4, H� currents in rat alveolar epithelial
cells exhibit a distinct slower decay component between
Vrev and Vthreshold (166). The faster component has similar
voltage dependence to 
tail in other cells. The slow com-
ponent, in contrast, is very steeply voltage dependent and
appears kinetically related to activation (see sect. VL); 
act

and 
tail of the slower component are similar in absolute
value at comparable voltages (166).

TABLE 5. Voltage dependence of H� channel

gating kinetics

Cell 
act, mV/e-fold 
tail, mV/e-fold Reference Nos.

Ambystoma oocyte 72 39 70
Rat alveolar epithelium 35–40 (Fast) 166
Rat alveolar epithelium 8–15 (Slow) 166
Rat alveolar epithelium 46–64 243
Human neutrophil 39–44 243
Human basophil 54 42 170
Human eosinophil 58.7 32.2 246
THP-1 macrophage 40 38 241
Jurkat lymphocyte 26 886

Values indicate the change in voltage required to produce an e-fold
change in 
 (which reflects the slope of the 
-V relationship), assuming
exponential dependence on voltage. Inspection of data from mouse
macrophages (518) suggests that 
act has a weaker voltage dependence
than does 
tail in these cells as well.

FIG. 17. Evidence that voltage-gated proton channels have multiple
closed states. Prepulses to large negative voltages increase the sigmoi-
dicity of turn-on of H� current during a depolarizing pulse to �10 mV.
After more negative prepulses, there is a distinct delay before the H�

current turns on. Currents were recorded in an alveolar epithelial cell at
pHo 8.0 and pHi 6.5, with both external and internal solutions containing
tetramethylammonium methanesulfonate and 100 mM buffer (tricine
and Bis-Tris at pH 8.0 and 6.5, respectively). [From DeCoursey and
Cherny (238), copyright 1994 Springer-Verlag.]
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L. pH Dependence of Gating

One of the most important properties of voltage-
gated proton channels is their exquisite sensitivity to pH.
Although H� channel gating is steeply voltage dependent,
the position of the voltage-activation relationship de-
pends strongly on both pHo and pHi. In all cells studied,
the voltage-activation curve is shifted toward more nega-
tive voltages (thus promoting channel opening) when pHo

increases or pHi decreases. The practical consequence of
this pH sensitivity is that H� channels open only when the
electrochemical gradient is outward, when outward cur-
rent will result (1007). One exception is type x channel
behavior seen in phagocytes when NADPH oxidase is
active (see sects. VD and VIH2). The general implication of
this pH regulation is that voltage-gated proton channels
evidently function to extrude acid from cells.

A systematic study in rat alveolar epithelial cells
revealed that the voltage-activation curve could be pre-
dicted from the pH gradient, �pH � pHo � pHi (166). The
current-voltage relationships in Figure 18 illustrate that
there is a shift of precisely 40 mV/unit change in �pH,
whether this is accomplished by changing pHo or pHi. The
�pH dependence is equivalent to saying that pHo and pHi

have equal and opposite effects on gating. Because the
gH-V relationship is rarely a tidy Boltzmann function, its
position is difficult to quantify accurately. As a practical
solution, we determine the position of the voltage-activa-
tion relationship from the Vthreshold defined as the most
negative voltage at which detectable H� current is acti-
vated. If other time-dependent conductances are absent,
due to omission of permeant ions from the solutions or
inclusion of blockers, then the onset of time-dependent

current occurs at Vthreshold. Empirically, Vthreshold in alve-
olar epithelial cells is given by (242)

Vthreshold � 0.76 Vrev � 18 mV (4)

The data that formed the basis for this relationship are
plotted in Figure 19 as (�). An earlier formulation,
Vthreshold � 40�pH � 20 mV (166), describes a similar
relationship, but in terms of the nominal applied �pH.
Because the actual �pH is more accurately defined by the
observed Vrev, the relationship in Equation 4 is more
generally applicable.

The relationships just discussed apply to voltage-
gated proton channels in rat alveolar epithelial cells over
a wide pH range (pHi 5.5–7.5 and pHo 6–8). At pHo �8.0,
the shift of Vthreshold appears to saturate, which could
indicate the approach of pHo to the pKa of the external
regulatory protonation site (166). Quite similar apparent
saturation was observed in snail neurons (134) and Am-

bystoma oocytes (70) when pHo was increased from 7.4 to
8.4. However, a subsequent study in which the range was
extended to pHo 10 (242) revealed a peculiar phenome-
non. The shift in the gH-V relationship between pHo 8 and
9 again was small, and there was no shift between pHo 9
and 10. However, Vrev was found to deviate substantially
from EH at high pHo. Vrev was close to EH from pHo 6 to
8, but there was only a small shift in Vrev at pHo 9, and no
shift between pHo 9 and 10. Similarly, Byerly et al. (134)
observed an anomalously small shift in Vrev when pHo was
increased to 8.4. Taken at face value, these results indi-
cate that the apparent saturation of both Vrev and Vthreshold

are artifacts of our inability to control pH. Strikingly, a
plot of Vrev versus Vthreshold (Fig. 19, � and E) was linear
over the entire pH range, without the slightest hint of
saturation at either �pH extreme. Because it seems im-
probable that pHo (in an effectively infinite bath volume,
with 100 mM buffer) could deviate far from its nominal
value, pHi must increase when pHo is increased above 8
(242). One speculative explanation is the action of a Cl�/
OH� exchanger (603, 975, 1044) that is active at very high
pHo.

Although qualitatively similar pH dependence occurs
in other cells, analogous relationships have not yet been
defined quantitatively. Figure 19 includes data from a
large number of studies on a variety of cells. For studies
done in conventional whole cell configuration, each cell
type is labeled with a letter. These data exhibit some
scatter, but in general they fall near the linear relationship
observed for alveolar epithelial H� channels. The solid
line in this graph shows the linear regression on all the
data plotted and is defined by a relationship remarkably
similar to Equation 4

Vthreshold � 0.79 Vrev � 23 mV (5)

FIG. 18. Current-voltage relationships at a range of pHo and pHi

reveal that the position of the voltage-activation curve is determined by
the pH gradient, �pH � pHo � pHi. Mean H� current measured at the
end of 4-s pulses is plotted for cells studied at various pHo and pHi and
normalized to cell size (capacitance). Symbols indicate pHi 5.5 (}), 6.5
(■ ), and 7.5 (Œ), and the labels follow the convention pHo//pHi. [Modi-
fied from Cherny et al. (166).]
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In most studies, the relationship roughly paralleled the
line for all data, suggesting that to a first approximation,
all voltage-gated proton channels have identical �pH-de-
pendent gating. Data from all classes of voltage-gated
proton channels are represented in this figure, with the
exception of oocytes, which were excluded because pHi

was not known. Nevertheless, their pHo dependence ap-
pears to be qualitatively similar (70, 473), and thus the
four classes of voltage-gated proton channels other than
type x (see below) share astonishingly similar �pH-de-
pendent gating. It is noteworthy that nearly every data
point falls above the dashed line that indicates Vthreshold �
Vrev. Thus, within the physiological pH range, voltage-
gated proton channels open only when there is an out-
ward electrochemical gradient, i.e., when outward H�

current will occur. This universal property leads inescap-
ably to the conclusion that the main function of voltage-
gated proton channels is to extrude acid from cells.

Although Vthreshold shifts 40 mV/unit change in �pH,

Vrev changes more steeply. As a result, at large positive
voltages, Vthreshold approaches Vrev. Extrapolation of the
relationship in Figure 19 (Eq. 5) predicts that with a very
large inward �pH, Vthreshold should be negative to Vrev.
With a large inward �pH of �1.5 units, Vthreshold is in fact
very close to Vrev in alveolar epithelial cells (166), and
Vthreshold was slightly negative to Vrev in renal proximal
tubule cells (391).

The data plotted as red symbols in Figure 19 clearly
deviate from the general pattern. These data are from
studies of neutrophils and eosinophils under conditions in
which NADPH oxidase was active (permeabilized patch
studies or whole cell studies with NADPH and GTP�S in
the pipette), as discussed in section VIH2. This deviant
behavior led to the suggestion that a novel variety of
voltage-gated proton channel (type x, Table 4) becomes
active when NADPH oxidase is functioning, in addition to
the type p H� channels in unstimulated cells (67c). Our
interpretation is that respiratory burst agonists both acti-

FIG. 19. Relationship between threshold potential (Vthreshold) and reversal potential (Vrev) for all existing data on
voltage-gated proton channels. The dashed line indicates equality between Vthreshold and Vrev. Data above the line indicate
that only outward currents will be activated, whereas data below the line indicate that inward H� currents should be
detected just negative to Vrev. Red symbols are from phagocytes under conditions in which NADPH oxidase was active:
in permeabilized patch studies (human eosinophils, Œ, Ref. 165, and �, unpublished data of the same authors), (human
neutrophils, �, Ref. 248), or in whole cell configuration with NADPH in the pipette (human eosinophils, ■ , Ref. 67c). Data
from conventional whole cell studies are plotted as letters, which indicate cell type as follows: A, rat alveolar epithelium
(166, 232); C, CHO (164); B, peripheral blood monocytes (742); E, human eosinophil (165, 372, 895); G, rat or mouse
microglia (281, 546, 710); H, HL-60 cells differentiated with DMSO (258, 830); J, Jurkat human lymphocyte (886); K, frog
renal proximal tubule (391); M, mouse mast cell (574); N, snail neuron (134); O, rabbit osteoclast (762); P, mouse
macrophage (518, 519, 977); S, human skeletal myotube (85); T, THP-1 cells (241); X, HEK-293 cells transfected with
NOH-1 (67a). Also plotted are data in rat alveolar epithelial cells in water and in deuterium solutions (� and E,
respectively) studied at various pHo, pHi, and in the presence of NH4

� gradients to alter pHi (242). The solid blue line
indicates the relationship obtained by linear regression for all whole cell data plotted and is described by Vthreshold � 0.79
Vrev � 23 mV. The relationship found previously for alveolar epithelial cells was Vthreshold � 0.76 Vrev � 18 mV (242). The
red line shows the relationship obtained by linear regression on all permeabilized-patch data and is described by Vthreshold �
0.63 Vrev � 22 mV. Data plotted here were compiled from cited values or from figures illustrating mean values in some cases,
but individual representative cells in others.
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vate NADPH oxidase and also alter the properties of
voltage-gated proton channels (165, 246–248, 705). Chan-
nels in this enhanced gating mode exhibit type x behavior.
A defining property is activation in a voltage range just
negative to Vrev. In Figure 19 it appears that Vthreshold for
type x channels is �40 mV more negative than for other
voltage-gated proton channels at any given Vrev. The red
linear regression line describing type x behavior

Vthreshold � 0.63 Vrev  22 mV (6)

has a slope similar to that of other H� channels, which
might indicate a similar dependence on �pH. At symmet-
rical pH (Vrev � 0 mV), Vthreshold is 43 mV more negative in
the type x gating mode. Evidence that type x channels are
simply modified type p channels is discussed in section VI,
H2 and I.

Surprisingly, the parameters reflecting the opening
and closing of voltage-gated proton channels, 
act and 
tail,
respectively, do not share the same pH dependence as the
gH-V relationship. The simplest expectation would be that
all voltage-dependent parameters shift along the voltage
axis to the same extent that the gH-V relationship shifts
(i.e., by �40 mV/unit change in �pH). H� channel activa-
tion is profoundly slowed at higher pHi or lower pHo (134,
164, 166, 170, 239, 241, 519, 886). Although these changes
are in the direction expected if 
act simply shifted along
with the gH-V relationship, in many cases, there is also an
overall slowing at high pHi or low pHo. In other words,
after correcting for the shift in the gH-V relationship, an
additional slowing persists. In inside-out patches from
alveolar epithelial cells, changes in pHo produced nearly
pure shifts along the voltage axis, whereas increases in
pHi caused profound slowing in addition to the voltage
shifts (239). Comparing the 
act-V relationship at identical
�pH, increasing pHi appears to slow 
act uniformly at all
voltages by substantial amounts: threefold for �pH 0.5,
sevenfold for �pH 1.5 (170), and four- to fivefold for �pH
0 or 1.0 (239).

In contrast, 
tail appears to be less sensitive to pH
than 
act, exhibiting smaller shifts with changes in pHi or
pHo than expected from the gH-V relationship (166, 242).
In fact, in several cells the 
tail-voltage relationship ap-
pears to be completely independent of pHo (164, 170, 241)
and possibly also of pHi (170).

M. Model of the Mechanism of pH- and

Voltage-Dependent Gating

An almost inescapable conclusion from the strong
dependence of the gH-V relationship on both pHo and pHi

is that protonation sites that regulate the voltage depen-
dence of gating must exist and must be accessible to the
external and internal solutions. Titratable sites that regu-

late function have been proposed for many membrane
transporters and channels. The Na�/H� antiporter binds
protons at internal and external sites; an internal site
allosterically activates exchange, whereas the external
site simply functions in transport (37, 38, 785, 840). Anion
exchangers including the Cl�/HCO3

� exchanger and the
Cl�/OH� exchanger (603, 966) also are regulated by pH
via protonation sites. The activity of proton-pumping trans-
hydrogenases is regulated by the degree of protonation of
a critical His residue (95). The gating of muscle Cl�

channels is altered substantially by pH (1063). Several
channels are inhibited by protons, either by block within
the pore (manifested as voltage dependent block) (161,
1082), by reduction of single-channel current amplitude
(187), or by downregulation of channel availability (volt-
age-independent “block”), such as a plant voltage-gated
K� channel (SKOR from Arabidopsis) (580), the “maxi-K”
Ca2�-activated K� channel of Chara australis (634), skel-
etal muscle Cl� channels (476, 864), and inward rectifier
K� channels by internal protons (100, 704). Other chan-
nels are activated by protons: cation conductances in
neurons (88, 381, 563), a conductance in toad skin (579),
a plant inward rectifier K� channel (99), several Na�

channels (1055), and aquaporin-0, the latter by protona-
tion of a His residue (750). A cation channel formed by
phallolysin, which is derived from the deadly Amanita

phalloides mushroom, exhibits an astonishing 130-mV
shift in its voltage-dependent gating for a 1 unit change in
pH (1080). Low pH activates stomatal guard cell K� chan-
nels in Solanum tuberosum by protonation of two extra-
cellular His residues (467). The transcendental KcsA
channel is activated by intracellular protonation (205,
420). Protonation of a mutant alamethicin channel
switches the selectivity from cation to anion (105). Pro-
tonation of Ca2� channels converts them from divalent
cation selective to Na� permeable (557). A notable fea-
ture of the regulation of proton channels by pH is that H�

is also the permeant ion. The gating of a few other chan-
nels is also regulated by the permeant ion concentration:
inward rectifier K� channels (17, 403, 456) and the ClC-0
Cl� channel (158, 824, 826). Finally, a model of the influ-
ence on pHo, pHi, and voltage on the operation of a
H�-coupled oligopeptide transporter (769) incorporates
many of the features described below (Fig. 20).

Increasing either internal or external [H�] shifts the
gH-V relationship in the direction expected if protons
screened or neutralized negative charges at the surface of
the membrane or channel protein. Most voltage-gated
cation channels are affected by pH in a stereotypical
manner: at low pHo, gating occurs at more positive volt-
ages and the maximum conductance is decreased (444).
These effects can be accounted for by the binding of
protons to negative charges at the surface of the mem-
brane or the channel molecule, which has two effects. As
proposed by Huxley, Frankenhaeuser, and Hodgkin (320),
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the additional positive charge at the external side of the
membrane biases the electrical field perceived by the
voltage sensor, tricking the channel into thinking that the
membrane potential is more negative than it really is.
Thus more depolarization is required to produce the same
gating. Another consequence of protonation (neutraliza-
tion) of external negative charges is that cation concen-
trations near the membrane tend to be reduced, which
reduces the maximum conductance (362, 440).

Several proposals have been made regarding mecha-
nisms of pH regulation of voltage-gated proton channels.

Byerly et al. (134) noted that a simple screening mecha-
nism must be ruled out for voltage-gated proton channels
because of the low concentration of protons compared
with other monovalent cations, as well as the presence of
millimolar levels of divalent cations, and suggested that
protonation of specific acidic sites must be invoked. The
voltage shifts that they observed when pHi was changed
were small enough to be ascribed to changes in the inte-
rior surface potential, but the shifts when pHo was varied
were considered too large to be accounted for by this
mechanism. They concluded that external protons di-

FIG. 20. The voltage and pH dependence of gating of voltage-gated proton channels can be explained by a simple
model that postulates regulatory protonation sites. Five required assumptions are described in the text. Three possible
physical representations of the model defined by the state diagram and rate constants are illustrated. The mechanism can
be envisioned as follows: top, a “butterfly” in which the protonation site on each channel protomer or “wing” moves
across the membrane; middle, distinct external and internal sites which when protonated allosterically prevent
protonation at the opposite site; bottom, a protonation site in a proton well whose accessibility depends on a small
conformational change, or other variants not illustrated. The bottom diagram would be a proton carrier (594) if the
conformational change occurred in the protonated state, i.e., if there were direct transitions between states 1 and 4 and
if no conducting pore were formed. In each case, the formation of a conducting H� channel requires a conformational
change in each channel protomer which can occur only when the regulatory site is deprotonated. The closed channel
conformation is stabilized by external protons, and the open conformation is stabilized by internal protonation of the
same site, which is possible only after the conformational change exposes the protonation site to the internal solution.
The open channel probability is therefore increased by high pHo or low pHi. The voltage dependence of gating could arise
either from voltage-dependent binding/unbinding of protons to the regulatory protonation site, from a voltage-dependent
conformational change, or from a combination of the two. To fit the data, we assigned all of the voltage dependence to
proton binding so that the regulatory sites behave like “proton wells” as postulated for the proton channel of H�-ATPases
(596, 698). H� currents in rat alveolar epithelial cells were simulated using the following parameters, which are defined
in Ref. 166: din � dout � 0.71, Kw � 10, m � 0, n � 1.5, k12 � 1,000 s�1, k32 � 106 s�1, k43,fast � 3 s�1, k43,slow � 0.05 s�1,
pKin � pKout � 8.5. [From Cherny et al. (166) by copyright permission of The Rockefeller University Press.]
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rectly inhibit channel opening (134). Based on a marked
increase in the rate of H� efflux from acidified neutrophils
at pHo �7.4, Kapus et al. (520) proposed that “dissociation
of H� from an externally facing H�-binding site induces a
higher conductivity state or probability of the H� channel
being open.”

After systematically evaluating H� channel gating
over a wide range of pH, Cherny et al. (166) proposed a
simple quantitative model to account for the voltage and
pH dependence of gating. The fundamental observation
was that the position of the voltage-activation curve de-
pends on the pH gradient, �pH (see sect. VL). The state
diagram at the bottom of Figure 20 is the model, and the
three cartoons show various mechanistic ways that this
model could be embodied, all of which share certain
features. 1) The channel is an oligomer formed from the
association of several monomers. 2) The degree of proto-
nation of regulatory protonation sites communicates the
pH to the channel gating machinery. 3) Protonation of
sites accessible to the external solution stabilizes a closed
configuration of the channel; conversely, protonation of
sites accessible to the internal solution stabilizes the open
channel. 4) The protonation sites are accessible only to
one side of the membrane at a time. 5) The accessibility is
switched by a conformational change in the protein that
can occur only when the sites are deprotonated. Simula-
tions with this model using a single set of parameters
reproduced the essential features of pH- and voltage-
dependent gating (166). The top cartoon shows a “butter-
fly” version of the model, in which one end of each
channel protomer flips across the membrane. A similar
gating mechanism occurs in an assortment of channel-
forming peptides including alamethicin (291, 406, 1010,
1084), colicin (5, 191), �-endotoxin from Bacillus thurin-

giensis (345), melittin from honey bee venom (78, 532),
the antibiotic monazomycin (437), and zervamicins (66,
659). In this form of the model, the same protonation sites
are alternately accessible to the external or internal solu-
tion. The middle diagram illustrates an allosteric mecha-
nism in which the internal and external protonation sites
are different, but they are not accessible to both solutions
simultaneously; a conformational change in the protein
alters their accessibility. In the bottom cartoon, a confor-
mational change alters the accessibility of a site deep
inside the membrane that is accessible to bulk solution
via “proton wells,” as proposed by Mitchell and Moyle for
H�-ATPases (694, 698). The model is clearly very general,
yet it incorporates several features that are likely to be
necessary to account for the observed pH- and voltage-
dependent gating. External and internal regulatory proto-
nation sites seem essential, and alternating access was
required for the model to reproduce the data.

Some details of the model (Fig. 20) need to be ad-
justed. That deuterium slowed activation threefold but
hardly affected deactivation (242) is indirect evidence

that the internal and external protonation sites are chem-
ically distinct (see sect. VI). Alternatively, the rate-deter-
mining step in channel closing may not be the initial
deprotonation step; a voltage-dependent closing step may
precede deprotonation (242). Surprisingly, all three gating
parameters (
act and the delay as well as 
tail) exhibit the
same profound temperature dependence (Q10 6–9), sug-
gesting that the same rate-determining process underlies
each kinetic parameter (243).

N. Impervious to Blockers

No potent, high-affinity blockers of voltage-gated pro-
ton channels are known. Table 6 encapsulates the inef-
fectiveness of a variety of agents tested for inhibitory
effects on H� currents. Most ion channels are blocked by
small peptides found in toxins or venom from bees, scor-
pions, snakes, sea anemones, puffer fish, frog skin, etc.5

Attempts to isolate voltage-gated proton channels have
been frustrated by the absence of such blockers. Although
it is possible that high-affinity inhibitors will be discov-
ered, it is also possible that the proton conduction path-
way may be inherently incompatible with lock-and-key
type inhibition. The entrance to other channels is often a
wide vestibule, which provides a large concave protein
surface that is ideally suited for interaction with inhibitors
and for block by simple steric occlusion. The entrance to
voltage-gated proton channels may be a simple protonat-
able group accessible to the solution. The only other
molecular requirement is that there must also be regula-
tory protonatable groups that are accessible to the exter-
nal or internal solutions. Although the proposed mecha-
nism for pH regulation of gating discussed in the previous
section may not be correct, it is difficult to imagine how
voltage-gated proton channels could respond so precisely
to pHo and pHi without such groups. The relative simplic-
ity of the entrance to voltage-gated proton channels may
impede or preclude high-affinity binding of inhibitors.

Two general classes of inhibitors of voltage-gated
proton channels have been reported: weak bases and
polyvalent metal cations. Inhibition by polyvalent metal
cations is discussed in section VO. The effects of other
inhibitors share many qualifying properties. For example,
no inhibitor abolishes H� currents. Inhibition is only par-
tial, and in many cases is overcome by depolarization.
Often the gH-V relationship is shifted. All of these proper-
ties indicate that simple block by physical steric occlusion
is not the operative mechanism. Meech and Thomas (676)

5 The channel-blocking action of toxins and venoms probably re-
flects the desire of their hosts to avoid interaction with animals that use
ion channels to move and think. If analogous toxins do not exist for
voltage-gated proton channels, this could reflect the minimal survival
advantage conferred by an ability to inflict a gradual death by blocking
voltage-gated proton channels.
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found that 4-aminopyridine increased pHi and considered
that this effect might account for its reduction of IH.
Although there are several reports of moderate reduction
of H� current by tetraethylammonium� (TEA�), it is pos-
sible to record large H� currents in unilateral (70) or
symmetrical isotonic TEA� solutions (236, 372). The na-
ture of any effect of TEA� is therefore obscure, and in any
case, it does not act as a simple channel blocker.

The weak base mechanism of block may account for
the effects of most of the agents in Table 6 that appear to
reduce H� currents. As was illustrated in Figure 2, a weak
base added to the bathing solution will partially dissoci-
ate, and the neutral form will permeate the membrane and

enter the cell. Depending on its pKa and pHi, the base will
become protonated. This process has the effect of lower-
ing pHo as protons are “left behind” and raising pHi as the
base binds protons. As long as influx continues, there will
be dynamic local pH gradients, and both the lower pHo

and higher pHi will tend to shift the gH-V relationship in a
positive direction and reduce IH during a test pulse. In a
patch-clamped cell, the pipette acts as an infinite sink for
anything diffusing into the cell, and thus pseudo-steady-
state inhibition will be observed even if the agent has no
direct effect on voltage-gated proton channels. Whether
this mechanism can account for the effects of the agents
listed in Table 6 remains to be tested rigorously.

TABLE 6. Drugs that do not block H� currents

Compound Concentration IH Reduction, % Reference Nos.

Amantadine 0.1–1 mM Via 1pHi? 238
Amiloride 200 �M 0 710
Amiloride 100 �M 0 642
Amiloride 100 �M weak, V dependent 237
Apamin 300 nM 0 642
4-AP 10 mM 67 134
4-AP 1 mM 50 762
4-AP 10 mM Via 1pHi? 676
4-AP 1 mM 50 281
4-AP 5 mM Strong 473
A9C 1 mM 0 238
Bafilomycin A 200 nM 0 709,710
Ba2� 1 mM 0 574
Bromophenacyl bromide �1 mM* 0 V. Cherny and T. DeCoursey,

unpublished data
CCmP 20 �M 0 676
Charybdotoxin 100 nM 0 238
Cinnamate ? 0 85
D600 100 �g/ml V dependent 676
DCCD 100 �M 0 676
DCCD 200 �M 0 238
Diethylpyrocarbonate 1 mM 0 642
DIDS 100 �M 0 710
DPI 1 �M 0 248
DPI 3 �M 0 246
Dimethylamiloride 10 �M 0 237
Mefenamic acid 100 �M 0 238
N-ethylmaleimide 2 mM 0 642
Nicardipine 10 �M Small 1007
Nifedipine 1 �M 0 85
Noxiustoxin 100 nM 0 238
Oligomycin 10 �g/ml 0 676
Phencyclidine 200 �M 0 238
Rimantadine 0.1–1 mM Via 1pHi? 238
SITS 20 �M 0 676
Strophanthidin 2 mM 0 238
TEA� 10 mM 35 85
TEA� 52 mM 34 134
TEA� Isotonic 0 473
TEA� 5 mM 5 762
TEA� 1 mM 29 281
TEA� 50 mM V dependent 676
Tetrapentylammonium 1 mM 0 136
Tetrapentylammonium 10 mM 0 499
Venturicidin 10 �M 0 238

A9C, anthracene-9-carboxylic acid; CCmP, carbonyl cyanide-m-chlorophenylhydrazone; D600, methoxyverapamil; DCCD, N,N�-dicyclohexyl-
carbodiimide; mefenamic acid, 2-[(2,3-dimethylphenyl)amino]benzoic acid; V dependent, IH inhibition can be overcome by additional depolarization.

* Bromophenacyl bromide was a saturated solution, nominally 1 mM.
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O. Inhibition by Polyvalent Metal Cations

All voltage-gated proton channels studied to date are
sensitive to inhibition by polyvalent cations. In fact, sen-
sitivity to CdCl2 and ZnCl2 has classically been considered
a requisite characteristic to identify these channels. A
majority of polyvalent cations have similar effects. A com-
pilation of existing literature (234) provided the following
“consensus” potency sequence among divalent metal in-
hibitors:

Cu2�  Zn2� � Ni2� � Cd2� � Co2� � Mn2�

� Ba2�, Ca2�, Mg2�  0.

The trivalent cations La3�, Gd3�, and Al3� also in-
hibit H� current (238, 281, 676, 895, 1008), as do Be2�,
Pb2�, and Hg2� (136, 238) (Cherny and DeCoursey, un-
published observations). There is some question whether
Ba2�, Ca2�, and Mg2� are weak inhibitors or completely
ineffective. In human myotubes, Ba2�, Ca2�, and Mg2�

inhibited weakly (85); in murine microglia, Ba2� inhibited
but Ca2� did not (281); in alveolar epithelium, neither
Mg2� nor Ca2� inhibited detectably (234); and in snail
neurons, Ba2�, Ca2�, and Mg2� were completely ineffec-
tive (134, 136). Although metal sensitivity may depend on
the channel isoform, these three metals have such weak
effects that they are difficult to measure. The inhibition by
Zn2� is quite potent, with marked effects at �1 �M (67c,
163, 372, 1007). Voltage-gated proton channels are inhib-
ited at lower concentrations of Zn2� than are K� channels
in the same cells (163, 642).

Consistent with the observation that nothing blocks
H� channels (see sect. VN), the effects of metals cannot
be described as block in any normal sense of the word.
Similar to their effects on virtually all voltage-gated ion
channels, polyvalent metal cations shift the voltage de-
pendence of gating toward more positive voltages, slow
channel opening, and may reduce the maximal conduc-
tance. The reduction of gH,max is the only effect that could
be considered to qualify as “block,” but it appears to be a
relatively minor component of the effects of these metals
and occurs only at high concentrations (163). The slowing
of activation and depolarizing shift of the gH-V relation-
ship can be explained largely in terms of alteration of the
membrane potential sensed by the channel. As first pro-
posed for calcium by Huxley, Frankenhaeuser, and
Hodgkin (320), but also applicable to protons (440, 446),
the binding of a divalent metal cation or proton to nega-
tively charged groups at the outer side of the membrane
(or the channel itself) will alter the apparent transmem-
brane potential perceived by the voltage sensor of the
channel. As a result, a greater depolarization must be

imposed for the channel to respond (see sect. VM). Care-
ful examination of the effects of metals reveals some
discrepancies with the simplest form of this model. Byerly
et al. (134) noted that activation was slowed more than
could be accounted for by the shift in the gH-V relation-
ship and proposed that Cd2� has the additional specific
effect of interfering with channel opening. Similar obser-
vations have been made in other cells (70, 519). In alve-
olar epithelial cells, the effects of Cd2� were consistent
with a simple and equal shift of the 
act-V and gH-V rela-
tionships, but Zn2� had a distinct additional slowing ef-
fect (163).

The effects of metals on voltage-gated proton chan-
nels are extraordinarily sensitive to pHo (163). Lowering
pHo reduces the apparent potency of metals, as illustrated
in Figure 21. At pHo 7.0, 1 �M ZnCl2 has distinct effects
(Fig. 21, top row). To achieve the same effects at pHo 6.0
requires 10 �M ZnCl2 (Fig. 21, second row). Lowering the
pHo by one unit from 6.0 to 5.0 reduces the apparent
potency by �100-fold (Fig. 21, third row). Evidently, pro-
tons and Zn2� compete for a binding site on the external
surface of H� channels. The large (100-fold) decrease in
apparent potency between pHo 6.0 and 5.0 rules out 1:1
competition between H� and Zn2� for a single site, be-
cause simple competition would reduce the apparent po-
tency of Zn2� by at most 10-fold/unit. Also ruled out is the
idea that the active species is ZnOH� rather than Zn2�

(163), because the concentration of ZnOH� increases only
10-fold/unit decrease in pH (64). The concentration-re-
sponse relationships for Zn2� effects on both channel
opening (
act) and the gH-V relationship at pHo from 5.0 to
8.0 were well described by assuming that H� channels
cannot open when Zn2� is bound to an externally acces-
sible receptor. To account for the strong competition at
pH 5 required that the Zn2� receptor consist of at least
two or three titratable groups with pKa 6.2–7.0, most
likely His residues. Protonation of one group lowers the
affinity of the receptor for Zn2� by 30- to 100-fold (163).
Based on the qualitative similarity between the effects of
external protons and Zn2�, we proposed (163) that exter-
nal protons and Zn2� bind at the same regulatory proto-
nation sites that mediate the pHo sensitivity of gating
(166) (cf. Fig. 20). Thus the external regulatory site on
voltage-gated proton channels may comprise several His
residues. This hypothetical identification of the critical
amino acid as His based only on its pKa should be tem-
pered by the examples of the ClC-1 Cl� channel which
displays strongly pH-dependent block by Cd2� and Zn2�

(474), with pKa 6.8 (863), although the metal receptor
comprises three Cys residues (577), and the Kir1.1 channel
with a critical Lys residue whose pKa is shifted from 10.5
in solution to 6.8 in situ by proximity to two Arg residues
(899).

In contrast to the potent inhibition of H� currents by
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external metals, internal application results in only weak
inhibition in alveolar epithelial cells, with increased 
tail

(slower deactivation) at high ZnCl2 concentrations (163).
Competition between Zn2� and H� for an internal site has
not been demonstrated.

A peripheral issue is the contamination of chemicals
or water with heavy metal cations that may inhibit H�

currents. Because voltage-gated proton channels are
highly sensitive to metal cations, trace levels of these ions
may produce distinct effects. The H� channel voltage-
activation curve was shifted 15–20 mV toward more neg-
ative voltages when the external bath solution containing
nominally 2 mM Ca2� was replaced by 3 mM Ca2� and 1
mM EGTA, which has the same free Ca2� (166). Similar
metal contamination was detected for the NMDG receptor
channel, which has a very high affinity for Zn2� (22, 792).
Some students of H� currents routinely add EGTA to bath
solutions to minimize metal contamination.

VI. VOLTAGE-GATED PROTON CHANNELS:

FUNCTIONS AND PROPERTIES

IN SPECIFIC CELLS

By virtue of their efficient conduction of H�, voltage-
gated proton channels are intricately involved in the vast
area of cellular pH regulation (850). Except in highly
specific circumstances (see sect. VIH2), H� channels open
only when there is an outward electrochemical gradient
for protons. Therefore, the result of their activation is acid
extrusion from cells, which is generally accepted as their
primary function. During times of high metabolic activity,
H� channels act as relief valves to permit rapid and
efficient H� efflux. The appearance of the type x gating
mode in activated phagocytes (see sect. VIH2), in which
H� channels can conduct inward current, might conceiv-
ably reflect a different type of function (67c). Alterna-
tively, this may simply be an inadvertent consequence of

FIG. 21. The effects of Zn2� on voltage-gated proton
channels depend strongly on pHo. Families of voltage-
clamp currents are shown in rat alveolar epithelial cells at
pHo 7.0, 6.0, and 5.0, all at pHi 5.5, recorded in the absence
(left-most family in each row) and presence of the indi-
cated concentration of ZnCl2. Data in each row were
recorded from the same cell during identical families of
voltage pulses, applied in 10-mV increments. The cell at
pHo 7.0 was held at �60 mV, and currents are shown from
�40 to �20 mV. The cell at pHo 6.0 was held at �20 mV,
and pulses are from �10 to �70 mV. The cell at pHo 5.0
was held at �20 mV, and pulses are from �50 to �100 mV.
[From Cherny and DeCoursey (163) by copyright permis-
sion of The Rockefeller University Press.]
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the cell’s attempt to prepare for massive H� efflux with
any depolarization above EH. Specific situations in which
H� channels become activated in various cells are dis-
cussed here.

Determining specific functions of ion channels is of-
ten far more difficult than determining their biophysical
or biochemical properties. Standard pharmacological le-
sion experiments can be done with ZnCl2 or CdCl2, but
must be tempered by caution regarding possible nonspe-
cific effects as well as inadvertent chelation. In some
cells, the knowledge that we have relating to possible
functions of proton channels is based on modulation of
channel activity or properties by various stimuli. These
responses are discussed in the context of the cells in
which the behavior has been reported. Although some
responses may occur in all cells with proton channels,
others occur only in certain cells or groups of cells. For
example, H� channels in human neutrophils and eosino-
phils studied in the permeabilized-patch configuration re-
spond vigorously to stimulation by PMA (a phorbol ester),
whereas H� channels in rat alveolar epithelial cells stud-
ied under identical conditions do not respond (68, 246,
248). In contrast, the response of H� channels studied in
whole cell configuration to arachidonic acid is similar in
phagocytes (236, 372, 518, 895, 977) and alveolar epithelial
cells (Cherny and DeCoursey, unpublished data).

A. Proton Currents Increase pHi

Rapidly and Efficiently

It is obvious that outward proton current must in-
crease pHi. The rate and extent of cytoplasmic alkaliniza-
tion depends on the H� channel density (the number of
channels per unit area of membrane), the buffering power
of cytoplasm, and cell geometry. In their original descrip-
tion of voltage-gated proton channels (see Fig. 14),
Thomas and Meech (1008) injected HCl under voltage-
clamp conditions. Massive H� efflux at depolarizing volt-
ages raised pHi to bring EH toward the command poten-
tial. It required �10–30 min to establish each new pHi

because the snail neurons used in these experiments were
large cells with a diameter of �100–200 �m (R. C.
Thomas, personal communication) and with substantial
cytoplasmic buffering power.

Proton currents increase pHi much more rapidly in
small cells such as phagocytes or alveolar epithelial cells
with diameters ranging from 8 to 20 �m. During large
depolarizing pulses lasting several seconds, H� currents
increase to a peak and then decay with a time constant of
seconds (232). When large, prolonged H� currents are
elicited, the currents decay or droop in large cells (676,
1006, 1008) as well as small cells (68, 232, 236, 238, 258,
372, 473, 519, 709, 895). Careful examination of this phe-
nomenon reveals that current decay is not the result of

inactivation (channels entering a long-lived closed state),
but is a direct manifestation of the increased pHi caused
by H� efflux. Vrev shifts toward more positive voltages,
reflecting increased pHi, roughly in proportion to the in-
tegral of the outward H� current during prepulses of
different length or to different voltages (70, 232, 238, 372,
473, 519, 709, 895). Increased pHi during large H� currents
has been measured directly by intracellular pH electrodes
(676, 1008) and by fluorescent pH-sensitive dyes (258, 518,
519, 762, 895). Large H� currents can increase pHi by 1
unit in only �7 s (519). Droop is exacerbated at lower
intracellular buffer concentration (232, 238–240, 519).
Voltage-gated proton currents droop much less in ex-
cised, inside-out membrane patches than in whole cell
measurements, although some droop persisted in large
patches, probably due to a sizable volume of solution
enclosed at the tip of the pipette (239). Finally, during
identical depolarizing pulses, droop appears at high tem-
peratures as the H� current amplitude increases dramat-
ically (243).

The ability of voltage-gated proton channels to ex-
trude acid has been demonstrated in several cells after
acid loading. In fact, voltage-gated proton channels were
discovered when Thomas and Meech (1008) identified H�

channels as the pathway responsible for mediating recov-
ery of pHi after HCl injection. Figure 22 illustrates that H�

channel inhibition with 100 �M Zn2� profoundly slows
pHi recovery in rabbit osteoclasts, whereas the H�-
ATPase inhibitor bafilomycin A does not (762). A similar
role of H� channels in pHi recovery was demonstrated in
murine mast cells (574), rat microglia (710), spreading

FIG. 22. Evidence that voltage-gated H� channels in rabbit oste-
oclasts contribute to pHi recovery after an acid load. Osteoclasts were
loaded with BCECF-AM and incubated with 40 mM NH4Cl for 20 min at
37°C. Some cells were superfused with K� medium containing 100 �M
Zn2� (F). Other cells were pretreated with 200 nM bafilomycin A during
the final 5 min of the acid-loading step and then exposed to K� medium
containing bafilomycin (E). The H�-ATPase inhibitor bafilomycin A did
not prevent recovery, but the H� channel inhibitor Zn2� greatly slowed
acid extrusion. [From Nordström et al. (762), copyright 1995 American
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.]
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neutrophils (257), and osteoclasts exposed to chronic
extracellular acidosis (763).

B. Modulation by Physiological Mediators

1. Arachidonic acid

The first physiological mediator shown to alter H�

channel function was arachidonic acid (AA) (236). AA is a
20-carbon fatty acid with 4 unsaturated bonds that is
produced by phagocytes during the respiratory burst. It
acts in an autocrine manner, stimulating phagocytes to
produce O2

� (see sect. VIH5). In fact, it has been proposed
that AA is the final link in the signaling cascade that
activates NADPH oxidase (123, 434). AA also activates the
electrogenic H� efflux that occurs during the respiratory
burst (428). AA may also mediate the enhancement of H�

efflux produced by purinergic receptor stimulation by
ATP (976). Under whole cell voltage-clamp conditions,
AA produces similar changes in H� currents in human
neutrophils (236), murine macrophages (518, 977), human
eosinophils (372, 895), and rat alveolar epithelial cells
(Cherny and DeCoursey, unpublished data). The gH-V re-
lationship is shifted toward negative voltages by 15–20
mV, gH,max is increased roughly twofold, and both activa-
tion and deactivation are accelerated. The acceleration of
tail current decay seems remarkable for two reasons.
First, the other three effects would tend to increase gH at
any given membrane potential in an intact cell, whereas
faster deactivation (smaller 
tail) would reduce it. Second,
this effect is opposite to that expected for a simple hy-
perpolarizing shift of all voltage-dependent gating param-
eters, which appears to rule out a weak acid mechanism.
Perhaps AA lowers the energy barrier to activation, thus
increasing both forward and backward gating rate con-
stants. Studied with the permeabilized-patch technique in
human eosinophils, AA had similar but larger effects,
except that, in contrast to whole cell studies, AA had little
effect on 
tail (165). AA may have two opposing effects on
H� channel deactivation, one direct and the other indi-
rect. The direct effect seen in whole cell studies is to
speed 
tail. In addition, AA can slow 
tail indirectly, by
activating NADPH oxidase (165). NADPH oxidase activity
is associated with a slowing of 
tail of H� currents (67c,
165, 246–248) (see sect. VI, H2, H5, and J).

2. Intracellular free calcium

In their seminal study of voltage-gated proton chan-
nels, Byerly et al. (134) found that varying intracellular
free calcium concentrations ([Ca2�]i) between 0.1 and 10
�M had no discernable effect on H� currents in snail
neurons. Similarly, little effect of large changes in [Ca2�]i

was observed on H� currents in HEK-293 cells (67b). In
phagocytes, however, several groups have reported that

increasing [Ca2�]i increased H� currents. These studies
provide a lesson in the utility of using buffered solutions.
Holevinsky et al. (459) used essentially unbuffered pipette
solutions and concluded that the entire proton conduc-
tance in macrophages was Ca2� activated. However, the
putative proton currents were small, the reversal poten-
tial was not convincingly shown to change when pH was
changed, and the currents were inhibited by DIDS, in
contradiction to studies of clearly identified voltage-gated
proton channels in other cells (710) (Table 6). Therefore,
it seems more likely that these were Ca2�-activated Cl�

currents, which have a generally similar appearance (39,
69, 663). Schrenzel et al. (895) reported that IH in eosin-
ophils increased about twofold and Vthreshold shifted �30
mV more negative at 1 �M [Ca2�]i compared with an
undefined low [Ca2�]i. Gordienko et al. (372) also com-
pared H� currents in eosinophils studied with weakly or
strongly buffered (to pCa �8.1) pipette solutions. The H�

current was several times larger, and Vthreshold shifted
toward substantially more negative voltages when the
unbuffered solution was used, similar to the results of
Schrenzel et al. (895). However, when well-buffered solu-
tions were used, increasing [Ca2�]i from 10 to 100 nM had
no effect, and when [Ca2�]i was increased to 1 �M, IH

increased about twofold at pHi 7.0 and by just 40% at pHi

6.0. In neither case was there a shift in Vthreshold (372). In
summary, increasing [Ca2�]i may enhance voltage-gated
proton currents in phagocytes by twofold or less, depend-
ing on pHi, but H� currents clearly are not Ca2� activated.
On the other hand, increased [Ca2�]i is neither sufficient
nor required to activate the H� conductance in neutro-
phils (739).

All of these were whole cell studies. Direct compar-
ison in excised, inside-out patches from Jurkat (lympho-
cyte-related) cells revealed no detectable effect on H�

currents of [Ca2�]i up to 1 �M (886). Perhaps under some
conditions, high [Ca2�]i may enhance H� current indi-
rectly by effects on other molecules or by changing pHi.
At least some of the measurements in eosinophils (895)
were done only 2 min after establishing whole cell con-
figuration. Perhaps elevated [Ca2�]i promotes type p to
type x conversion, which might transiently enhance H�

currents before the cytoplasm is fully dialyzed by the
pipette solution.

3. Phosphorylation

There is indirect evidence that H� channel activation
is enhanced by phosphorylation. The protein kinase C
activator PMA increases gH in intact cells whether as-
sessed indirectly via pH changes (429–431, 520, 521, 627,
737, 738) or assessed directly by voltage clamp (246–248).
In voltage-clamp studies, the PMA response occurred only
in permeabilized-patch and not in conventional whole cell
configuration, indicating that diffusible intracellular sec-
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ond messengers mediate the PMA effect on H� channels
(as well as on NADPH oxidase). The phosphotyrosine
phosphatase inhibitor vanadyl hydroperoxide activated
the gH in HL-60 cells, suggesting a role for tyrosine phos-
phorylation (90). Tyrosine kinase inhibition with erbstatin
also prevents activation by formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phe-
nylalanine (fMLP) of either conductive H� efflux or the
H�-ATPase in neutrophils (739). Days after THP-1 cells
are induced by PMA to differentiate from monocyte-like
to macrophage-like, H� channel expression and gating
kinetics change (241) (see sect. VIB6). Identical changes in
H� currents occur 1 day after treatment of human B
lymphocytes with PMA (886). Given the time scales in-
volved, however, any link with PMA-initiated phosphory-
lation events may be remote.

Voltage-gated proton channels do not require ATP to
function. Similar H� currents were seen in macrophages
with or without ATP in the pipette solution (519). The H�

current in whole cell studies with ATP-free pipette solu-
tions is stable (166, 886) or may increase slightly during 1-
to 2-h experiments (166). Profound rundown of H� cur-
rents was reported in one study of human eosinophils, but
rundown occurred independently of whether ATP was
included in the pipette solution (895). When membrane
patches from Lymnaea neurons are excised into ATP-free
solutions, the H� current remains stable, while the Ca2�

current runs down (498). ATP has subtle effects on H�

currents (574, 710) that are unrelated to phosphorylation
(710) (Cherny and DeCoursey, unpublished data).

Schumann et al. (903) claimed that a 10-s exposure to
fMLP or tumor necrosis factor-� (TNF-�) activated H�

current “waves” in human neutrophils studied in whole
cell configuration. The currents shown only vaguely re-
semble voltage-gated proton currents in human neutro-
phils (236) or other leukocytes (170, 258, 281, 372, 519,
574, 762, 886, 895, 977), but closely resemble currents
reported previously by the same group that were de-
scribed variously as voltage-dependent Cl� currents
(904), calcium-activated Cl� currents (902), or nonselec-
tive cation currents (905). In each of their four incarna-
tions, the currents were supposedly activated by a subset
of neutrophil agonists including fMLP, PMA, TNF-�, or
Ca2� ionophores. However, in no case was the selectivity
of the conductance demonstrated convincingly. Thus the
attribution of these responses to H� channels is dubious
at best. Furthermore, neither NADPH oxidase nor H�

current is stimulated by PMA in human phagocytes stud-
ied in whole cell configuration (246, 248). Similarly, Bánfi
et al. (67c) saw type x H� channel behavior only under
conditions that permitted NADPH oxidase activity, which
does not occur in whole cell configuration without
NADPH in the pipette solution (896). Thus, although the
reports by Schumann et al. appear to contradict existing
literature, their data are simply uninterpretable.

4. Cytoskeletal interactions: volume regulation

in microglia

Microglia are macrophages of the brain. In their rest-
ing state they are highly ramified, but upon activation they
become amoeboid, more macrophage-like, and capable of
phagocytosis (279). Microglia express high levels of volt-
age-gated proton channels (281). Subtle changes in proton
currents were seen in cultured microglia treated with
lipopolysaccharide to simulate the “activated” amoeboid
state, or treated with astrocyte-conditioned media to in-
duce the ramified, resting state (546). Surprisingly, both
treatments reduced the H� current density �50% and
slowed activation kinetics (1.5- to 2.1-fold), giving no
indication of a correlation between functional state and
H� channel properties. Nearly identical changes in H�

channel gating and expression occur in THP-1 cells in-
duced by PMA to differentiate from monocyte-like to
macrophage-like (241) and in human B lymphocytes
treated with PMA (886). Because transformation of mi-
croglial functional state is associated with cytoskeletal
changes, Klee et al. (545) tested the hypothesis that cy-
toskeletal interactions with proton channels underlie the
modulation of proton current properties. After 24-h treat-
ment with the disruptive agents cytochalasin D or colchi-
cine, H� current density was reduced by 49 or 27%, re-
spectively, and 
act was increased by �1.5-fold. Treatment
with the cytoskeletal stabilizers phalloidin and taxol had
no discernable effects (545). These results suggest that
cytoskeletal interactions may modulate the gating prop-
erties of voltage-gated proton channels, although the
functional implications of these changes remain to be
elucidated.

Morihata et al. (710) reported that swelling greatly
enhanced voltage-gated proton currents; increasing cell
diameter by 80% increased the H� current density 10-fold.
In most cases, swelling was induced by dialyzing cells
with low pH pipette solutions. Because cytoplasmic acid-
ification in itself enhances H� currents, part of this re-
sponse simply reflects the lower pHi. Furthermore, the
measurements were done using voltage ramps too brief to
allow full activation of the gH. In swollen cells, activation
was faster (
act decreased) and V½ was shifted more neg-
ative by 13 mV, both of which would exaggerate the
difference between ramp currents in control and swollen
cells. However, swelling induced by hypotonic bath solu-
tions also increased H� currents, suggesting that part of
the response was attributable to cell swelling per se. The
increase in H� current and the swelling in response to low
pHi were prevented by replacing Na� in the bath with
NMDG�, suggesting that Na�/H� antiport mediates or
initiates the swelling. Swelling and the increase in H�

current were also prevented by phalloidin (cytoskeletal
stabilizer), cytochalasin D (cytoskeletal disrupter), or re-
moval of ATP from the pipette solution (although hydro-
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lysis of ATP was not required). Intriguingly, swelling of
guinea pig neutrophils enhances O2

� production in re-
sponse to 1-oleoyl-2-acetylglycerol (OAG) (451), fMLP,
PMA, and other stimuli (700). The interpretation of these
results remains obscure, but they reinforce the idea that
there are interactions between H� channels and the cy-
toskeleton.

5. Chronic acidosis in osteoclasts

Voltage-gated proton currents are altered, either irre-
versibly or slowly reversibly, in osteoclasts maintained at
pHo 6.5 for several hours. The current density was re-
duced 41%, and Vthreshold was shifted �30 mV to more
positive voltages, teleologically explainable as an attempt
by the cell to preclude the possibility of H� influx (763).

6. Changes during differentiation in phagocytes

The promyelocytic cell line HL-60 can be induced to
differentiate toward a granulocytic phenotype by DMSO
treatment. Within 1 wk, the cells expressed the NADPH
oxidase components required for O2

� production (see
sect. VIH) and H� currents increased sevenfold (830).

The monocytic cell line THP-1 differentiates toward a
macrophage phenotype upon incubation with phorbol es-
ter. The expression of several ion channels changed dra-
matically during this differentiation process (251, 539).
Changes in the expression and properties of voltage-gated
proton channels were relatively subtle in comparison:
gH,max was reduced by 50% and 
act was doubled (i.e., the
H� current was smaller and turned on more slowly) (241).

C. Excitable Cells: Snail Neurons

and Skeletal Myotubes

Voltage-gated proton channels in excitable cells
probably open during the action potential. The resulting
H� efflux may be a way for the cell to extrude acid that is
produced by metabolic activity (85, 676). Because activa-
tion in snail neurons is quite rapid (Table 4), significant
numbers of H� channels would open during each action
potential. H� currents in human skeletal myotubes appear
to activate slowly, but a fast component of activation was
described (85) that would facilitate significant H� channel
opening during one or a train of action potentials.

The scenario envisioned by Thomas and colleagues
(676, 907) for the opening of H� channels in snail neurons
is illustrated in Figure 23. Depolarization during the ac-
tion potential opens voltage-gated calcium channels re-
sulting in Ca2� influx, which increases the local proton
concentration by two mechanisms. First, Ca2� tends to
bind to similar sites in the cell as protons, thus displacing
some previously bound protons. Second, Ca2�/H� ex-
change is activated, extruding Ca2� at the expense of H�

influx. The local decrease in pHi in conjunction with the
depolarization during the action potential will tend to
activate H� channels resulting in H� efflux. Recent con-
focal microscopy (908) supports this hypothesis. A 1-s
depolarization to �40 mV alkalinized the lamellipodia
region of the neuron by 0.4 units, and this alkalinization
was prevented by 50 �M Zn2�.

D. Amphibian Oocytes: Ambystoma

and Rana esculenta

The voltage-gated proton current is the most promi-
nent conductance in immature Ambystoma oocytes (70).
During maturation induced by progesterone, pHi increases,
the membrane potential depolarizes, the gH disappears, and
a Na� conductance appears (74). The physiological sig-
nificance of these changes remains tantalizingly obscure.

Mature Rana esculenta oocytes express large H�

currents (473). Membrane current oscillations related to
Ca2� release from inositol trisphosphate (InsP3)-sensitive
stores were inhibited by the H� channel inhibitor Ni2�

and were proposed to be regulated by H� channels via the
pH dependence of the InsP3 receptor (472).

E. Alveolar and Airway Epithelium

Rat alveolar epithelial cells were the first mammalian
cells shown to express voltage-gated proton channels
(232), but a specific function of H� channels in alveolar
epithelium has not been demonstrated. As in other cells,
H� channels likely serve as a relief valve to dissipate acid
under conditions of acute metabolic activity. The exquis-
ite regulation of the gating of H� channels by pH (see
sect. VL) effectively prevents acid influx, even upon chal-
lenge by apical pH 6.4 (510). This property is essential in
light of the normally low pH of the alveolar subphase

FIG. 23. Cartoon illustrating the proposed operation of voltage-gated
proton channels during action potentials in snail neurons. See text for
details. The Ca2�/H� exchanger may be ATP driven (907).
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(282, 757). Low pHo at the basolateral membrane of alve-
olar epithelial monolayers elicits H� influx via Na�/H�

antiport (510).
The high density of H� channels in alveolar epithe-

lium (Table 2) suggests a specialized purpose. One hy-
pothesis is that H� channels might participate in the main
function of the lungs, namely, elimination of CO2 from the
body (235). This proposal is illustrated in Figure 24. The
diffusion of CO2 across the thin barrier that separates
blood in the alveolar capillaries from air in the alveolar
spaces is facilitated by the presence of CA located within
the alveolar-capillary tissue barrier (284, 296, 297, 346,
388, 389, 398, 478, 551, 624a, 984, 986, 1062). Facilitated
diffusion works because dissociation of CO2 into HCO3

�

and H� increases the concentration of diffusible species
�10- to 20-fold at physiological pH. This principle is also
the basis for CO2 transport in the blood, where, on each
passage through the systemic circulation, CO2 is taken up,
converted to HCO3

� and H�, and brought to the lungs,
where CO2 is reconstituted and eliminated. Inhibition of
CA II, which is present in alveolar epithelial cells, appears
to reduce CO2 transport (424, 614, 972). Hereditary ab-
sence of CA II is associated with impaired CO2 elimina-
tion (993) and restrictive lung disease (770), although the
CO2 retention in these patients might be a consequence of
the restrictive lung disease resulting from osteopetrosis,
rather than the CA II deficiency per se (E. R. Swenson,
personal communication). Although it is usually assumed
that CO2 simply diffuses across the apical membrane,
certain epithelial cells have low CO2 permeability (1054);
exit of H� and HCO3

� would be an alternative pathway.
There are at least two potential flaws in the mechanism
proposed in Figure 24. First, extrusion of H� through

proton channels must be accompanied by HCO3
� extru-

sion, but the mechanism of the latter process can only be
speculated for the present. Second, and perhaps more
severe, the rate of spontaneous recombination of H� and
HCO3

� in the alveolar subphase (liquid lining the alveolus)
is probably too slow to account for more than a tiny
fraction of the total CO2 elimination (985), because this
fluid lacks CA (283, 284). It is possible that this mecha-
nism operates only under extreme conditions, e.g., at high
rates of CO2 excretion during exercise or with lung dys-
function, such as adult respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), in which CA may be released into the alveolar
fluid with cell injury and lysis. No effect on CO2 exchange
was observed when 0.5 mM ZnCl2 was added to perfusate
in rabbit lungs (983), but it is not clear that sufficient Zn2�

reached the apical membranes of alveolar epithelial cells
to inhibit H� channels. A specific test of this hypothesis
would be welcome but requires a specific blocker, or
perhaps a tissue-specific genetic knock-out, neither of
which is feasible at this time.

A voltage-gated proton conductance was recently re-
ported in the cystic fibrosis JME/CF15 airway cell line,
along with evidence that a similar conductance is present
in human airway epithelial cultures (311). Like the alve-
olar subphase fluid (282, 757), the liquid lining the apical
surface of the airways is acidic. Acid secretion across the
epithelium was stimulated by histamine or ATP and was
inhibited by ZnCl2, but not by amiloride, ouabain, bafilo-
mycin A1, or Sch-28080 (a gastric K�-H�-ATPase inhibi-
tor). Thus Fischer et al. (311) proposed that voltage-gated
proton channels secrete acid into this fluid and that this
histamine response might acidify the airway surface liq-
uid, exacerbating asthma attacks.

FIG. 24. Diagram illustrating the es-
sential features of a proposed mecha-
nism in which H� channels contribute to
CO2 elimination by the lung. Briefly, CO2

leaves the blood and crosses the endo-
thelial cell layer to reach the alveolar
epithelium. There is evidence that car-
bonic anhydrase-catalyzed facilitated dif-
fusion may contribute to CO2 movement
across endothelial cells (284, 624a). Car-
bonic anhydrase II, present in the cyto-
plasm of alveolar epithelial cells, cata-
lyzes the conversion of CO2 and H2O to
HCO3

� and H� (via H2CO3, not shown).
These ions diffuse across the cell, the H�

bound to mobile buffer (B). H� leaves by
permeating voltage-gated H� channels in
the apical membrane, and HCO3

� leaves
by Cl�/HCO3

� exchange or through anion
channels. The extruded HCO3

� and H�

recombine to form CO2 and H2O in the
aqueous subphase, a thin layer of liquid
lining the epithelial surface. CO2 then en-
ters the gas phase, and H2O is reab-
sorbed. See text for further details of the
proposed mechanism. [From DeCoursey
(235).]
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F. Pulmonary Smooth Muscle: Hypoxic Pulmonary

Vasoconstriction

A major difference between pulmonary and systemic
arteries is that pulmonary vessels constrict under hypoxic
conditions, whereas systemic arteries relax. Hypoxic pul-
monary vasoconstriction shunts blood flow away from
poorly ventilated regions of the lung. It was proposed that
NADPH oxidase or a homolog may act as an oxygen
sensor in pulmonary vessels, initiating hypoxic pulmo-
nary vasoconstriction (504, 506, 660). Exposure of cul-
tures of pulmonary smooth muscle to hypoxia results in
O2

� release (660). Additional support for this hypothesis is
based on the demonstration that diphenylene iodonium
(DPI) (660, 1003), iodinium diphenyl, Cd2�, and Zn2�

(505, 506), all of which directly or indirectly inhibit
NADPH oxidase (195, 200, 252), inhibit hypoxic pulmo-
nary vasoconstriction. Because Cd2� and Zn2� do not
directly inhibit NADPH oxidase (252, 896), but act by
inhibiting proton channels (163, 195, 252, 1008) (see sect.
VIH7), this result implicates H� channels in this response.
That hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction occurs in cul-
tures of pure pulmonary artery smooth muscle (721) sug-
gests the presence of voltage-gated proton channels in
these cells, which remains to be tested. Hypoxic pulmo-
nary vasoconstriction is also attenuated by CA inhibition,
perhaps via pHi changes (253). The hypoxic vasoconstric-
tion response is preserved in gp91phox knock-out mice
(35), which suggests that NADPH oxidase does not medi-
ate this response. However, the O2 response of pulmonary
neuroepithelial bodies, the presumed airway chemorecep-
tors, was abolished in gp91phox knock-out mice, suggest-
ing that NADPH oxidase does act as an O2 sensor in these
cells (326).

G. Lymphocytes

Human T and B lymphocytes, as well as the intensely
studied Jurkat cell line, all express voltage-gated proton
channels (886). H� currents in T lymphocytes are tiny,
�1.5 pA/cell, but are 100 times larger in both Jurkat cells
and B lymphocytes. H� channel expression correlates
with the capacity to produce superoxide anion. T lympho-
cytes do not produce significant O2

� (516a, 1035), whereas
both human B lymphocytes (600, 646, 647, 1048) and
Jurkat cells (81) generate O2

� in response to several ago-
nists. Presumably, H� channels perform the same func-
tion in lymphocytes that they do in phagocytes (see sect.
VIH), of charge compensation during NADPH oxidase ac-
tivity. One day after stimulation with PMA, H� currents in
T lymphocytes increased 13-fold, perhaps a reflection of
the cell gearing up for greater metabolic activity (886).

H. Phagocytes: Macrophages, Eosinophils,

Neutrophils, Microglia

Voltage-gated proton channels have been studied ex-
tensively in phagocytes, in part because a specific physi-
ological function had been proposed even before the ex-
istence of these channels was demonstrated directly by
voltage clamp. Henderson et al. (429) first postulated the
existence of proton channels in human neutrophils, on
the basis of measurements of pH, membrane potential,
and superoxide anion production stimulated by the po-
tent respiratory burst agonist PMA. They recognized that
the electrogenic action of NADPH oxidase would rapidly
depolarize the membrane unless the hypothetical proton
channel opened, and that agonists that activate the oxi-
dase must also somehow activate proton efflux (431).

1. The respiratory burst and NADPH oxidase

The function and perhaps even the structure of volt-
age-gated proton channels in phagocytes is intertwined
intimately with that of NADPH oxidase (Fig. 25). In un-
stimulated cells, this enzyme complex is inactive; it is
actually physically unassembled, with components segre-
gated in the membrane and in the cytosol (55). Upon
challenge with a variety of agents, it assembles and be-
comes active, converting oxygen, O2, to superoxide anion,
O2

�, which exerts limited bactericidal activity itself (57),
but more importantly, is a precursor to even more reac-
tive species (56) such as H2O2 and HOCl. This process is
called the “respiratory burst” because one manifestation
is increased oxygen consumption by phagocytes (67,
881, 912).

The NADPH oxidase complex is formed from a single
copy of each (1027) of six protein components: two mem-
brane-bound components, gp91phox and p22phox, that com-
bine to form cytochrome b558, and three cytosolic com-
ponents, p67phox, p47phox, and the small molecular weight
protein Rac, either Rac1 or Rac2, depending on cell type.6

A fourth cytosolic protein, p40phox, coisolates with the
cytosolic oxidase components. Phosphorylation of p47phox

results in its conformational reorganization, such that do-
mains cryptic in the nonphosphorylated protein become
exposed and competent to interact with docking sites on the
membrane-bound cytochrome b558 and thereby mediate its
translocation to the membrane and assembly of a functional
oxidase (255, 747, 915). Stoichiometric evidence suggests
that p67phox may act catalytically, that is, it helps activate the
complex, but may not remain attached during O2

� generation
(198). The p40phox component may modulate NADPH oxi-
dase activity, but is not essential (3, 178, 196, 880, 1071). In
fact, none of the cytosolic components is absolutely re-

6 Key to NADPH oxidase subunit nomenclature: p, protein; gp,
glycoprotein; molecular mass in kDa; phox, phagocyte oxidase.
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quired in a cell-free system (565, 567, 568, 608). Neverthe-
less, optimal in vivo operation of NADPH oxidase likely
requires all components (256). Another required ingredient
is an amphiphile or detergent such as AA or SDS.

The importance of a functional NADPH oxidase in
promoting phagocytic killing of bacteria, parasites, and
other invaders is demonstrated by the clinical morbidity
and mortality associated with its deficiency in chronic
granulomatous disease (CGD). An inherited disease af-
flicting four to five individuals per million (202), CGD
occurs when a mutation renders any one of four of the
major components of NADPH oxidase absent or defective
(851). This observation, by the way, emphasizes the im-
portance in vivo of these four components. The phago-
cytes can still ingest microbes normally, but cannot kill

many specific organisms, particularly those that are cata-
lase positive (463). CGD is extremely heterogeneous ge-
netically, with reported cases resulting from at least 353
different mutations of gp91phox, 25 of p22phox, 10 of
p47phox, and 18 of p67phox (202, 439, 796, 851) (A. R. Cross,
personal communication). No variants due to a deficiency
of p40phox are known, perhaps because this component is
not essential, and only a single patient with defective
Rac2 and phenotypic features of CGD has been reported
(23). If untreated, CGD is usually lethal; the patients
typically die in childhood of chronic recurrent bacterial or
fungal infections (461). Standard clinical management in-
cludes prophylactic antibiotics and maintenance �-inter-
feron. Two hallmark clinical features are recurrent life-
threatening infections and excessive inflammation that

FIG. 25. Cartoon illustrating the relationship between electron and proton currents during the respiratory burst in
phagocytes. The depicted stoichiometry is generally accepted (53, 58, 201, 330, 644, 853). Although superoxide dismutase
is present in neutrophils and can catalyze the conversion (dismutation) of O2

� to H2O2, its release into the phagosome
has not been demonstrated (201, 543), and disproportionation of O2

� (oxidation and reduction in the same reaction)
probably occurs spontaneously. The half time of disappearance of O2

� (t1/2) due to spontaneous disproportionation to
form O2 and H2O2 can be calculated from (derived by Ricardo Murphy from Ref. 93)

t1/ 2 �

K�1 �
K

	H�
�
�k1	H

�
 � k2K�	O2
�
 t�0

where k1 � 7.61 � 105 M�1 � s�1, k2 � 8.86 � 107M�1 � s�1, and K � 10�4.75 M. At pH �7.5 for [O2
�] �10 �M, the t1/2 is

�1 s. The conversion of H2O2 to HOCl is catalyzed by myeloperoxidase (MPO), which is released into the phagosome
from primary or azurophilic granules in neutrophils (542, 543) and is present in lysosomes in macrophages but is absent
from eosinophils (54). The high concentration of MPO in neutrophils causes pus to be green (542). Loss of MPO function,
hereditary or acquired in humans or in MPO knock-out mice, has far less severe consequences than CGD but is
associated with susceptibility to Candida albicans (33, 354, 409, 591, 746). [Modified from DeCoursey and Grinstein
(249).]
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leads to granuloma formation, sometimes resulting in ob-
struction of hollow organs (462).

The active enzyme complex removes two electrons
from NADPH inside the cell and transports them sequen-
tially across the membrane via an electron transport path-
way, probably comprising (201, 256, 568, 853)

NADPH2
�3 FAD3 heme 13 heme 23 O2

�

The electrons reduce extracellular or intraphagosomal O2

to the superoxide anion, O2
� (57, 204, 644, 916). Either

catalyzed by superoxide dismutase or, more likely, spon-
taneously, O2

� is rapidly converted into H2O2, which is
then converted by myeloperoxidase (MPO) into HOCl
(hypochlorous acid or household bleach, e.g., Chlorox). A
variety of other reactive species can also be formed (543).
Although many different species can be generated in vitro
and all of these reactive oxygen species are capable of
killing bacteria, their relative contribution to intraphago-
somal killing is unsettled (409). HOCl is a particularly
powerful oxidant (543) and is probably the major product
of NADPH oxidase (409, 494). Neutrophils contain several
types of granules that fuse with the phagosomal mem-
brane and release their contents, which participate in the
inflammatory response and help to digest phagocytosed
material (107). It has been suggested that effective micro-
bicidal activity requires both lytic enzymes and reactive
oxygen species (837, 1012). Neutrophils possess other,
oxygen-independent microbicidal systems, because cer-
tain organisms are killed under anaerobic conditions,
when NADPH oxidase cannot function (648). Presumably,
the physiological microbicidal response within the phago-
some reflects the complementary and precisely integrated
activities of a variety of systems whose coordinated re-
lease and activation mediate effective containment, kill-
ing, and degradation of the invading microbe. Of special
interest to protonophiles, for each electron transported
across the cell membrane by NADPH oxidase, one proton
is left behind in the cell. The immediate source of these
protons is NADPH2

�, which is generated by the ongoing
activity of the hexose monophosphate shunt (108). The
main purpose of voltage-gated proton channels in phago-
cytes is thought to be to compensate for the charge
separation that results from NADPH oxidase activity (236,
429–431, 520, 521, 738). Approximately 6% of the charge
compensation has been ascribed to K� entry into the
phagosome, which may render the phagosome hypertonic
and help activate granule enzymes (837).

The topology in the cartoon in Figure 25 is intention-
ally ambiguous. Although originating as plasma mem-
brane, the phagosomal membrane eventually will pinch
off and become intracellular (121) as the nascent phago-
some matures along the endocytic pathway en route to
fusion with the lysosome. Furthermore, in human neutro-

phils, assembly of the NADPH oxidase may begin in se-
cretory granules that are entirely intracellular, and which
may eventually fuse with the plasma membrane and re-
lease their contents (55, 122, 179, 211, 497, 522, 553, 635,
1030). A practical consequence of this geometry is that
neither NADPH oxidase-related electron currents, nor
proton currents, nor superoxide anion generation can be
detected in standard assays unless the relevant molecules
are located in the plasma membrane. The exuberant re-
spiratory burst detected in response to the soluble agonist
PMA likely reflects the more extensive assembly of the
NADPH oxidase complex in the surface membrane than
would occur in a living neutrophil that is phagocytosing
bacteria (772, 773) (W. M. Nauseef, personal communica-
tion). Eosinophils (286), whose job description includes
attacking parasites like helminths that are too large to
engulf (550, 994), normally assemble NADPH oxidase in
the surface membrane and secrete O2

� and other secre-
tory products extracellularly (321, 581, 852).

NADPH oxidase is activated by a variety of patho-
physiological or artificial stimuli. Physiological or patho-
physiological agonists of the respiratory burst include
TNF (544), platelet activating factor (853), leukotriene B4

(853), eosinophil granule major basic protein (713), che-
motactic peptides such as fMLP, AA, and numerous other
unsaturated long-chain fatty acids (61, 62, 123, 432, 516),
C5a (complement) (675), and opsonized zymosan or latex
particles that interact with Fc receptors (57, 544, 853,
916). Artificial stimuli include phorbol esters such as PMA
(673, 916), retinoids (63), calcium ionophores (e.g.,
A23187), phosphotyrosine phosphatase inhibitors (82),
and lectins like concanavalin A (853). It seems likely that
NADPH oxidase can be activated through multiple signal-
ing pathways (522, 838, 853).

2. Activation of H� current during the respiratory

burst by H� channel modulation

During the respiratory burst in human neutrophils,
protons appear extracellularly in 1:1 stoichiometry with
the consumption of O2 and production of O2

� (108, 330,
991, 1037). Protons are not released directly from the
enzyme into the extracellular space, but rather intracel-
lularly, from whence they are transported across the
membrane (201). If proton channels are inhibited with
Zn2� or Cd2� (thus preventing H� efflux), the pHi drops
drastically during NADPH oxidase activity (430). One
NADPH2

� provides two electrons that pass through the
electron transport chain across the membrane and two
protons that appear in the cytoplasm, but are then ex-
truded across the membrane, presumably through H�

channels (Fig. 25). Simultaneously with the discovery that
NADPH oxidase is electrogenic, Henderson et al. (429)
reported that PMA stimulates electrogenic H� efflux, as
well as NADPH oxidase. This conductive H� efflux is
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observed both with PMA (429, 738) and AA as stimuli
(428, 516a, 516b, 521). Two questions arise. What is the
molecular mechanism responsible for mediating this H�

efflux, and what turns it on?
The molecular mechanism of H� efflux can be nar-

rowed down to four candidates: Na�/H� antiport, CO2

efflux, H�-ATPase, and voltage-gated proton channels.
Although Na�/H� antiport is likely activated during the
respiratory burst under physiological conditions (385,
386, 430, 919, 935, 936, 981), it cannot contribute to con-
ductive H� efflux, because the one-for-one exchange of
Na� for H� is electroneutral (541, 935, 936, 938). Further-
more, the bulk of proton secretion is not inhibited by
amiloride, ruling out Na�/H� antiport as the mechanism
(719, 991). Equivalent proton extrusion by diffusion of
CO2 across the membrane and subsequent dissociation
into H� and HCO3

� similarly is electroneutral and does not
occur at a quantitatively sufficient rate (1037). V-type
H�-ATPase activity can be demonstrated in stimulated
neutrophils (739, 741) and macrophages (719, 982). Bi-
anchini et al. (90) concluded that all three transporters
were activated concomitantly during the respiratory burst
in HL-60 granulocytes. However, H�-ATPase inhibition by
bafilomycin had no effect on pHi responses in activated
neutrophils (257). Furthermore, direct inhibition of V-
ATPase by concanamycin did not affect NADPH oxidase
activity (489). Numerous studies have demonstrated con-
ductive H� efflux in phagocytes during the respiratory
burst that is inhibited by Cd2� or Zn2� but is insensitive to
bafilomycin A (90, 428, 429, 520, 521, 627, 737–739, 741,
977). Thus there is strong evidence that voltage-gated
proton channels are activated during the respiratory burst
and contribute to electrogenic H� extrusion.

Given that electrogenic H� efflux is activated during
the respiratory burst and is mediated largely by voltage-
gated proton channels, what causes the channels to open?
Two distinct possibilities exist. First, local effects of
NADPH oxidase activity might directly open H� channels,
even without their properties changing. H� channels open
upon membrane depolarization, decreased pHi, or in-
creased pHo, all of which result directly from NADPH
oxidase activity. The second possibility is that the prop-
erties of H� channels are modified in a manner that
promotes channel opening. The exciting discovery that
PMA-stimulated (and Zn2�-sensitive) H� efflux was
greatly diminished in CGD neutrophils (740) was there-
fore ambiguous. H� channels might be abnormal in CGD,
either in their expression or properties. Alternatively, the
fact that NADPH oxidase was not active in CGD cells
means that the stimulation of H� current by NADPH
oxidase activity simply would not occur. The first evi-
dence suggesting that the properties of H� channels were
modulated during the respiratory burst was the discovery
that AA alters H� channel properties, promoting their
activation (236, 518). In addition, nearly normal levels of

H� efflux are activated by PMA in certain forms of CGD
despite the lack of NADPH oxidase activity, strongly sug-
gesting that H� channels are activated during the respi-
ratory burst independently of NADPH oxidase activity
(737), and therefore by some mechanism that does not
simply reflect the metabolic changes produced by the
oxidase.

The current view is that H� channels are activated in
vivo mainly by modulation of their properties, but also by
depolarization and possibly pH changes. Thus the original
possibilities suggested by Henderson et al. (429) have
proven exceedingly accurate: “The mechanism for initiat-
ing the opening of this channel is unknown at present, but
could be a voltage decrease (depolarization), an increase
in the internal concentration of protons or a phosphory-
lation/conformational change.” An important discovery
was that under conditions that permit NADPH oxidase
activity, voltage-gated proton channels exhibit properties
radically different from those under resting conditions
(67c). The properties were so different that Bánfi et al.
(67c) concluded that a new type of H� channel was
activated (type x in Table 4). Compared with “normal” H�

channels (type p) that are observed in conventional
whole cell recordings and which account for the gH in
unstimulated phagocytes, the “novel” H� channels acti-
vated more rapidly, had slower tail current decay, were
activated at much more negative voltages, and reportedly
were more sensitive to inhibition by Zn2� (67c). The more
negative voltage range of activation was especially note-
worthy because at some pH it resulted in activation of the
gH negative to EH and thus inward H� current could be
elicited in a small voltage range near threshold. Activation
of inward H� currents previously had been reported only
under extreme pH conditions (391), and thus this behav-
ior near physiological pH was surprising. Attenuation by
Zn2� of the dissipation of phagosomal acidification (H�

“leak” from phagosome to cytosol) in DPI-treated neutro-
phils during phagocytosis is direct evidence that channel-
mediated H� influx can occur in vivo (489).

Bánfi et al. (67c) observed type x H� channel behav-
ior in whole cell configuration when they included
NADPH and other ingredients to enable NADPH oxidase
to function. We found that it was possible to detect
NADPH oxidase activity directly as electron current in
phagocytes studied with the permeabilized-patch config-
uration (165, 246, 248), which preserves diffusible intra-
cellular second messenger pathways, and thus permits
responses to various agonists. Using permeabilized-patch
recording (with an applied NH4

� gradient to control pHi),
we confirmed that in neutrophils or eosinophils activated
by PMA, the properties of voltage-gated proton channels
were indeed altered radically, with faster activation,
slower deactivation, larger gH,max, and a 40-mV negative
shift in the gH-V relationship (246, 248). Our interpretation
that the properties of type p H� channels are modified
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rather than a new type of channel being activated is
discussed in section VII. Each of these four changes pro-
motes H� current. It is thus clear that the activation of H�

current during the respiratory burst occurs to a large
extent as a result of the altered properties of the channels
themselves. It is conceivable that H� channel activation
might occur even without requiring any change in pH or
membrane potential. It is therefore of interest to examine
possible mechanisms of activation.

3. What is the resting membrane potential of

phagocytes, and how much do they depolarize

during the respiratory burst?

The resting membrane potential of neutrophils has
been estimated using potential sensitive dyes and by elec-
trical recording using conventional microelectrode punc-
ture or current-clamp mode in patch-clamped cells. All
three measurements are subject to errors. Potential-sen-
sitive dyes can report potentials of organelle membranes
(315, 488), can alter cell function (918), can be quenched
by the reactive oxygen species released by phagocytes
during the respiratory burst (918), and are difficult to
calibrate accurately (348). Simple microelectrode punc-
ture in small cells may cause a leak that is greater than the
entire membrane conductance, which undoubtedly ac-
counts for the remarkable estimates of �2.4 mV for the
resting potential of human monocytes (758) and �7.4 mV
in human lymphocytes (645). With the use of tight-seal or
“patch-clamp” recording, a zero current potential can be
measured, but it will be attenuated by any leak present
and will also depend on the ionic composition imposed by
the pipette solution, and is thus artificial. Finally, it is
likely that there is no fixed resting potential in small cells.
Due to the high membrane resistance and the often small
number of ion channels present, the resting potential may
normally fluctuate over a range of tens of millivolts (139,
1039). Early microelectrode puncture measurements of
resting potentials in human macrophages produced what
probably were artificially depolarized values, �2.4 mV
(758), �13 to �15 mV (336, 339), or �30 to �40 mV (481),
although some cells (presumably the ones less damaged
by the electrode) had more reasonable values of �60 to
�90 mV (337). Gallin (334) showed how the relative am-
plitudes of leak and inwardly rectifying K� conductances
determine the measured resting potential and can even
produce two stable resting potentials in some cells. The
membrane (i.e., zero current) potential in patch-clamped
human macrophages was �51 mV (338) and in human
eosinophils was �63 mV (372). The resting potential of
neutrophils estimated in patch-clamp studies was �50 to
�60 mV (570), and estimated from ion fluxes was �59 mV
(941). Resting potentials estimated in neutrophils using
fluorescent dyes, in chronological order, are �26.7 mV
(561), �100 mV (501), �66 to �86 mV (1000), �58.3 mV

(576), �59 mV (941), �73 mV (662), �75 mV (73, 643),
�74 mV (597), and �58 mV (488).

A variety of membrane potential responses of phago-
cytes to various stimuli have been reported, the first being
in macrophages stimulated with chemotactic agents
(336). Of most interest here are responses to PMA, a
highly effective activator of NADPH oxidase, although
chemotactic peptides elicit a weak respiratory burst un-
der some conditions. Activation of NADPH oxidase is
associated with depolarization of the plasma membrane
(267a, 428, 429, 488, 502, 561, 598, 738, 911, 945, 1069). A
key observation was that the large membrane depolariza-
tion seen with several stimuli was absent in CGD neutro-
phils (917, 1069), and thus most likely arises as a result of
the respiratory burst. Seligmann and Gallin (917) further
pointed out that because chemotaxis and secretion were
unaffected in CGD neutrophils, the membrane potential
changes were most closely associated with the respira-
tory burst. Subsequent studies have confirmed the ab-
sence of a depolarizing response in CGD phagocytes (13a,
67c, 1069), when NADPH oxidase was inhibited by DPI or
by chlorpromazine (429, 488, 738, 1069), and in myeloid
precursor cells that lack the ability to undergo a respira-
tory burst (974). Bánfi et al. (67c) found that patch-
clamped eosinophils studied using solutions lacking most
permeant ions, but containing ingredients necessary to
support NADPH oxidase activity, depolarized to near EH

over a wide range of �pH, but depolarized to �80 mV in
the presence of Zn2�. This result indicates that NADPH
oxidase activity tends to drive the membrane potential
toward �80 mV in these conditions, but that activation of
the voltage-gated proton conductance clamps the poten-
tial near EH. Using more physiological solutions in intact
human neutrophils, Jankowski and Grinstein (488) found
that after careful correction for the many possible errors
in this kind of measurement, the best estimate of the
membrane potential attained during the respiratory burst
was �58 mV. This represents a depolarization of �100 mV
from the resting potential of �58 mV and would easily
suffice to activate the voltage-gated proton conductance.

In early studies, enthusiastic investigators speculated
that electrical signals might be critical in triggering the
respiratory burst, because membrane potential changes
appeared to precede the onset of O2

� release (502, 561,
945, 1069). Ion channels certainly are capable of triggering
a variety of cellular responses and can do so very rapidly.
Most recent evidence indicates that depolarization is a
direct consequence (rather than the cause) of the activa-
tion of the electrogenic NADPH oxidase enzyme. Further-
more, simple depolarization of the membrane does not
seem to trigger the respiratory burst, but rather has little
effect (460, 576, 722, 998) or even partially inhibits O2

�

production stimulated by PMA or other agonists (315,
662). Nevertheless, the finding that depolarization pre-
cedes measurable O2

� generation remains puzzling if the
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depolarization is the result of electrogenic NADPH oxi-
dase activity. One explanation is that depolarization re-
quires translocation of only a very small number of elec-
trons, whereas the cytochrome c reduction assay for O2

�

may have a substantially higher threshold of detection.
The lag before the onset of O2

� release may simply reflect
the time required for enough cytochrome c to be reduced
to be detected spectrophotometrically. An alternative ex-
planation is that part of the depolarization reflects activa-
tion of another conductance that is superimposed on the
electrical effects of NADPH oxidase function. It has been
proposed that activation of Ca2�-activated Cl� efflux is
responsible for the depolarization (722). Depolarization
was seen in neutrophils stimulated with concentrations of
PMA too low to produce measurable O2

� production (911),
suggesting that at least part of this response may be
mediated by an electrogenic process other than NADPH
oxidase. A novel, speculative explanation of these results
involves the activation of H� channels. PMA or AA shift
the voltage dependence of H� channels negatively by 40
mV, resulting in a voltage range where inward H� current
can occur (165, 246, 248). The gating of H� channels was
altered temporally before NADPH oxidase-mediated elec-
tron current, Ie, turned on (246, 248) and also by lower
concentrations of AA than those that elicited measurable
Ie (165). Activation of H� influx would depolarize the
membrane toward EH. After NADPH oxidase is activated,
the much larger ensuing depolarization would activate H�

efflux in accordance with the traditional view (Fig. 25).
Whether or not all the temporal details can be explained,
it is clear that NADPH oxidase is electrogenic and its
activity tends to depolarize cells.

4. Do pH changes contribute to H� channel activation

during the respiratory burst?

Although the functioning NADPH oxidase produces
intracellular protons and consumes extracellular protons
when O2

� dismutates into H2O2 (Fig. 25), under physiolog-
ical conditions the resulting pH changes are substantially
attenuated by the Na�/H� antiporter (701). Chemotactic
peptides specifically activate the Na�/H� antiporter, in-
creasing its sensitivity to pHi, and thus tend to produce
cytoplasmic alkalinization (385, 919, 935, 936). The anti-
porter will also tend to reduce changes in pHo that might
occur. Even without H� equivalent transporters, intracel-
lular buffers blunt pHi changes. With the assumption that
the intracellular buffering capacity is 50 mM (see sect.
IIF), the respiratory burst in a human eosinophil would
require �20 s to lower pHi by 0.1 unit. In comparison, the
same Ie would depolarize the membrane, in the absence
of other charge compensation mechanisms, from a resting
potential of �60 mV to the nominal “equilibrium poten-
tial” of the NADPH oxidase electron pathway, �160 mV
(see sect. VIH6), within 20 ms. Roughly speaking, Ie during

the respiratory burst changes the membrane potential
1,000 times faster than it lowers pHi.

Despite the damped changes in pHi, it is possible that
local proton accumulation near the membrane promotes
H� channel activation and H� efflux. Two scales of local
pH changes may be considered. Local proton accumula-
tion near a source of protons, such as a single NADPH
oxidase complex, will dissipate by �95% within 25 nm
(see sect. VIJ). However, in view of the massive H� gen-
eration at the membrane during the respiratory burst,
macroscopic pH changes may also occur. There is clear
evidence that large pH gradients (e.g., 1 pH unit in a
cardiac myocyte) can exist inside cells subjected to a
localized acid load (651, 957). This pH gradient is attenu-
ated by CA in the presence of CO2 (965). The gating of H�

channels most likely responds to local pH near the chan-
nel, whereas the net H� current will flow according
to Vrev.

5. Does AA turn on proton channels during

the respiratory burst?

The signaling pathways that result in activation of
NADPH oxidase and voltage-gated proton channels dur-
ing the respiratory burst in phagocytes are complex. Two
pathways, which are not mutually exclusive, have been
proposed: phosphorylation (see sect. VIB3) and AA (see
sect. VIB1).

AA is unique because it is the only physiological
agonist known to directly alter the properties of voltage-
gated proton channels in whole cell studies (236, 372, 830,
977). AA also plays an important role in the activation of
NADPH oxidase. It has been suggested that AA is an
essential second messenger that activates NADPH oxi-
dase during the respiratory burst (123, 434, 672). Recent
evidence indicates that AA induces conformational
changes in p47phox that facilitate its assembly with the
other NADPH oxidase components (924, 980).

In comparing effective concentrations of AA, its ex-
treme lability must be taken into account. Although care
was taken in early studies to avoid oxidation, optimal
stimulation of O2

� release was reported to occur at �40–
200 �M AA (61, 62, 190, 672), whereas in recent studies
the optimal concentration is �10 �M (165, 434, 619).
Similarly, despite the precautions taken, we observed an
order-of-magnitude lower potency of AA in enhancing H�

currents in an early study (236) compared with a recent
one (165). Recent estimates of the optimal concentration
of AA for enhancing H� currents are 5 �M (165) or 10 �M
(518), similar to optimal concentrations for activating
NADPH oxidase. Oxidation of AA reduces its apparent
potency (672). The reliability of commercially available
AA may have improved over the years.

AA is released from phagocytes upon stimulation by
a number of agonists including calcium ionophores, zy-
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mosan, PMA, TNF-�, fMLP, OAG, platelet activating fac-
tor, bacterial lipoteichoic acid, concanavalin A, and wheat
germ agglutinin (40, 102, 123, 332, 736, 756, 910, 997, 999,
1019, 1057). Exogenous AA stimulates O2

� generation in
various phagocytes: neutrophils (6, 61, 165, 210, 213, 516,
861, 962), macrophages (123, 263, 872), eosinophils (165,
619), related cell lines (212), including nonphagocytic
cells transfected with NADPH oxidase components (822),
and NADPH oxidase in a cell-free system (197, 209, 674).

It is AA itself that is important, and not one of its
many interesting metabolites, because inhibiting either
the lipoxygenase or cyclooxygenase pathways has no ef-
fect on O2

� generation (216, 607, 655, 951, 952). The re-
quirement for AA appears to be somewhat nonspecific, in
that other anionic amphiphilic detergents, such as SDS,
deoxycholate, digitonin, or saponin, have similar effects
(190, 516, 952). In addition, other unsaturated long-chain
(14–20 carbons) fatty acids, such as linolenic acid, lino-
leic acid, and oleic acid, have activity similar to that of
AA, whereas saturated fatty acids are ineffective (6, 61,
62, 123, 438, 516). Although phosphorylation alone may
stimulate a small level of NADPH oxidase activity in a
cell-free system without added amphiphiles (625), the
respiratory burst in a cell-free system is greatly enhanced
by anionic amphiphiles like AA (197, 209, 438, 793, 962).

Many studies have shown that superoxide generation
is inhibited by a variety of inhibitors of phospholipase A2

(PLA2), including bromophenacyl bromide (BPB), quina-
crine (Mepacrine), Ro-31–4639, and scalaradial (213, 216,
434, 655, 952). PLA2 is the enzyme responsible for releas-
ing AA from membrane phospholipids (1057). However,
Suszták et al. (977) found that an analog of AA inhibited
PLA2 without reducing O2

� production in macrophages.
Also, the effects of some inhibitors have been ascribed to
suppression of glucose uptake rather than PLA2 inhibition
(1019). Quinacrine can inhibit NADPH oxidase in a cell-
free system (203). Nevertheless, the concentration-re-
sponse relationship for inhibition of AA release by quin-
acrine (655) or by cAMP (756) closely paralleled that for
inhibition of O2

� generation. Furthermore, after inhibition
of O2

� release by PLA2 inhibitors, the full PMA response
was restored by exogenous AA (213). The latter is the
more remarkable because AA alone in this study stimu-
lated only �20% of the O2

� generation observed with PMA,
yet AA restored the full response. Additional strong evi-
dence supporting a requirement for AA is that a PLB-985
cell line transfected to express antisense mRNA for PLA2

did not produce O2
� in response to PMA, fMLP, or opso-

nized zymosan, but did respond to AA (212). Similarly,
electrogenic H� efflux was stimulated by PMA in control
PLB-985 cells but not in PLA2 knock-out cells and was
restored by addition of exogenous AA (627).

The ability of AA to upregulate H� channel function
parallels that for NADPH oxidase activation. The require-
ment for unsaturated long-chain fatty acids closely resem-

bles that for NADPH oxidase activation (518, 516b). Inhi-
bition of AA metabolic pathways similarly has no effect
(372, 518). PLA2 inhibition prevents the activation of H�

efflux by PMA (518). Pretreatment of eosinophils with
BPB did not prevent subsequent enhancement of whole
cell H� currents by AA (895). In eosinophils, direct com-
parison of the effects of AA on H� channels and NADPH
oxidase indicated that the two molecules were regulated
separately but in parallel (165). Thus H� current was
enhanced at lower concentrations of AA than required to
elicit detectable electron current. Furthermore, AA
speeds H� current activation before it turns on electron
current (165), in which respect it resembles PMA (246). In
summary, AA exerts most of its effects on voltage-gated
proton channels directly, and this mechanism probably
contributes to the enhancement of H� flux during the
respiratory burst.

6. Kinetic competence: how many H� channels and

NADPH oxidase molecules are there in phagocytes?

It is clear that 1) electrogenic H� efflux is activated
during the respiratory burst, 2) this efflux is inhibited by
the H� channel inhibitors Zn2� and Cd2�, 3) the local
effects of NADPH oxidase activity promote H� channel
activation, and 4) respiratory burst agonists strongly mod-
ulate and enhance voltage-gated proton channels as well
as activating NADPH oxidase. Nevertheless, the evidence
that voltage-gated proton channels mediate the H� efflux
arguably is indirect. Here we consider whether the H�

current likely to be activated in intact cells during the
respiratory burst is sufficient to compensate the charge
translocated by NADPH oxidase.

All cells known to produce O2
� via NADPH oxidase

also express voltage-gated proton channels. As shown in
Figure 26, the expression levels of voltage-gated proton
channels in phagocytes are roughly proportional to the
maximum rate of O2

� production in each cell type. Fur-
thermore, in every case, the gH,max is adequate by a �10-
fold safety margin to compensate fully for the entire acid
load during maximal NADPH oxidase activity (280).

The NADPH oxidase complex reconstituted in vitro
translocates 300 (204) to 330 (566) electrons/s. In intact
cells, the rate may be higher (179). The flux of electrons
through each NADPH oxidase complex generates an elec-
tron current of �50 aA. In comparison, the H� current
through a single channel has been estimated to be on the
order of a few femtoamperes for a moderate driving force
(e.g., �40 mV) (168, 236). Thus one voltage-gated proton
channel can easily compensate for �100 maximally acti-
vated NADPH oxidase complexes.

An eosinophil with 1.5 nS gH,max at pHi 6.5 (372) has
5 � 104 channels if the unitary conductance is 30 fS (168).
This calculation depends on the assumption that most H�

channels open with a large depolarization, which is sup-
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ported by noise measurements, at least at low pHi (168,
720). Assuming a smooth membrane, an 8-�m-diameter
(360) eosinophil has a surface area of 201 �m2. Many cell
membranes are not smooth, and the average capacitance
of eosinophils is 2.5–4.0 pF (372, 895), which, assuming a
specific capacitance of 1 �F/cm2 (444), corresponds to a
membrane area of 250–400 �m2. There are most likely
125–200 (at most 250, if the membrane is smooth) H�

channels/�m2. The electron current in a human eosino-
phil is �6 pA at 21°C (246) and roughly �40 pA at 37°C
(167). Given a turnover rate of �300 s�1 (199, 566), this
corresponds to 8.3 � 105 NADPH oxidase complexes/
eosinophil. This number is in good agreement with an
estimate that 5 � 105 molecules of each of the cytosolic

NADPH oxidase components translocate to the plasma
membrane of a neutrophil within 20 min of PMA stimula-
tion (832), especially considering that eosinophils have an
approximately threefold larger respiratory burst than neu-
trophils (229, 246, 581, 807, 926, 956, 1086, 1087, 1090).
Given the above assumptions, there are 2,100–3,300 ac-
tive NADPH oxidase complexes/�m2 membrane. Thus
there are roughly 20 active NADPH oxidase complexes for
each voltage-gated proton channel, which, incidentally, is
evidence that the channel is not part of the NADPH
oxidase complex (see sect. VII).

The Ie generated by NADPH oxidase in PMA-stimu-
lated human neutrophils is �2.3 pA at 20°C (248). This Ie

would depolarize the neutrophil, with an average capaci-

FIG. 26. Comparison of the maximum whole cell voltage gated proton current in various phagocytes or nonphago-
cytic cells and the rate of superoxide anion production in response to PMA (or lipopolysaccharide for THP-1 cells). In
some of the cell lines that are categorized as phagocytes in this figure, phagocytic activity has not been studied and the
designation is based arbitrarily on cellular origin. Superoxide anion production is expressed as the equivalent electron
current that would be generated (and which must be compensated electrically). The line indicates the H� current
required to fully compensate NADPH oxidase activity during the respiratory burst; the shaded area shows H� current
amplitudes that would be inadequate to serve this purpose. These data were collected by many different groups, in a
wide variety of conditions, and although the results are “standardized,” they are not all directly comparable. The intent
is to give a general impression of the relative magnitudes of these two cellular processes. The “standard” conditions are
the peak rate of O2

� release at 37°C after PMA stimulation, and the maximum IH measured in the whole cell configuration
at pHi 5.5 and pHo 7.0, usually at room temperature. However, O2

� release was measured in different ways, and the
attempt to standardize the results ignores nonlinearity in the temporal response. Similarly, some measurements of IH

were at different pHi: in cases where multiple values were given, data at the lowest pHi studied were used. Two values
connected by a dotted line are for HL-60 cells (Œ) before and after (*) being induced to differentiate by DMSO (830) (S.
Grinstein, personal communication). Other sources of data for this figure: IH, Refs. 170, 232, 236, 281, 372, 519, 886, 895
and unpublished data of V. V. Cherny and T. E. DeCoursey; Ie derived from O2

�, Refs. 154, 280, 604, 807, 982, 999, 1034.
Cell types as indicated in the figure are as follows: basophil, human basophil; type II, rat type II alveolar epithelial cell;
MLS-9, rat microglial cell line; BV-2, mouse microglial cell line; M�, mouse macrophage; PMN, human neutrophil; THP-1,
human monocytic cell line; �glia, mouse microglia; eosin, human eosinophil. There is uncertainty about the rate of O2

�

release by nonphagocytes because the rates are very low and may be contaminated by release from other types of cells
(especially problematic is contamination by phagocytes). Several cells that express voltage-gated proton channels but
may not produce superoxide anion (snail neurons, amphibian oocytes, kidney epithelial cells, mast cells, T lymphocytes)
are not included on the graph. The total current in the whole cell membrane is plotted, which reflects cell size as well
as current density. For example, eosinophils are small cells with 10 times denser H� channel expression than THP-1
cells, but because THP-1 cells have 10 times larger membrane surface area, their whole cell H� current is similar.
[Modified from Eder and DeCoursey (280).]
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tance of 2.1 pF (236), by 1.1 V/s, or by 100 mV in 91 ms. An
eosinophil at 37°C would depolarize by �1.1 kV/min. For
continuous function of the NADPH oxidase, it is clearly
necessary to balance this charge movement by an efficient
mechanism that is capable of responding rapidly to depo-
larization. Voltage-gated proton channels are ideally
suited to this task.

One might ask teleologically why the electron and
proton fluxes are carried through separate molecules, in
contrast to a number of molecules important in bioener-
getics, in which electron and proton movement is strictly
coupled (51, 130, 194, 394, 447, 526, 584, 694, 696, 775, 862,
1014, 1072–1074). Part of the answer is that voltage-gated
proton channels differ fundamentally in opening to form a
continuous passive pathway through which protons can
cross the entire membrane without interruption. In con-
trast, the proton channels in molecules that serve bioen-
ergetic processes must function in a vectorial manner,
and this unidirectionality is accomplished by interrupting
the proton’s journey partway across the membrane. At the
active site, the proton participates in accomplishing the
goal of the molecule, and then it moves on through a
different hemi-channel. It is possible to uncouple proton
and electron movements in cytochrome oxidase by mu-
tation, but then the proton pumping function is abolished
because vectoriality is lost (351). The division of labor
between NADPH oxidase and H� channel molecules may
be advantageous because it permits the H� flux to occur
independently of and without strict stoichiometric cou-
pling to electron flux. H� channels can thus respond to
the immediate needs of the cell or vesicle. Because
NADPH oxidase may assemble in the plasma membrane
or in vesicle or phagosome membranes, the relevant
membrane potential may be across any of these mem-
branes. Voltage-gated proton channels respond to the
voltage across the membrane in which they are located,
with modulation by the pH on both sides of the mem-
brane. In essence, they are activated automatically when
the need arises. Furthermore, if another conductance
contributed to or interfered with the charge compensa-
tion process, then an independently regulated H� channel
could adjust accordingly. On the other hand, if H� flux
through voltage-gated proton channels were strictly cou-
pled to Ie through NADPH oxidase, the elegantly designed
voltage and pH sensitivity of H� channels would be
wasted.

7. The respiratory burst is inhibited by H� channel

inhibitors because depolarization inhibits

NADPH oxidase

Given that H� channels open during the respiratory
burst, how crucial is their function? Seven studies have
reported that H� channel inhibitors inhibit O2

� produc-
tion. However, the concentrations of metals that inhibit

PMA-stimulated O2
� production appear to be much higher

than those that inhibit voltage-gated proton channels. Par-
tial inhibition by Cd2� was seen at 250 �M (430) or
80–640 �M (521). Partial inhibition by Zn2� in PLB-985
cells occurred at 50 �M (627), but at 1 mM in human
neutrophil cytoplasts (431), or granulocytes (87), al-
though the latter study was compromised by the presence
of phosphate in the buffer. Simchowitz et al. (939) showed
that La3�, Zn2�, Cd2�, and several other divalent cations
completely inhibited O2

� production in human neutrophils
stimulated with fMLP but not with PMA. The agonist
dependence suggests that the fMLP response is mediated
by a metal-sensitive signaling pathway, attributed by the
authors to Na�/Ca2� exchange. However, Ca2� influx via
calcium release-activated Ca2� (CRAC) channels, which
has been postulated to trigger the respiratory burst (379),
is inhibited by several of these metals, although the ion
potency sequence for inhibiting superoxide production
(939)

Zn2� � Sr2� � Cd2� � Ba2� � Co2�  Ni2�  Mg2�

does not completely agree with that for inhibiting Ca flux
through CRAC channels (466)

Zn2� � Cd2� � Be2�  Co2�  Mn2� � Ni2� � Sr2�  Ba2�

or with that for inhibiting voltage-gated proton currents
(234)

Cu2�  Zn2� � Ni2� � Cd2� � Co2� � Mn2�

� Ba2�, Ca2�, Mg2�  0.

Because of the dearth of information on this vital
question, we recently measured the concentration depen-
dence of Zn2� inhibition of PMA-stimulated O2

� produc-
tion in human neutrophils (252). Inhibition was distinct at
300 �M Zn2� and nearly complete at 3 mM. In contrast,
similar measurements in COS-7 cells transfected with the
four main NADPH oxidase components revealed no inhi-
bition by 3 mM Zn2�. Because these transfected COS-7
cells lack voltage-gated proton channels (705), this result
supports the idea that the inhibition by Zn2� in phago-
cytes was mediated by H� channels. Reassuring as this
result was, there remained a disquieting apparent discrep-
ancy between the Zn2� sensitivity of O2

� production and
of H� channels, which in phagocytes are distinctly af-
fected by 1 �M Zn2� (67c, 246).

Even if Zn2� blocked H� channels by steric occlu-
sion, which it does not (see sect. VO), there would be no
reason to expect a direct proportionality between the
[Zn2�] required for inhibition of H� currents and O2

�

production. The effect on O2
� generation is not mediated

by direct binding of Zn2� to the oxidase, but rather to
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proton channels. Failure of up to 5 mM Zn2� to inhibit Ie

in a voltage-clamped cell demonstrates directly the insen-
sitivity of NADPH oxidase itself to Zn2� (252). Because of
the complex actions of Zn2� on H� channel gating, it is
difficult to predict how large the Zn2� effects need to be
to prevent enough H� channels from opening to impair
compensation for electron flux through NADPH oxidase.
If activation of 5% of all H� channels normally sufficed for
compensation (cf. Fig. 26), then in the presence of Zn2�,
a larger depolarization would be required to activate the
same H� efflux.

The specific mechanism by which metals inhibit
NADPH oxidase function is presumably by inhibiting H�

channels and thus permitting excessive membrane depo-
larization. An alternative possibility is that H� currents
serve to prevent cytoplasmic acidification and phagoso-
mal alkalinization. It is true that NADPH oxidase in a
cell-free system has a pH optimum of 7.0–7.5 (177, 179,
190, 329, 438, 674) and that in intact cells NADPH oxidase
is profoundly inhibited by low pHi (613, 745, 854, 937,
982). However, electron flux changes the membrane po-
tential far more quickly than it changes pHi (see sect.
VIH4), and thus depolarization is more likely to represent
a limiting process. It has been shown that when NADPH
oxidase is active, the membrane potential of eosinophils
closely approaches EH, but depolarizes to �80 mV in the
presence of 10 �M Zn2� (67c), indicating that the NADPH
oxidase is indeed capable of producing extreme depolar-
ization if H� channels are prevented from compensating
charge.

The role of H� channels in phagocytes is universally
believed to be charge compensation, with the presump-
tion that NADPH oxidase would be inhibited by depolar-
ization. However, until recently, this assumption had
never been tested. Because NADPH oxidase transports
electrons across the cell membrane it must be voltage
sensitive (596). The standard redox potentials at the ends
of the electron transport pathway are �320 mV for
NADPH2

� in the cytoplasm and �160 mV for O2
� at the

extracellular/intraphagosomal end (131, 201, 430, 846,
1081). Thus the nominal driving force for electron move-
ment across the chain is �160 mV, although this pseudo-
equilibrium potential is defined by the standard condi-
tions of redox potential measurements, and in practice
will depend on actual concentrations (596). The rapid
reactions that O2

� undergoes after its generation likely
make this reaction irreversible; thus there is no true re-
versal potential. Depolarization of the phagocyte mem-
brane to the equilibrium potential of the electron trans-
port pathway should prevent electron transport by
NADPH oxidase. We recently measured the voltage de-
pendence of Ie in human eosinophils and found that de-
polarization of the membrane to �190 mV abolished Ie

(252). This result confirms that depolarization itself can
prevent NADPH oxidase from translocating electrons

across the membrane. A surprising aspect of the Ie-volt-
age relationship was that Ie was nearly constant between
�100 mV and ��50 mV but was steeply inhibited by
further depolarization. This unexpected feature explains
the concentration dependence of Zn2� and upon reflec-
tion reveals the brilliant design of the enzyme.

Divalent metal cations inhibit H� currents mainly by
shifting the voltage dependence of gating to more positive
voltages (70, 134, 232, 236, 246, 258, 372, 519, 762, 886)
(see sect. VO). Distinct inhibition of O2

� production in
neutrophils first occurred at 300 �M Zn2� (252), which at
pH 7.4 would shift the threshold for activating the gH by
�90 mV (163), i.e., from �20 mV in PMA-activated cells
(246, 248) to �70 mV. Consequently, activation of suffi-
cient H� efflux to compensate Ie can occur only at volt-
ages positive to �70 mV that are within the range where
Ie is inhibited directly by voltage. Because the Ie-V rela-
tionship is voltage independent from the normal resting
potential up to roughly �50 mV, lower [Zn2�] that shift
the gH-V relationship within this voltage range do not
inhibit NADPH oxidase. Analogously, depolarization to
�0 mV with high K� concentration had little (315, 460,
662) or no effect on O2

� production by eosinophils, mac-
rophages, or neutrophils (576, 722, 998). In summary,
Zn2� inhibits O2

� production by shifting H� channel acti-
vation into or beyond the voltage-dependent region of the
Ie-V relationship.

Careful measurements during the respiratory burst in
neutrophils indicate that the membrane depolarizes to
�58 mV (488). This is close to the point at which depo-
larization begins to inhibit Ie. Importantly, despite this
depolarization of �100 mV from the resting potential,
there is minimal “self-inhibition” because the Ie-V relation-
ship is practically voltage independent in this range (252).
The surprisingly large range over which NADPH oxidase
is independent of membrane potential provides a safety
factor that ensures continued optimal function of this
enzyme unless it is confronted by drastic membrane de-
polarization. The depolarization that occurs during the
respiratory burst is sufficient to activate substantial H�

efflux through H� channels without significantly inhibit-
ing the NADPH oxidase.

8. Could other ion channels serve the same function?

Phagocytes express a variety of ion channels in ad-
dition to H� channels (249, 335). It has been proposed
based on pharmacological lesion studies that various ion
channels (Ca2�, K�, and Cl�) play important roles in the
respiratory burst (182, 534, 871, 889, 909), although block-
ing the inward rectifier (Kir2.1) channel had no effect on
O2

� production (998). In eosinophils, PMA enhances Cl�

currents but has no effect on K� currents, and Cl� chan-
nel inhibitors reduce O2

� production by about one-third
(909). Roles proposed for K� channels include the one
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already proposed for H� channels, namely, balancing
NADPH oxidase-generated electron flux (837, 889), or
facilitating the activity of proteolytic enzymes (837). Pro-
posed roles for Cl� channels include signaling during
assembly of the oxidase (683), blunting calcium influx
(1068), and charge compensation (909). Swelling-acti-
vated Cl� currents in neutrophils may also contribute to
regulatory volume decrease (968). Although a partial re-
duction of O2

� production by the Cl� transport inhibitor
DIDS was reported in eosinophils (909), in neutrophils
this inhibitor either had no effect (560) or enhanced O2

�

production (656). Activation of Cl� influx attenuated O2
�

production (1068); conversely, Cl� efflux has been pro-
posed to be an essential step in activating NADPH oxidase
(683). It was suggested recently that the severity of CGD
results not only from the lack of reactive oxygen species,
but also from altered phagosomal and cytoplasmic ion
composition due to disruption of ion fluxes across pha-
gosomal membranes as a consequence of the lack of the
electrogenic NADPH oxidase function (348).

With respect to balancing the electron flux mediated
by NADPH oxidase, H� channels have a distinct advan-
tage over other channels. The operation of other channels
would result in osmotic changes in the phagosome, lead-
ing to swelling (K� influx) or shrinking (Cl� efflux). In
contrast, the extruded H� may be consumed stoichiomet-
rically with O2

� in the dismutation reaction (Fig. 25). H�

current can balance electron flux perfectly and can do so
with no net osmotic effect. In contrast, K� influx or Cl�

efflux would cease by self-inhibition when the phagosome
was filled with K� or depleted of Cl�, and thus the ability
of these lesser conductances to compensate for continu-
ous NADPH oxidase activity is limited. Because the H�

transported by channels is consumed metabolically, H�

efflux can continue indefinitely. This is crucial in light of
the continuous activity of NADPH oxidase over tens of
minutes. Reeves et al. (837) proposed recently that al-
though electron flux is balanced mostly by H�, up to 6% is
compensated by K� efflux, which consequently results in
controlled alkalinization of the phagosome (837), as was
observed previously (914). In this view, the imperfect
control of phagosomal pH and osmolarity due to the small
K� efflux component is crucial to somehow facilitating
activation of bactericidal proteases (837).

9. Other functions: do voltage-gated proton channels

acidify organelles or phagosomes?

Although voltage-gated proton channels are studied
almost exclusively in the plasma membrane of cells,
which is accessible by voltage-clamp techniques, an in-
triguing possibility is that they may play a specific func-
tion in organelle membranes. Endosomes become pro-
gressively more acidic as they evolve into lysosomes. The
orientation of voltage-gated proton channels in the

plasma membrane is such that upon endocytosis they will
“point inward,” tending to conduct H� current into the
interior of an endosome. Voltage-gated proton channels
appear to be well suited to this task, functioning as ideal
rectifiers, allowing only H� influx. Two factors make it
unlikely that typical endosomal acidification is attribut-
able to H� channels. First, endosomes and many other
organelles already have V-type H�-ATPases in their mem-
branes that acidify the interior (596). Second, even if H�

channels were available to function in this capacity, they
function passively; thus for every H� conducted into the
vesicle, one positive charge-equivalent would have to be
extruded actively. Teleologically, the cell appears to gain
nothing by this mechanism.

These arguments are not persuasive for phagocytes
during the respiratory burst. At least in the case of neu-
trophils, and possibly for other phagocytes, the major site
of physiological NADPH oxidase activity is precisely in
the phagosomal membrane, and perhaps also in presecre-
tory vesicles or granules (55, 179, 553, 581). The driving
force for channel-mediated H� influx is provided by
NADPH oxidase itself. This enzyme produces O2

� by
pumping electrons into the phagosome, which rapidly
depolarizes the membrane (interior relative to cytoplasm)
and activates H� channels. No additional energy source is
needed. The larger cytoplasmic vesicles in neutrophils are
�300 nm in diameter, with �3 fF capacitance (767). A
single NADPH oxidase molecule with a turnover rate of
300/s (199, 566) would depolarize the membrane of the
vesicle by 16 mV/s. Given that roughly 250,000 NADPH
oxidase molecules assemble in a single neutrophil within
6 min of PMA stimulation (832) and that the neutrophil
membrane capacity increases upon stimulation by �5.4
pF (767), the average vesicle, assuming uniform distribu-
tion in all membranes, would have 139 functional NADPH
oxidase complexes. The vesicle membrane potential
would depolarize by 2.2 V/s, or by 100 mV in 45 ms.
Viewed differently, neutrophils consume 0.2 fmol O2 for
each opsonized particle phagocytosed (912). Without any
charge compensation, the same 3 fF phagosome would
depolarize by 6,400 V. Long before such extreme depolar-
ization could occur, the huge opposing membrane poten-
tial would shut down the oxidase (see sect. VIH7). Depo-
larization would rapidly activate H� channels in the pha-
gosomal or plasma membrane, which would conduct H�

into the vesicle to keep up with the electron flux. Al-
though there is no direct evidence, it is highly probable
that H� channels serve the same function in phagosomal
or vesicular membranes in phagocytes that they serve in
the plasma membrane.

An additional benefit of the balancing of electron and
proton fluxes is that the phagosomal pH is thereby main-
tained (or any change is minimized). The superoxide an-
ions produced by NADPH oxidase rapidly dismutate into
H2O2 (Fig. 25). The dismutation reaction consumes pro-
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tons and would increase the phagosomal pH, thus inhib-
iting the oxidase because its pH optimum is 7.0–7.5 (179).
That the phagosomal pH does increase detectably (914)
indicates that proton excretion lags slightly behind elec-
tron extrusion, confirming that these processes are not
strictly coupled. Alternatively, the alkalinization may re-
flect a small component of charge compensation by K�

flux (837).

I. Molecular Identity of Voltage-Gated Proton

Channels: Is Part of the NADPH Oxidase

Complex a Voltage-Gated Proton Channel?

The molecular identity of voltage-gated proton chan-
nels is not known at this time. For some time it has been
speculated that a component of NADPH oxidase might act
as a proton channel. When Henderson et al. (429) pre-
sented the first evidence of electrogenic H� efflux in
human neutrophils, they proposed that the molecule re-
sponsible might resemble the Zn2�- and Cd2�-sensitive
voltage-gated proton channel reported 5 years earlier in
snail neurons by Thomas and Meech (1008). They later
considered the idea that a component of the NADPH
oxidase complex might carry out the electrogenic H�

efflux required to compensate for electrogenic electron
translocation (430, 431). A variety of evidence can be
interpreted to support the idea that part of the oxidase
complex, presumably one of the membrane-bound com-
ponents, gp91phox or p22phox, can function as a proton
channel (67c, 426–428, 433, 649, 668, 740, 830). The opin-
ion of this reviewer is that these arguments are either
circumstantial or unproven. A number of studies indicate
that gp91phox is not a proton channel (246–248, 705, 737,
742). Because this issue has become controversial,7 the
evidence for and against gp91phox being a proton channel
will now be summarized, using the conversational format
employed by Galileo in his Dialogue Concerning the Two

Chief World Systems in 1632 (333). Simplicio advocates
gp91phox being a proton channel, Salviati believes it is not,
and Sagredo is nonpartisan.8

Simplicio: Many bioenergetic molecules have strictly
coupled electron and proton transport.

The original (429–431) and still-accepted explana-
tion of the function of voltage-gated proton channels in
phagocytes is to compensate for the electrogenic electron
transport performed by the working NADPH oxidase
complex (249, 252, 280, 348). In light of the precedent of
many bioenergetic molecules that transport both elec-

trons and protons in a stoichiometrically coupled fashion
(51, 130, 194, 394, 447, 526, 584, 694, 696, 775, 862, 1014,
1072–1074), Henderson et al. (430, 431) considered the
idea that the NADPH oxidase itself might carry out the
electrogenic H� efflux required to compensate for its
electrogenic nature.

Salviati: Protons and electrons move independently
of each other in many situations.

Unlike bioenergetic molecules in which electron
translocation and proton translocation are strictly and
stoichiometrically coupled, the translocation of electrons
through NADPH oxidase is unequivocally separable from
compensatory H� efflux through H� channels. Several
lines of evidence demonstrate functional independence of
NADPH oxidase and H� channels. It is possible to mea-
sure continuous DPI-sensitive Ie in a cell that is voltage-
clamped at a potential that does not allow H� channels to
open (67c, 165, 246–248, 896), or when H� current is
inhibited by Zn2� (252, 896). In this situation, the normal
requirement for H� current to balance the electron flux is
satisfied by the feedback amplifier of the patch-clamp
circuit, which supplies the required compensatory cur-
rent. Conversely, inhibition of NADPH oxidase activity by
DPI does not prevent activation of H� efflux by vanadate
peroxides in HL-60 cells (90), nor does it prevent or
reverse the dramatic enhancement of the gH in stimulated
phagocytes (165, 246, 248). Stimulation with AA in the
presence of DPI increases H� currents and speeds 
act

without activating electron current through NADPH oxi-
dase (165). H� flux is inhibited by lower concentrations of
Zn2� or Cd2� than are required to reduce O2

� release in
neutrophils (521) (see sect. VIH7).

Simplicio: The gp91phox molecule has several His
residues that might conduct protons.

It has been considered likely that the conduction
pathway through voltage-gated proton channels is a HBC
(see sect. IIID) rather than a water-filled pore (166, 238–
240, 242, 244, 245, 426, 433, 649, 668). With a pKa near
neutral and precedents in M2 (811), CA II (176, 931), and
the K� channel voltage sensor (960), His has been con-
sidered a likely candidate to form part of a HBC conduc-
tion pathway, although inspection of Table 2 indicates
that other amino acids can serve this function. Henderson
and Meech (426, 433) reported loss of AA-activatable H�

efflux in CHO cells transfected with variants of gp91phox

in which His111, His115, and His119 all were mutated to Leu,
or in the single H115L mutation; H115D preserved some
function. The H115L result was duplicated by Maturana et
al. (668). Henderson (426) proposed that His115 shuttles
protons across the membrane.

Salviati: The His residues are too busy coordinating
heme groups to conduct protons.

It is clear that gp91phox is the key heme-binding com-
ponent of NADPH oxidase (1094) and that His115 binds
one of the two hemes in the electron transport chain (91).

7 Note added in proof: many of the arguments presented here are
discussed in the Perspectives section of the December 2002 issue of the
Journal of General Physiology.

8 The names of the discussants are those used by Galileo. The
Latin term simplicitas means straightforwardness, honesty, and candor.
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Maturana et al. (668) proposed that His115 might function
both in heme ligation and proton conduction, “thereby
coupling electron and proton transport.” However, if
gp91phox and the H� channel are separate molecules, such
convoluted mechanisms need not be considered.

Simplicio: The histidine modifying reagent diethylpy-
rocarbonate (DEPC) reportedly inhibits AA-induced su-
peroxide release and H� flux in human neutrophil cyto-
plasts (649), as well as type x H� current in eosinophils
(67c).

Salviati: DEPC could affect any protein containing His.
gp91phox is not the only molecule with solvent-acces-

sible His residues. Inhibition of H� flux by His modifica-
tion could reflect effects on any protein with an accessible
His residue, including the H� channel (whatever its iden-
tity) or an accessory protein. Competition between Zn2�

and H� suggests that the external Zn2� receptor of volt-
age-gated proton channels comprises several His residues
(163).

Sagredo: The H-X-X-X-H-X-X-X-H motif proposed by
Henderson and Meech (426, 433) to comprise part of the
proton pathway was used by Bánfi et al. (67a) to identify
gp91phox homologs that have putative H� channel func-
tion.

Salviati: Neither gp91phox nor any of its homologs
has been demonstrated to function as a proton channel.
Furthermore, this motif is present only in Nox1 (but not in
rat) and Nox2 (gp91phox) but is absent in other Nox iso-
forms, including Nox3, Nox4, Nox5, Duox1, and Duox2.

Simplicio: Expression of voltage-gated proton chan-
nels is correlated with NADPH oxidase activity.

Cells with the highest levels of NADPH oxidase ac-
tivity (e.g., eosinophils) have large proton currents. Fur-
thermore, as shown in Figure 26, H� channel expression
among phagocytes is roughly proportional to the maxi-
mum rate of O2

� production in each cell type. The promy-
elocytic HL-60 cell line, induced to differentiate in the
granulocyte pathway, acquires the ability to produce O2

�

in parallel with increased H� channel expression (830).
Salviati: Direct comparison of the amplitude of Ie

and IH in individual human neutrophils activated by PMA
revealed no correlation (248).

Sagredo: Direct correspondence between numbers of
various NADPH oxidase components is not required. Ap-
parently, gp91phox is present at about fourfold excess over
the cytosolic NADPH oxidase components in human neu-
trophils (832). One neutrophil contains 2,260,000 gp91phox

molecules, although most are not in the plasma mem-
brane, but only 600,000 p67phox molecules (A. R. Cross,
personal communication).

Salviati: The correlation between H� channel ex-
pression and NADPH oxidase activity is weak or absent in
some cells. In any case, the H� channel in unstimulated
cells is not gp91phox.

Several cells that express voltage-gated proton chan-

nels have no detectable NADPH oxidase activity. Voltage-
gated proton channels were discovered in snail neurons,
which may lack NADPH oxidase. Human basophils have
large H� currents (170), but do not produce detectable O2

�

(222). Rat alveolar epithelial cells express high levels of
H� channels (166, 232) but are capable of at most a low
level of O2

� release (1034). The properties of type e chan-
nels are sufficiently distinct from type p to be reasonably
considered a different isoform, but basophil H� channels
exhibit type p properties, and basophils share a granulo-
cyte lineage with eosinophils and neutrophils. Endothelial
cells apparently produce O2

� by an NADPH oxidase mech-
anism (954), yet no detectable H� current has been re-
ported. Human T lymphocytes express H� channels (886)
but have no detectable cytochrome b558 (516a).

The correlation shown in Figure 26 is for H� currents
in unstimulated cells. Even some proponents of the the-
ory that gp91phox is a proton channel agree that the H�

channel in resting cells is not gp91phox (67a, 67c, 668);
thus any correlation is irrelevant. On the other hand, if
activation converts H� channels from the type p to the
type x gating mode, as seems likely (165, 246–248), the
apparent correlation between gH and NADPH oxidase
activity in phagocytes is meaningful and indicates that
cells regulate expression of H� channels in accordance
with their need for them.

Finally, estimates of the number of H� channels and
NADPH oxidase complexes in human eosinophils (see
sect. VIH6) indicate that there are �20 times more active
NADPH oxidase complexes per cell (8.3 � 105) than H�

channels (5 � 104). In contrast, most H� channels are
open at large positive voltages where their density is
estimated (720). The discrepancy increases if one consid-
ers the total number of cytochrome b558 molecules (in-
cluding inactive ones) which is 0.8–1.0 � 106/cell for
neutrophils (832). Larger numbers occur in eosinophils,
which have two to three times as much cytochrome b558

(913) and correspondingly an approximately threefold
larger respiratory burst (229, 581, 807, 926, 956, 1086,
1087). All things considered, eosinophils most likely have
�100 times more gp91phox molecules than proton chan-
nels.

Simplicio: The same things turn on NADPH oxidase
and voltage-gated proton channels.

There is a temporal and phenomenological coinci-
dence of O2

� release and electrogenic H� efflux in phago-
cytes stimulated with PMA and other agonists (108, 165,
246–248, 428–431, 521, 738).

Salviati: This is a good thing, because they both need
to work at the same time!

In light of the function of H� channels during the
respiratory burst, it is teleologically beneficial that the gH

is enhanced by the same agonists that activate the respi-
ratory burst (431). However, these agonists also activate
many distinct processes in cells, such as chemotaxis,
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granule secretion, cytokine release, Na�/H� antiport, etc.
Signaling pathways frequently affect several distinct pro-
cesses.

Simplicio: The H� channels active during the respi-
ratory burst have properties markedly different from
those in resting cells (two types of channels).

Bánfi et al. (67c) made the important observation that
under conditions that enable NADPH oxidase activity, the
properties of voltage-gated proton channels were radi-
cally different from in cells studied under conventional
whole cell conditions, in which NADPH oxidase cannot
function. They concluded that NADPH oxidase activity
was associated with the appearance of a distinct variety
of H� channel, not observed in unstimulated cells, and
that this channel was formed by gp91phox. The simulta-
neous presence of two types of channels was supported
by altered gating properties and enhanced sensitivity to
DEPC and Zn2� (67c).

Salviati: H� channel properties change during acti-
vation of NADPH oxidase (one channel with two gating
modes).

The permeabilized-patch configuration allows direct
comparison of the properties of H� currents in a single
phagocyte before, during, and after activation of NADPH
oxidase with PMA, AA, or other agonists (165, 246–248).
These studies confirm the observation of Bánfi et al. (67c)
that the properties of H� channels are profoundly differ-
ent when NADPH oxidase is activated, but also provide
strong evidence that agonists alter the properties of pre-
existing H� channels, rather than inducing the appear-
ance of a novel variety of channel. The PMA-enhanced gH

in individual neutrophils was strongly correlated with that
before stimulation, even though there was an order of
magnitude range of resting gH (248). There was a progres-
sive shift of tail current kinetics and the gH-V relationship
with no indication of two components (248). When
NADPH oxidase is inhibited by DPI, the H� currents
remain large (165, 246, 248). Inhibition by DPI immedi-
ately reverses only one of the four H� channel gating
properties that is altered by PMA, 
tail, thus demonstrating
that the novel properties of the NADPH oxidase-associ-
ated H� channel are separable from one another, rather
than being invariant properties of a distinct channel type.
Furthermore, AA activates Ie in permeabilized patch stud-
ies and produces changes in H� currents that mostly are
quantitatively identical to those produced by PMA (165).
However, AA does not slow 
tail, again demonstrating that
the properties of putative type x channels are not invari-
ant. Finally, the reported difference in Zn2� sensitivity
between type p and x channels was a predictable out-
come of their experimental design and is not observed
when equivalent measurements are evaluated (see appen-
dix of Ref. 246).

Sagredo: Are H� current properties consistent with
the known cellular localization of cytochrome b558?

In resting neutrophils �75% of the cytochrome b558 is
located in intracellular granules and �25% is in the
plasma membrane (179). If gp91phox were the type x

proton channel, then it should be detectable in unstimu-
lated cells, and its density in the surface membrane
should increase upon stimulation. Is this observed?

Salviati: No. The NADPH oxidase-related (type x)
H� channel is not detected in the plasma membrane of
unstimulated phagocytes (236, 246, 248, 258, 372, 518, 519,
895). Upon activation, all of the channels in the cell
uniformly exhibit type x behavior, and no detectable type
p channel behavior remains (246–248).

Sagredo: Maybe gp91phox is inactive in resting cells.
Type p channels may disappear when phagocytes are
activated, or perhaps upon stimulation type p channels,
like chameleons, adopt properties indistinguishable with
type x, simultaneous with the appearance of new type x

channels. It could happen.
Simplicio: Maybe gp91phox functions as a proton

channel only when NADPH oxidase is active.
Nanda et al. (737) concluded that although NADPH

oxidase does not conduct H� current, optimal activation
of H� efflux requires normal assembly of oxidase compo-
nents.

Salviati: This idea is apparently disproved by studies
reporting putative H� channel behavior of gp91phox ex-
pressed in CHO (426, 427, 433, 649) or COS-7 cells (668).
Neither of these cells has the biochemical machinery to
assemble NADPH oxidase or to produce O2

�.
Simplicio: H� efflux is subnormal in some CGD cells

with dysfunctional NADPH oxidase.
Nanda and Grinstein (740) reported that the PMA-

stimulated, Zn2�-sensitive cytoplasmic alkalinization (in-
terpreted as H� channel activity) was reduced in CGD
patients who lack gp91phox. Bánfi et al. (67c) reported that
CGD patients lacking either gp91phox or p47phox lacked the
type x H� channel, although both had normal H� currents
at pHi 6.1. The absence of putative gp91phox-mediated
currents in the patient lacking p47phox is paradoxical, but
might be explained by the suggestion that proper assem-
bly of the NADPH oxidase complex is required for acti-
vation of its associated H� channel (737).

Salviati: Altered H� currents are consistent with
channel modulation. H� currents are normal in phago-
cytes from CGD patients.

An obvious alternative interpretation of the report of
Nanda and Grinstein (740) was that CGD neutrophils
might have normal H� channels that are not activated by
PMA stimulation because the defective NADPH oxidase
in these cells does not acidify the cytoplasm and depolar-
ize the membrane as in normal cells. At that time it was
conceivable that voltage-gated proton channels were ac-
tivated in a purely indirect manner, by the depolarization
and lower pHi that result from the action of NADPH
oxidase. In fact, the same lab immediately disproved their
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initial hypothesis in a voltage-clamp study of peripheral
blood monocytes that demonstrated that patients lacking
gp91phox had H� currents with properties and amplitude
identical to those in normal subjects (742). This result has
been confirmed by others (67c, 247). They also showed
that in several rare forms of CGD, activation of H� efflux
was normal in mutations that permitted assembly of a
dysfunctional NADPH oxidase complex, and that in pa-
tients with reduced gp91phox expression, activation of the
gH was not reduced proportionately (737). This disparity
between cytochrome b558 levels and voltage-gated proton
current density speaks against the idea that NADPH oxi-
dase might contain the H� channel.

Simplicio: The H� currents are normal in CGD be-
cause whole cell studies detect only the resting type p

channel. They would not reveal the absence of type x

NADPH oxidase-related channels.
Salviati: H� currents are normal in gp91phox knock-

out cells and phagocytes from CGD patients. Further-
more, PMA increases H� currents to the same extent
whether gp91phox is present or absent.

The strongest evidence against gp91phox being a pro-
ton channel comes from genetic knock-out studies. PLB-
985 cells are of the myelocytic lineage and after induction
by dimethylformamide are capable of producing O2

� via a
fully functional NADPH oxidase system (1099). Identical
large voltage-gated proton currents with completely nor-
mal properties were observed in wild-type PLB cells,
gp91phox knock-outs, and in knock-outs rescued by re-
transfection with gp91phox (247). Studied in permeabi-
lized-patch configuration, the H� currents in gp91phox

knock-outs also responded to PMA stimulation with in-
creased gH,max and faster 
act, similar to controls. The
slowing of 
tail was not observed, consistent with this
parameter being closely linked to NADPH oxidase activ-
ity, which obviously was absent in the gp91phox knock-out
cells. As shown in Figure 27, similar results were obtained
with CGD granulocytes from patients lacking gp91phox.
Unstimulated neutrophils from CGD patients had normal
H� currents, and PMA stimulation increased the H� cur-
rent to the same extent. This study demonstrated that
when NADPH oxidase is activated, gH,max increases in the
complete absence of gp91phox and this increase cannot be
ascribed to gp91phox being a proton channel.

Simplicio: Heterologous expression of gp91phox and
homologs results in voltage-gated proton currents.

Henderson et al. (427) reported that heterologous
expression of gp91phox in CHO cells resulted in pH
changes suggestive of conductive H� flux, a result sup-
ported by subsequent studies (426, 433, 435, 649, 668).
Recently, several gp91phox homologs were reported to
function as H� channels, increasing background H� cur-
rents by four- to fivefold in heterologous expression sys-
tems (67a, 67b, 668).

Salviati: Heterologous expression either upregulates

background voltage-gated proton channels or produces a
conductance that differs from genuine voltage-gated pro-
ton channels.

The heterologous expression data are unconvincing.
Of the three cell lines used for expression, two (CHO and
HEK-293 cells) already express voltage-gated proton
channels (67a, 164, 280, 668). Expression of either Nox1
or gp91phox in HEK-293 cells resulted in H� currents that
were only approximately fourfold larger than in the back-
ground (67a, 668), which could reflect upregulation of
intrinsic H� channels. Upregulation of endogenous ion
channels by transfection with irrelevant proteins is a well-
known phenomenon (922). We observed H� current den-
sities in HEK-293 cells transfected with the biologically
inert green fluorescent protein (280) (V. V. Cherny, B. L.
Davidson, R. Haskell, and T. E. DeCoursey, unpublished
data) that were similar to those in HEK-293 cells trans-

FIG. 27. Families of H� currents recorded in neutrophils from a
normal individual (top) and from a patient with chronic granulomatous
disease (CGD) who lacked gp91phox expression (bottom). Voltage pulses
were applied in 20-mV increments as labeled. Cells were studied in
permeabilized patch configuration, with a symmetrical NH4

� gradient
applied to clamp pHi to pHo, which was 7.0. The currents on the left were
recorded before stimulation, those on the right after stimulation with
PMA. The average H� current amplitudes are the same in CGD and
normal cells (247). The small inward current at the holding potential in
the normal cell is due to electron current through the activated NADPH
oxidase complex, which is absent in the CGD cell. The proton conduc-
tance in both resting and activated cells is the same in the absence of
gp91phox, which is inconsistent with the proposal that gp91phox is a
proton channel (V. V. Cherny, A. G. DeCoursey, and T. E. DeCoursey,
unpublished data.)
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fected with Nox1 (67a) or gp91phox (668). In both Nox1 or
gp91phox transfected HEK-293 cells, H� current densities
were small, �4 pA/pF (at �60 mV at pHo 7.5, pHi 5.7).
Under the same conditions (�60 mV at pHo 7.5, pHi 5.7)
this group reported voltage-gated H� currents �300
pA/pF in human eosinophils (895). Putative H� currents
in gp91phox-transfected CHO cells were �10,000 pA (433).

The putative voltage-gated proton channels in
gp91phox-expressing CHO cells (433) differ markedly from
H� currents in phagocytes. They activate very rapidly; the
currents are extremely large, �10 nA in some cells, but
surprisingly do not exhibit the droop characteristically
observed during large H� currents (68, 232, 238, 258, 372,
473, 519, 709, 895). Increasing pHi by �0.6 units abolished
the putative H� currents. In stark contrast, increasing pHi

by 1 unit reduces gH,max only by one-half (234) and shifts
the gH-V relationship by �40 mV in every extant study of
voltage-gated proton channels in native cells (Fig. 19). To
account for the mysterious disappearance of the putative
H� currents in CHO cells would require a shift of at least
140 mV; larger depolarizations were not described. Fi-
nally, 200 �M Zn2� only partially inhibited the current and
did not appear to slow activation (433). In phagocytes and
other cells, 1 �M Zn2� slows H� current activation by �3-
to 10-fold at pH �7 (163, 246, 886). Thus, although the
conductance in gp91phox-expressing CHO cells superfi-
cially resembles voltage-gated proton current, it is funda-
mentally different.

Sagredo: COS-7 cells appear to lack endogenous H�

currents and therefore present a cleaner expression sys-
tem (668). What happens in COS-7 cells transfected with
gp91phox?

Salviati: The putative H� currents in gp91phox ex-
pressing COS-7 cells have not been characterized thor-
oughly, and the data that exist indicate a nonselective
conductance. The currents in Figure 1A of Maturana et al.
(668) were recorded at pHo 7.5 and pHi 5.7; thus EH was
�105 mV. However, the large inward tail current upon
repolarization to �60 mV, as well as the activation of
inward current during the pulse to 0 mV, both indicate
that Vrev �0 mV. The conductance in gp91phox-transfected
COS-7 cells therefore is not H� selective, because Vrev

deviates from EH by �100 mV. In contrast, the currents in
gp91phox-transfected HEK-293 cells in the same figure and
recorded under identical conditions, exhibit outward tail
currents at �60 mV, consistent with their being H� selec-
tive. Thus H�-selective currents were observed only in
cells with endogenous voltage-gated proton channels.

In another study, gp91phox was expressed in COS-7
cells together with the other three main NADPH oxidase
components (705). The expression of gp91phox was con-
firmed by antibody staining and by demonstration that the
cells generated O2

� upon stimulation (705, 822). No proton
currents were detected in whole cell or permeabilized
patch studies, or after stimulation under conditions that

enhanced H� currents in neutrophils, eosinophils, or PLB
cells (705). Thus H�-selective currents were not detected
in either study in the COS-7 expression system.

Simplicio: Maybe homologs of gp91phox are proton
channels (67a, 67b). An alternatively spliced variant of
Nox1 mRNA was detected in leukocytes and HL-60 cells
(67a).

Salviati: Most of the gp91phox homologs are not ex-
pressed detectably in peripheral blood leukocytes (538,
582), including Nox1 (973), Nox3, Nox4 (162), and Nox5
(67b). However, Nox4 has been detected in osteoclasts
(1088), which do have proton currents (762). Recent data
suggest that the short form of Nox1, called NOH-1S and
reported to be a proton channel by Bánfi et al. (67a), is not
a natural product (T. L. Leto and M. Geiszt, personal
communication).

Sagredo: Anyway, the question is whether gp91phox is
a proton channel. Why don’t you put gp91phox into phos-
pholipid bilayers and see if it acts as a channel?

Salviati: We tried that (J. Tang, A. R. Cross, D. Mor-
gan, V. V. Cherny, and T. E. DeCoursey, unpublished
data). We added cytochrome b558 plus FAD, and then at
intervals of several minutes, added neutrophil cytosol to
restore the cytosolic components, then guanosine 5�-O-(3-
thiotriphosphate), NADPH, PMA, and finally AA. At no
stage (for up to �2 h) did we observe currents above the
tiny leak conductance through the bilayer alone (�1 pA
over �/�100 mV, bilayer resistance �200 G�). Addition
of OmpF porin channels to the same bilayer produced
single-channel currents within seconds.

Summary: Although early studies were tantalizing,
the preponderance of the evidence indicates that the volt-
age-gated proton channel is a separate entity from the
NADPH oxidase complex. Ignoring the circumstantial ev-
idence on both sides leaves the more definitive heterolo-
gous expression studies. The studies claiming proton
channel function for gp91phox are unconvincing. In some
cases, the putative H� currents in gp91phox transfected
cells simply do not have the properties of voltage-gated
proton currents in native cells. Those studies showing
genuine H� currents in gp91phox-transfected cells were
done in an expression system that constitutively exhibits
H� currents of amplitude similar to those in the trans-
fected cells. When gp91phox is expressed in COS-7 cells
that have no endogenous H� channels, no H� current
could be detected (668, 705), although expression was
confirmed both by antibody staining and functional stud-
ies (705). Genetic knock-out of gp91phox in PLB-985 cells
or in CGD patients does not affect H� currents in un-
stimulated cells nor prevents the PMA-stimulated in-
crease in H� currents (247). It is time to abandon the idea
that gp91phox is a proton channel and reinstate a search
for this elusive molecule.
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J. Functional Link Between NADPH Oxidase

Activity and H� Channel Gating

A remarkably similar constellation of effects on volt-
age-gated proton channels is observed when NADPH ox-
idase is activated by PMA (246–248), by AA (165), or
spontaneously (246). This coincidence suggests that a
common signaling pathway may be involved. On the other
hand, it is possible to dissect some of these changes
temporally or pharmacologically. The most rapid effect of
PMA is an increase in the rate of channel opening (246,
248). The increase in IH also occurs more rapidly than the
appearance of Ie. Thus H� channel opening is enhanced
before significant activation of NADPH oxidase has oc-
curred, strongly suggesting that modifications of channel
gating occur as a primary effect and not as a consequence
of NADPH oxidase activation.

In contrast, the slowing of 
tail (indicating the rate of
H� channel closing upon repolarization) appears to be
tightly coupled to NADPH oxidase activity. When neutro-
phils, eosinophils, or PLB-985 cells are stimulated with
PMA or when they become activated spontaneously, Ie

turns on with a time course that generally parallels the
slowing of 
tail (246–248). Furthermore, when Ie turns off
spontaneously or when NADPH oxidase is inhibited by
DPI (200), 
tail becomes faster again (246–248). The
speeding of 
tail by DPI occurs only when 
tail has first
been slowed by activation of the cell. DPI has no effect on

tail in unstimulated cells (248), or after the Ie turns off
spontaneously, as occasionally happens in eosinophils
(246). Thus DPI does not have a direct pharmacological
effect on H� channels, but acts indirectly on H� channels
by inhibiting NADPH oxidase. The apparent sensitivity of

tail to NADPH oxidase activity is surprising. Evidently,
there is a strong functional connection between the rate
of H� channel closing and the activity of NADPH oxidase.
Intriguingly, a �-subunit of K� channels that is structur-
ally similar to oxidoreductase enzymes has been specu-
lated to function as a link between cellular redox chem-
istry and electrical excitability, or alternatively to act as a
voltage-dependent enzyme (393).

How this link occurs is a mystery. The hypothesis
that the H� channel is part of the NADPH oxidase com-
plex is untenable, as discussed in section VI, H and I.
There could be direct molecular interaction if the H�

channel were in close physical proximity to the NADPH
oxidase complex, perhaps as an as-yet-unidentified auxil-
iary protein or in a lipid micro-raft. A higher-order regu-
latory molecule might simultaneously govern the activity
of NADPH oxidase and H� channels. Finally, the H�

channel might sense the effects of NADPH oxidase activ-
ity. The latter idea seems the most likely in view of there
being one to two orders of magnitude more NADPH oxi-
dase complexes than H� channels in phagocytes (see
sect. VIH6). Possible effects of NADPH oxidase activity

include depolarization, global or local decreases in pHi

and increases in pHo, and appearance of reactive oxygen
species. Preliminary studies indicate little effect of H2O2

applied to the bath solution (Cherny and DeCoursey,
unpublished data), but these studies were not extensive,
nor did they examine possible effects of O2

� or a myriad
other reactive oxygen species that can be formed (543).
We proposed that H� channels sense the local accumula-
tion of protons during the respiratory burst (248).

K. How Far Apart Are Proton Channels and

NADPH Oxidase Complexes?

For the H� channel to sense local accumulation of
protons (248), it must be physically near the source of
protons. The analogous problem of how far Ca2� can
diffuse from the point source of a Ca2� channel into bulk
cytoplasm has been addressed (964). The length constant
	 (roughly the average distance the free ion diffuses be-
fore it is consumed by buffer) is given approximately by

	 � � DH

Bfreek
(7)

where DH is the diffusion constant for H� and is 1.08 �
10�4 cm2/s at 37°C (845), Bfree is the free buffer concen-
tration, which corresponds roughly with the buffering
capacity of phagocyte cytoplasm, which has been esti-
mated to be 15.6–50 mM at physiological pHi (324, 940).
Stern (964) and others (950) have discussed the limita-
tions of this calculation. The bimolecular rate constant of
protonation of buffer (k) is assumed to be diffusion lim-
ited at 1–4 � 1010 M�1 � s�1 (80, 287, 290, 768). Given
these rough assumptions, 	 is 2.3–8.3 nm. Neglecting
buffer diffusion and background proton concentration,
the concentration of protons (cH) at distance r from a
source such as NADPH oxidase is given approximately by
(E. Rı́os, personal communication)

cH �
H�generation rate

4�DHr
e�r/	 (8)

The exponential term incorporates the attenuation by
buffer of the cH that would have resulted from diffusion
from the source alone.

Distances can be estimated from the previous esti-
mates of 125–200 H� channels/�m2 and 2,100–3,300 ac-
tive NADPH oxidase complexes/�m2 of eosinophil mem-
brane (see sect. VIH6). The following geometric analysis is
by Ricardo Murphy. With the assumption of a uniform
distribution in a square grid pattern, each H� channel
would be 70–90 nm from its nearest neighbor, and each
active NADPH oxidase complex would be 17–22 nm from
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its neighbors. If the membrane area associated with each
H� channel (A � 5–8 � 103 nm2) is approximated as a
circle of radius R � �(A/�) � 40–50 nm, then on average,
no NADPH oxidase molecule could be farther than this
distance from a H� channel. If H� channels and NADPH
oxidase complexes were distributed uniformly, the aver-
age distance of an NADPH oxidase molecule from the
nearest H� channel, rmean, would be

rmean � �
0

R

r�2r

R2�dr �
2
R2�

0

R

r 2dr �
2
3

R (9)

or 27–33 nm. The minimum estimated distance is thus 3	,
which from Equation 8 means that a H� channel would
sense �5% of the increased [H�] near the NADPH oxidase
complex (assuming the effective radius of the NADPH
oxidase complex is �	). In other phagocytes with a lower
density of both H� channels and NADPH oxidase compo-
nents, the distances would be greater. Thus, in the ab-
sence of some structural link, such as colocalization of
H� channels and NADPH oxidase molecules in “lipid
rafts” (480), it is unlikely that H� channels would uni-
formly sense highly localized changes in pH due to the
activity of a single NADPH oxidase complex. These cal-
culations ignore any enhancement that would result by
processes that facilitate the movement of protons in the
plane of the membrane surface (see sect. IID).

On the other hand, there is a large decrease in global
pHi during the respiratory burst when Na�/H� antiport
and H� channels are inhibited (430, 431, 738, 977), which
demonstrates that protons are generated at a rate suffi-
cient to overload the entire cytoplasmic buffering capac-
ity. It is likely that during the respiratory burst, protons
are concentrated near the membrane and that there is a
proton gradient that dissipates toward the center of the
cell. Direct evidence that this can occur is seen in perme-
abilized-patch studies. Although the applied NH4

� gradient
provides excellent control of pHi in the absence of a load
(248, 387), when the NADPH oxidase is activated under
these conditions the observed Vrev of H� currents shifts
�3.7 mV in neutrophils (248) and �5.8 mV or �5.3 mV in
eosinophils stimulated with PMA (246) or AA (165), re-
spectively. Eosinophils are the same size as neutrophils
but have a more active NADPH oxidase. NADPH oxidase
activity thus lowers pHi by �0.1 unit in spite of the NH4

�

gradient (and in spite of application of occasional depo-
larizing pulses to observe currents).

In summary, voltage-gated proton channels are likely
too far from NADPH oxidase complexes to sense acute
local pH changes, but they may respond to more global
pHi changes that accumulate during sustained NADPH
oxidase activity.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Protons are unique among cations in their tiny size,
low free but enormous total concentration, reactivity with
other molecules, and Grotthuss conduction mechanism.
Proton channels have a unique conduction mechanism,
the HBC, which in nonselective channels is a simple water
wire, but in highly proton-selective channels includes at
least one titratable amino acid residue. These protonation
sites at once preclude the conduction of other cations,
thus acting as “selectivity filters,” and provide a mecha-
nism that mediates the interaction between pH and the
molecular conformation and function of the channel. The
key to proton selectivity is that the proton is conducted
through a HBC as H� rather than H3O�. Many different
molecules have proton channels that are of central im-
portance to their function. Most of these channels are
HBCs comprising water wires interrupted at crucial
points by titratable amino acid residues. In several cases,
proton conduction is enhanced by the presence of titrat-
able groups at the entrance to the channel. Proton entry
into (or exit from) a channel that occurs by direct Eigen-
type proton transfer between buffer and a titratable group
on the channel can increase the rate of proton transport
far beyond that obtained with simple diffusion. Heavy
metal cations often bind competitively with protons to
titratable sites on proton channels, where they produce a
variety of effects on molecular function.

Unique properties of voltage-gated proton channels,
compared with other ion channels that are water-filled
pores, include extraordinarily high selectivity, tiny unitary
conductance, strong temperature and deuterium isotope
effects on both conductance and gating kinetics, and
insensitivity to block by steric occlusion. Many of these
properties are manifestations of the HBC conduction
mechanism. The gating of voltage-gated proton channels
is regulated tightly by pH and voltage, with the result that
under normal conditions, the channels open only when
the electrochemical gradient is outward. The general
function of these channels is therefore acid extrusion
from cells. Their responsiveness to the voltage across the
membrane in which they are located, with modulation by
the local pH on both sides of the membrane, means that
they are activated automatically when the need arises.
Voltage-gated proton channels are expressed in many
cells and appear to comprise at least four isoforms. The
evidence for specific function is strongest in phagocytes,
in which H� channels extrude protons during the respi-
ratory burst to compensate for electron extrusion by
NADPH oxidase. Activation of H� current during the
respiratory burst is due to a combination of depolariza-
tion, pH changes, and profound modulation of the prop-
erties of the H� channels. The functions of voltage-gated
proton channels and NADPH oxidase are intimately inter-
connected, but the bulk of evidence indicates that the
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channel is a molecular entity distinct from any known
NADPH oxidase component. Although much progress has
been made, the most exciting discoveries lie in the future.
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